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Abstract

Polarisation of the beam in a near-planar skew-rhombus ring laser is dependent on the aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path and the defects of its cavity
mirrors. With reduction in the anisotropy of birefringence in state-of-the-art
multilayer dielectric-stack cavity mirrors it is shown that the polarisation measurements for a ring laser employing them would have picoradian sensitivity to
the dihedral (fold) angle of the geometrical ray-path. Correction of the residual anisotropy of birefringence in multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors without a
substantial increase in the reflectance losses is shown to be possible through
reduction in the thickness of the top protective layer. The fundamental limits
of the reflectance loss for multilayer mirrors is of the order of 1 part in 10 9 for
mirrors employing Si0 2 and Ti0 2 and these limits are shown to be set by the
associated losses in the internal materials due to the Urbach tail near the band
gap and to the thermodynamic density fluctuations in fabrication. Theoretical expressions have been found which predict the polarisation dependence on
the dihedral angle of the geometrical ray-path for three types of near-planar
skew-rhombus ring laser. An expression has been found which predicts the
tilts required for the mirrors in a symmetric near-planar ring laser to produce
a given closed geometrical ray-path. As a special case it is shown that for a
near-planar square ring laser which employs pairs of planar and spherical mirrors the dihedral angle is equal to the sum of the tilts of the planar mirrors. A
computer program has been prepared which calculates the power reflectances
in the s- and p-directions, the coefficients of power transmission into the substrate in the same respective directions, and the anisotropy of birefringence for
a multilayer dielectric-stack mirror design. We use the measurements of the
amplitude transmission coefficients into the substrate for a given multilayer
mirror design and the multilayer mirror program to show that the (real) refractive indices of the layer materials can be determined uniquely and that they
can be determined with a fractional uncertainty which is one order of magnitude lower than the greatest fractional uncertainty of the measured amplitude
transmission coefficients into the substrate. An experimental 1mx 1m square
ring laser which has been constructed and made operational is described. A
review is made of polarimeter designs and it is shown that the measurement
accuracy can be improved for each by accounting for the anisotropic attenuation of their optical components. A polarimeter which has been constructed is
also described.

Chapter 1
Introd uction

The nature of the beam polarisation in a ring laser is dependent on the mirror defects
and the degree of aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path. Although the ring laser
is more well known through the exploitation of the Sagnac effect[73] to create the
inertial rotation sensor or gyroscope fDr aircraft (for example the Airbus 320), the
polarisation dependence on the aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path can also be
exploited to create an optical lever of picosecond resolution[14].
The polarisation modes of the beam internal to a non-planar ring laser are largely
defined by the resonant modes of the mirror cavity containing them. The mirror cavity of a non-planar ring laser belongs to the class of nonorthogonal resonators which
were investigated even before the advent of the ring laser. Nonorthogonal resonators
possess no meridional plane of symmetry[3]. Arnaud along with Luneberg[48] investigated such optical systems and they in turn referenced those who had worked in
the field before them. Arnaud and Kogelnik[6] developed a formalism for treating the
orientation, but not the phase, of Gaussian beams propagating in non orthogonal systems. Popov[66][65] and Kahn and Nemit[40] used the phase in their analysis. Their
work was enlarged upon by Arnaud[3][4][5] and Bergmann[10] with their introductory
studies of nonorthogonal resonators and in particular non-planar ring resonators. A
number of other authors [21:1[20:1[29][62:1[2][92] have since contributed to vvork in the
non-planar ring laser field. Yelland et al. [92] and Nilsson et al. [62] are of particular interest in that they specifically calculate the eigenmodes for the polarisation in
non-planar ring lasers. Other work on ring lasers[76][75][91][59] is also mentioned.
Work on fibre-optic ring lasers and the polarisation in fibre-optics may also be of
interest [36] [45] [1].
\iVith the advent of the first working ring laser[49] came the problem of lock-in.
One of the proposed solutions to the problem was the multioscillator ring laser, first
proposed by de Lang[26]. The type which used an aplanar mirror cavity design was
thought to split the polarisation modes in frequency, however this was only true for
modes of the opposite handedness. The reason for this was later pointed out by
Arnaud[5, p 137]. Use of a nonreciprocal polarisation rotation element in the beam
path removed the degeneracy and so the four frequency multioscillator laser gyroscope
was made possible[30][31]. The investigations have continued with the basic theory
2
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on polarisation set out by Martin[52] and Statz et at.[8I1, being that used to calculate
polarisation modes for the non-planar ring laser in Section (2.2).
Investigation into the polarisation in ring lasers at the University of Canterbury
has been motivated by the need to understand their operation so that the behaviour
of the beating between the counterpropagating beams can be predicted. The successful operation of Canterbury 'C-1' ring laser without the need of any biasing methods
raised expectations that such a device had the potential for making very sensitive tests
of nonreciprocal phenomena. A review made of the types of test possible [85] includes,
for example, the creation of a linear seismometer exploiting the polarisation sensitivity of the ring laser to changes in the aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path[14]; an
increase in the precision of the classic experiments of Zeeman[93] which have already
been improved upon by Bilger and Stowel1[15J. and Sanders and Ezekiel[74j; a search
for violations of special relativity in a conjugate ring geometry[67J[84] by postulating
a parity-violating preferred-frame test theory (detection is gained when diurnal variations in the beat frequency are found): nonlinear optical effects in gases associated
with the chiral effects of electric and magnetic fields should give absolute phase shifts
of 10- 10 rad. which should be detectable[83][82][69J[86]: a search for pseudoscalar
particles like axions may be possible as a result of their interaction with one the
counterpropagating linearly polarised beams rotated to align with a magnetic field
and the other beam rotated to be orthogonal to the first[24].
Canterbury 'C-1' ring laser has a nominally planar geometrical ray-path. To
actually achieve planarity and maintain it is impossible in practice due to, among
other things, thermal vibrations. Aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path of the beam
internal to a ring laser causes a net rotation of the image plane of the beam after
making a circuit of the mirror cavity.
Statz
at.[8I, p259] investigated image rotation for non-planar mirror cavities
by synthesis of dihedral rotators i.e. calculating the image rotation which results
from reflection of the beam from successive pairs of mirrors. On investigating this
we concluded that the results for some parts of their work were incorrect. The
calculations are reworked and are presented.
Rotation of the image plane due to the aplanarity of the ray-path results in the
beam being linearly polarised when the geometrical ray-path is in-plane and elliptically polarised when the ray-path is non-planar. It is because of the vector nature
of the electric field of the beam that when the image plane of the beam is rotated
the electric field vector must also rotate to satisfy the cavity resonance condition so
as to produce a sustained oscillation, namely, lasing. Prediction of the polarisation
of the beam in a ring
enables one to calculate the beat frequencies between the
counterpropagating beams. A number of groups had investigated the factors controlling the polarisation and therefore the beat frequencies of the non-planar ring
laser[21l[31][52][81][20][29] before the advent of the Canterbury 'C-I' ring laser, however, none made it clear how the polarisation changed from being linear when the
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geometrical ray-path was in-plane[76, p742] to being nearly circular when the raypath "vas out-of-plane[81, p267]. Our work[14] makes this clear for the near-planar
square ring laser. Our investigation also shows that the rate at which the polarisation
changes is dependent on the scale parameter /3 =
(0 2 + X2) /2 for each of the ring
0

J

mirrors, assuming they are identical and where the differential reflectivity 0 = rp - rs
is the difference in the reflectivities between the p- (parallel to the plane of incidence)
and s- (perpendicular to the plane of incidence) directions; the anisotropy of birefringence X = Xp - XS is the phase difference on reflection between the components
of the beam in the p- and s-directions. Our calculations show that the smaller this
parameter is the more rapid is the transition from linear to nearly circular polarisation with the change in aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path. For example, for a
near-planar square ring laser whose mirrors have a differential reflectivity of 0 rv 10- 9
and an anisotropy of birefringence of X rv 10- 3 rad. the polarisation measurements
of the beam exiting the back of one of the cavity mirrors has picoradian sensitivity to
the change in the aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path. Our calculation of the ratio
of the beam polarisations A = Ep/ E s, where Ep, Es are the magnitude of the electric
field vectors of the beam in the p- and s-directions, assumes that the discharge in the
laser has linear gain independent of the direction of the electric field in the projective
plane perpendicular to the propagation vector.
The great sensitivity of the polarisation to change in the aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path stimulated a search by the author for other topologically equivalent
near-planar skew-rhombus ring lasers whose sensitivity were greater than that for the
near-planar square one. In the process of investigation the author has extended the
polarisation ratio expression and the scale parameter definition to cover all skewrhombus near-planar ring laser designs. The eigen-equation for the skew-rhombus
ring laser makes it possible to calculate the gain required by the discharge to obtain lasing for each of the eigenmodes, so placing on a more mathematical basis the
selection of the eigenmodes which are excited given the gain of the discharge. Also
derived from the eigen-equation is the frequency of operation dependence on the dihedral (fold) angle of the geometrical ray-path of the beam. It must be pointed out that
the gain of the discharge and frequency of operation expressions are only applicable
in the approximation that the ring laser is non-rotating, the gain produced by the
discharge is linear and non-gyrotropic, and the back-scatter from the cavity mirrors
coupling the counterpropagating beams is ignored.
To show the type of polarisation modes produced, sets of ellipses are plotted where
for one cycle of oscillation of the beam the tip of the polarisation vector is projected
onto the plane orthogonal to the propagation vector at the point at which the ratio of
the polarisations was calculated. The curves plotted are for the mode requiring the
least gain produced by the discharge. Also included in the plots is the set of vector
amplitudes for the linearly polarised mode which results when the beam internal to
the ring laser is compensated and o/X = 0.1.
The same set of calculations and graphs were prepared for the other near-planar
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ring lasers investigated, namely, the ones which we have given the names 'folded'
ring laser (a design in which the geometrical ray-path of the skew-rhombus ring has
been folded over) and the 'Wiinschelrute' (,Wishbone') ring laser (one in which all
the angles of incidence of the beam on all the cavity mirrors are the same and small).
This work on polarisation is presented in Chapter (2).
The precision of the ring laser as a tool for research and its accuracy as a gyroscope
is dependent to a large degree on the quality of its cavity mirrors. It was because of
this that the multilayer dielectric-stack mirror was developed and are almost standard
in the ring laser industry. Metal coated mirrors can never approach the performance
of multilayer ones because of the ohmic losses in the metal film. The accuracy of the
ring laser gyro is not just dependent on the back-scatter but also on the 'Q' of the
mirror cavity which, in turn, ultimately depends on the total losses of its mirrors.
Apart from the shape and smoothness of its surface and the back-scatter there are two
other characteristics which define the performance of the multilayer dielectric-stack
mIrror.
The first is its loss upon reflection which is in general greater for the p-direction
than for the s-direction. The second is the phase-shift upon reflection of the components of the beam in the same respective directions. In general these are different
as well. Since the cavity mirrors have a decisive influence on the polarisation of the
internal beam of the ring laser they come in for special study in Chapter (3).
The performance of multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors can be calculated using
Jones matrices. Based on the work by H. A. MacLeod[51] we show[14] that the
residual anisotropy of birefringence in such mirrors can be reduced to X = 3 X 10- 3
rad. without substantial loss in reflectance by reduction in thickness of the top
protective ,\/2-Si0 2 layer by etching. We also show that there is a fundamental limit
for reflectance loss in multilayer mirrors, that this limit has not yet been reached,
and we give mirror manufacturers encouragement and direction on how to achieve
this limit [16].
Mirror losses can be categorised into three types: loss by absorption in the layer
materials, loss by scattering, and loss by transmission into the substrate of the mirror.
The number of layers on the mirror can always be increased so that transmission into
the substrate is reduced below the absorption losses. We show that it is possible for
mirror manufacturing techniques to improve so that loss by scattering will be reduced
below that for absorption. Absorption at the present is set by impurities in the layer
materials, particularly the high refractive index material, and purification will result
in these losses being reduced to that determined by the Urbach edge. We show that
an ultimate limit on reflectance losses in multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors is at the
parts in 10 9 , i.e. parts per billion (ppb) level.
The author has extended the work on multilayer mirrors by creating a computer
program (the Thrbo Pascal program on the disk accompanying this work), based on
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the work by MacLeod, which calculates the reflectance and anisotropy of birefringence
of multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors. In the development of the program the author
noticed that previous calculations performed on multilayer dielectric-stack designs
had not taken into account the need to use complex angles in Snell's law when the
refractive indices are complex for waves in lossy materials. This was subsequently
incorporated into the computer program. In using the program the author discovered
that the coefficients of amplitude transmission into the substrate are independent of
the losses of the dielectric-stack materials to first order and that this can be exploited
to determine, uniquely, the refractive indices of the multilayer film materials. This
investigation also shows that there is a great sensitivity of the coefficients of amplitude transmission to the refractive indices of the layer materials. Mathematical
investigation shows that the fractional change in the refractive index of one of the
layer materials produces an order of magnitude greater fractional change in the coefficient of amplitude transmission. The result of this is that the refractive indices
of the layer materials can be calculated with a fractional uncertainty which is an
order of magnitude smaller than the largest fractional uncertainty of the measured
coefficients of amplitude transmission used in determining them.
It was the intention of the author to measure the change in polarisation of the
beam internal to an experimental ring laser as a function of the dihedral (fold) angle
of the geometrical ray-path. Beam stability in the mirror cavity is dependent on the
geometry of the ray-path and the curvature of the mirrors. Considerable work has
already been done on this[44][37][33][79][13][78]. The work of Bilger and Stedman[13]
was used to check the beam stability for the mirror cavity design of the near-planar
experimental ring laser. Control of the geometrical ray-path of the beam to set up
a given dihedral (fold) angle has not, as such, been covered in the literature. By
inverting the beam stability equations of Bilger and Stedman[13] the author derives
expressions for calculating the mirror tilts required to set up a given closed geometrical
ray-path for the beam in a near-planar ring laser with a mirror cavity having N
mirrors symmetrically arranged. As a special case the dihedral angle of the nearplanar square ring laser with pairs of planar and spherical mirrors is shown to be
given by the sum of the tilts of the diametrically opposed planar cavity mirrors. The
work on beam stability and control is covered in Chapter (4).

The author has constructed an experimental ring
in which preliminary qualgeometrical ray-path the
itative tests have shown that for one configuration of
polarisation was reduced to being linear as tested by observation of the extinction
by eye using a Glan-Thompson prism. For another configuration of the ray-path it
was estimated that the maximum reduction in intensity of the beam under all rotations of the Glan-Thompson was of the order of 20%, hence it would seem from these
preliminary observations that the limits of our theoretical analysis are correct.
The base of the 1m x 1m square ring laser was constructed from steel. Further
details of the construction are given in Chapter (5).
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In order measure the polarisation of the beam in the experimental
laser it
was necessary to construct a polarimeter. Collett[22] reviews several methods possible
and these are investigated. In each case Collett makes the approximation that the
optical devices used in making the measurements are ideaL The author reworks the
theory behind the methods quoted to take account of the anisotropy in absorption of
the optical components. Also discussed is the photo elastic modulator as a possible
candidate for a polarimeter. A discussion ends Chapter (6) as t.o which methods the
author is to use in making polarisation measurements.
Chapt.er(7) shows the mechanical construction of the polarimeter built.

Chapter 2
Polarisation in Near-Planar Ring Lasers

Dorschner[31] and Martin[52] provide the following main features for calculating the
polarisation eigenmodes in the non-planar ring laser, namely, that the cavity resonance condition demanded that the E-M field reproduce itself in phase, intensity and
polarisation; out-of-plane mirror geometries rotated the image plane of the
real
mirrors have defects, being loss in reflectance and anisotropy of birefringence which
when reduced make the polarisation modes in the non-planar ring laser more closely
circular. Statz et al. [81]' following these authors, drew on their work and provided a
comprehensive treatise showing nearly all that is necessary to calculate the polarisation modes in the non-planar ring laser. In addition to the work of Dorschner and
Martin, Statz et al. treated Gaussian beams in non-planar resonators. It must also
be mentioned that the work of Aronowitz [7] drew attention to the difference between
resonance condition for a linear cavity and that for a ring mirror cavity.
Our contribution to the work[14] on polarisation in non-planar ring
provides
a mathematical treatment which describes how the polarisation of the beam a nearplanar square ring laser changes as the geometrical ray-path becomes progressively
aplanar, having started in the in-plane condition. We show that the smaller the
cavity mirror defects are, the more rapid is the change in the polarisation of the
internal beam from being linear when in-plane to being closely circular for a fold
angle j3 rv 0.1 rad. for mirrors of the sort that we have in our possession with the
birefringence appropriately reduced by etching the top protective layer. Later in this
chapter the expression describing the ratio of the polarisation vectors for the nearplanar square ring laser is derived and extended by calculating the polarisation ratio
for two other near-planar ring laser types. The work by Statz et al. [81, p266] is the
source of most of the basic theory for the calculations.
Since the beam in a ring laser can be considered fully polarised, one can use Jones
elements in the ring laser
algebra to calculate the polarisation modes. Each of
which has an optical effect on the beam can be represented by a 2 x 2 complex Jones
matrix with the electric field of the beam being represented by a 2 x 1 complex Jones
vector.
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Real mirrors, being non ideal, can be represented by a Jones matrix of the form [81.
p270]

(2.1)
where Ps' Pp' cPs and cP p are, respectively, the reflectivities in the s- and p-directions
and the associated changes in phase on reflection for the same respectiw directions.
Chapter (3) discusses how these parameters may be obtained for multilayer mirrors,
being those most commonly used for ring lasers.
In a non-planar ring laser geometrical rotation ofthe image plane results from the
beam being successively reflected from pairs of mirrors whose normals do not lie in
the same plane. These rotations can be followed if one considers a coordinate system
which moves along with the beam. We shall use the approach taken by Statz et al. [81,
p255] who have in turn base their work on that by Berkowitz[ll] and Arnaud[5].
Since we want to calculate only the geometrical effects which produce beam rotation we shall assume that the mirrors are ideal. Further we make the approximation
that the effect of image rotation on the whole beam is the same as that on the adjacent part of the beam near the geometric ray-path. \Ve shall also assume that the
beam is a plane wave perpendicular to the axis as it is possible to consider a Gaussian
beam as a superposition of plane waves for each surface of constant phase with the
plane wave on the axis being perpendicular to it. If the region representing the beam
is small then the part of a curved mirror which the representative beam intercepts can
be regarded as planar. Hence, to the accuracy stated above. it is enough to consider
a cavity of planar ideal mirrors in which a plane wave propagates along the closed
geometrical ray-path forming the cavity.
Figure (2.1) shows a diagram representing the successive reflections of a light
beam by a pair of ideal planar mirrors 1vh and 1vh whose respective normals III and
ll2 are not parallel to a common plane.
For each point along the geometrical ray-path considered, a triad of mutually
orthogonal unit vectors is set up. The binormals 81 and 82 are defined as the unit
vectors normal to the planes of incidence of the corresponding mirrors where lli x 8i
has a positive projection along the wave vector k i .
The mutually orthogonal vectors 81 and ql span the projective plane P l which is
the object plane for mirror 1vh. P2 , spanned by either 8~, q~ or 82, q2, is the image
plane for M1 and the object plane for 1v12 •
To follow the progress of the electromagnetic field of a light beam let us choose
its unit polarisation vector e to lie in the object plane of mirror M1 so that it makes
an angle -a with the vector Q1. Reflection in 1'11[1 transforms this to e' ,yhich makes
an angle a with Q~ in the image plane of 1'111 . \ATe may assume this because the
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Figure 2.1: Coordinate systems and their rotation for calculation of the image rotation past a pair
of mirrors.
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boundary conditions at the surface of a perfectly conductive mirror demand that no
field be present in it. Hence the component of the electric field of the reflected
\vave tangential to the surface is equal and opposite to that for the incident \yave[18,
p39].
find the reflection of e' in mirror 1~;£2 requires that it be expressed in terms of
the vectors spanning the object plane of lv12 • It will be observed that the object plane
of M2 is rotated with respect to the image plane of mirror A;£l' If a rotation through
angle (J12 takes the basis vectors of the image plane for 1vh into the corresponding
ones for the object plane of mirror 1\;£2 then the yector e' makes an angle (J12 Q with
q2 in the object plane of "';£2' Reflection in mirror "'12 transforms vector e' into vector
e" which makes an angle Q - (J12 with q~ in the image plane of A12 .
a geometrical ray-path is closed by reflections in the four planar mirrors j111 ) "~;£2' A13
and A14 then the net image rotation p is p = (J12 - (J23 + (J34 - (J41' For a mirror cavity
,vith an even number of mirrors 2J we get[81, p256]
p = (J12

(J23

+ (J34

-

...

+ (J2J-l J

-

(J2J 1·

For a particular example showing this the reader could consult Statz et al.[SI. p257]

2.1

Dihedral Rotator

It is possible to calculate the image rotation for a non-planar mirror cavity by synthesis from dihedral rotators. An optical system in which a beam is reflected from two
mirrors in succession can be considered a dihedral rotator. Vve have already seen such
a system in Figure (2.1) above. Statz et al. have considered this approach in finding image rotations in their work[81, p259]. In order to understand, use and extend
their work we attempted to duplicate their results. There were, however, significant
differences between their sets of results and ours and we look this now
Let us suppose that Pi and ki are the respective unit polarisation and propagation
vectors for the electromagnetic field of a light beam in the object plane of a mirror
A;£i' The propagation vector ki+l of the reflected beam is found in terms of that for
the incident beam by considering Maxwell's equations, the boundary conditions at
the mirror surface[18, p39] and the transversality of the electric and magnetic fields
for an isotropic medium[18, p23]. From this
l..
II . . . . .
..........-...........
....
k· - k·t = k·t - 2n·(k
= -F·k
t
t . n·)
t
t t,
~

,,,here kil) kt are, respectively, the components of the propagation vector parallel with
and perpendicular to the unit normal vector ni at the point where the ray intercepts
mirror Ah The reflection is also represented by the matrix F i where, dropping the
subscript i,
F = [Fac /3] = 2nacn/3 - oac/3,
where Q
1,2,3. It is easy to show that FFT = I and det(F) = -1, demonstrating
that F represents a reflection matrix. The polarisation Pi+l of the reflected ray in
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terms of that of the incident ray
as
~

Pi are obtained, using the Fresnel formulae[18,
..L

Pi+1 = -Pi

+ PiII =

p39],

F~

Pi·

rotation of the image plane produced by the successive reflections Fl
respective mirrors M1 and M2 is given by

From this result it is easy to shmv R is a rotation matrix as RR

T

in

I and det(R)

Mayer[53, p108] shows that
Tr(R) =2cosO'

+ 1,

,yhere 0' is the effective rotation produced by matrix R. From equation(2 .2) we have
Tr(R) =4cos 2 , -1 = 2 cos 2,

+1

hence the effective rotation produced by R is 2,.
The first point of departure between the work by Statz et al. and ours was in the
denominator of the right hand side of their equation (3.2.18). From the definition of
the dot product

where kl is the unit propagation vector of a ravincident
on the first mirror 1111 of
"
the dihedral rotator. The reflected ray, in the direction k 2 , becomes the incident ray
for the second mirror A12 . From mirror 1\12 the reflected ray finally exits the system
in the direction k 3 . Angle, is the dihedral angle between the two mirror planes.
unit vector f, defined by Statz et at. in their equation (3.2.17), is collinear with
line of intersection of the planes of reflection of the two mirrors and is the axis
about which an effective dihedral rotation of 2, transforms kl into k3 (angle 2, is
that subtended by the projections of -kl and k3 onto the plane perpendicular to f).
~

~

v

Equation (3.2.19) of Statz et at, cos, = ±sinOcos(p/2), was of particular interest
to us as it appeared to provide a simple relationshiE betwe£n the dihedral angle " the
corner angle 0 (one-half the angle subtended by -kl and k 3 ), and the image rotation
angle p for a ray transformed by such a dihedral rotator.
Although equation (3.2.19) holds for the special cases treated in their work we
contend that it is not valid in general. To show this, we follow the authors by
first
a cartesian coordinate system so that the origin is located where the
illcident beam intercepts the first mirror. The x-axis is aligned so that kl points
along it towards the origin and k3 is oriented so that it is parallel to the xy-plane
(2.2)).
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z
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x

y

Figure 2.2: Propagation vectors at points along the geometrical ray-path of a beam reflected from
a
of two mirrors synthesizing a dihedral rotator.

Although Statz et al. did not define the propagation vector k2 for the beam reflected from the first mirror kfl our analysis demanded it, hence in polar coordinates
kI
(1, (, 'lj;). In cartesian coordinates the propagation vectors for all the beams involved in the dihedral rotator are kJ = (-1,0,0): kJ = (siIl'lJ 1 cos(,sin'l/Jsin(,cos
"'T
.
and k3 = (cos2(1,sm2(1,O).
The unit normals Ih,
found as

ll2

to the mirrors 1vf1 and 1112 , respectively, can now be

ni

(k2-kd/lk2-k11=(cos(SinVJ+1,Sin(Sin

n2

(k3

k 2)/ Ik3 - k21 = (cos 2(1 - cos (sin 'lj;, sin 2(1

cos'lp)T/Nl'
sin (sin 'lj;,

cos 'lj;) T/ N21

where Nl = )2(1 + cos (sin 'lj;) and N2
The dihedral
angle I between the normals of mirrors kIl and 1112 can be found by using the definition of the dot product and the corresponding normal vectors to the mirrors
cos,

= II 1 . ll2 =

--;:::========:::::::;:::;:::::=========:=====

(2.3)

From vectors nb n2 we have
(nI x n2)/ Ini x n21 = (nI x n2)/ sin,
(- cos 'lj; sin (1, cos 'ljJ cos (1, sin((1 () sin 'lj; + sin (1) T /G,

(2.4)
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where the dihedral angle, between the mirror planes is also that subtended by
their normals and
G = sin

,J(1 + sin wcos ()(1 -

sin W cos(28 - ()) / cos 8.

An expression for cos (p/2) can be found from cos (p) = 81 . 82 where 81 and 82 are the
binormals to the first and second mirrors respectively. Statz et al. define the binormal
to a mirror[81, p255] as 8i = (ki X iii) / [ki X iii [. This expression is equivalent to
(2.5)
as k i , ki+1 and iii all lie in the same plane. We use the latter expression as it is more
convenient. Substitution for the appropriate unit propagation vectors in equation
(2.5) give
8i
8!

(0, cos 'ljJ, - sin 7.1) sin () /51
(- cos 'ljJ sin 28, cos 'ljJ cos 28, sin 'ljJ sin(28 - ()) / 52

Jl -

where 51 =
cos 2 (sin2 'ljJ and 52 =
tion angle p can be found from

Jl - sin2 'ljJ cos 2 (28 -

(). The image rota-

cos p = 81 . 82 = (cos 2 'ljJ cos 28 - sin 2 'ljJ sin ( sin(28 - ()) / 5,

(2.6)

where 5 = J(I- sin2'ljJcos 2 ()(I- sin2'ljJcos 2(28 - ()). The sign of p is considered
positive if a counter-clockwise rotation carries the image plane of 1111 into the object
plane of 1112 as seen by an observer facing into the propagation vector of the beam.
Substitution of equation (2.6) in the trigonometric identity cos(p/2) = J(l + cos p)/2
gives cos(p/2) = J[1 + (cos 2 'ljJ cos 28 - sin2 'ljJ sin (sin(28 - ()) / 5]/2 where 5 is the
same quantity defined in equation (2.6). It is now easy to show that equation (3.2.19)
of Statz et al. does not hold for example where 8 = 7r/6, ( = 'ljJ = 7r/4 when the
values for, and p/2, as derived from equations (2.3) and (2.6), are used. Comparison
between components of of equation (3.2.20) of Statz et al. and our equation (2.4)
shmy that these also differ.

r

\Ye haver attempted to reverse engineer Statz et al. in the hopes of tracing the
reasons for these disagreements, but have been unsuccessful. Statz et al. simply
quote their erroneous formulae.

2.2

Calculation of the Beam Polarisation

The polarisation of the beam can be determined by considering the conditions for
cavity resonance[7, pl][81, p266], namely, when the electromagnetic field propagating
in the mirror cavity reproduces itself in phase, intensity and polarisation after one
circuit. The following will only consider ring lasers which have an even number of
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mirrors. We shall also assume that the only surfaces which the beam encounters on
making a circuit of the mirror cavity are the mirrors themselves (-we assume that the
mirrors are immersed in the gain medium, but the discharge producing the gain is
not near the mirrors, and the refractive index of the discharge is not significantly
different from the rest of the gain medium).

2.2.1

Polarisation States for a Non-Planar Ring Laser

Let us consider a non-planar ring laser where the ith side has length li and where the
mirror cavity is composed of an even number N of mirrors. We shall assume that the
discharge is non-gyrotropic and provides a linear gain 9 which is independent of the
direction of the electric field in the plane perpendicular to the propagation vector of
the beam passing through it. Rotation matrices are included in the eigen-equation
to account for the image rotations which result from the. normals of successive pairs
of cavity mirrors not being parallel. It is assumed that the ring is in a non-rotating
frame and we are ignoring the effects of lock-in produced by back-scattering off the
faces of the mirrors. The polarisation eigenvalue problem for the electric field in the
first leg of the mirror cavity (between mirrors j\IN and J\!Id takes the form[81, Section
3.4].

ikL

9 (TNRNFN ... R2F2TIRIFd E = ge

·R2 F 2 R 1 Fd E = hE,
(2.7)
where the Fi operator represents the reflection in the mirror Jh the translation
Ti operator is a diagonal matrix where both non-zero elements are exp (iki i ), ki i
is the phase advance in traversing the distance between mirrors jHi and Mi+ 1, and
where k is the wave number 2n / A; E is the complex electric field vector for the beam
incident on mirror 1111 ; h takes the value unity so as to satisfy the conditions for
cavity resonance. Since the translation matrices are unit matrices multiplied by a
phase factor it is possible to combine the phase factors as eikL , 'where L = I:i ii, and
to absorb the unit matrices by multiplying each of them into an adjacent reflection
matrix. We shall assume that the mirrors are not ideal and that equation (2.1) above
can be used to model each of them. The operator R i , associated 'with the geometrical
image rotation in transforming from the image plane of mirror 1I1i to the object plane
of mirror 1I1Hl , has the form
(RNFNR N-

l· .

where (}ii+l is the associated rotation angle. In general the matrices Rand F j do
not commute so it is not possible regroup the factors in equation (2.7).
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2.2.2

Polarisation in the Near-Planar Skew Rhombus Ring Laser

Figure (2.3) is the diagram of a near-planar skew rhombus ring laser with sides of
length l.

0'"

\

\
\
\

\
\

\
\

D~--~--~--------~\A

kl
Figure 2.3: The closed geometrical ray-path for a beam propagating in the mirror
near-planar skew-rhombus ring laser. The beam is reflected from the mirrors at points
D. The dihedral (fold)
for the ray-path is p.

of a

The poles of the mirrors are located at the vertices of the rhombus and are labelled,
respectively, ABCD. We assume that the mirrors are given appropriate small tilts so
that the closed geometrical ray-path forms the skew rhombus AB! CD. One can vie,,,
the ray-path AB' CD as being that for the planar rhombus labelled
folded
along the diagonal AC. The planarity of the geometrical ray-path is defined by the
dihedral angle fJ between the planes defined by AB' C and ADC. Let 2a be the size
of each of the two angles LADC and LAB! C.
The image rotation matrices take the form
1 [cos (fJ/2) sin a
sin (fJ/2)
]
sin (fJ/2)
cos ((3/2) sin a )

(2.8)

where R =
The matrices R2 and R4 are the same as the
matrices Rl and R3 except for a sign change on the off diagonal elements.
\Ve assume that the mirrors are non ideal and the losses in reflectivity in the
s- and p-directions are, respectively, 6s , 61') and the corresponding phase shifts on
reflection are XS ) Xl" All four of the mirror parameters are treated as being smalL
Hence the reflection matrix (2.1) becomes

(2.9)
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1:-

The eigen-equation for the ring laser takes the form
(2.10)
where h takes the value unity to satisfy the conditions for cavity resonance. If ,w
assume that the dihedral (fold) angle (3 is small and substitute for the appropriate
matrices from (2.8) and (2.9) in equation (2.10) then
ikL [

ge

1 - 46 p + i4Xp
2(3/ sin a
] ( Ep ) = h [1 0 ] ( EEP ) ,
-2(3/sina
1-46 s +i4X s
Es
0 1
s

(2.11)

where Ep and Es are the components of the electric field E of the beam in the p- and
s-directions, respectively; k = 27r / A, where A is the wavelength of the beam in the
gas within the mirror cavity; L is the total physical geometrical path-length of the
beam. The associated characteristic equation is

,,-here Cs = 6s - iXs, cp = 6p - iXp' The eigenvalues are found to be
(2.12)
Substitution for the eigenvalues of (2.12) in the bottom equation of matrix expression
(2.11) gives the expression
(2.13)
,,,here A = Ep/Es and, = (cp - cs)sina. Substitution ofa = 7r/4 in equation (2.13)
gives our published result[14] which is the same equation as given in (2.13), but with
~,

= (c p -

cs )

/V2.

The ± sign in equation (2.13) shows that two polarisation modes are possible. \~Te
shall see presently that the gain of the discharge required to excite each of the modes
is different and so it is possible to excite only one of them. It is easy to decide what
sign must be chosen for such a case if one considers the polarisation as the aplanarity
of the geometrical ray-path approaches the limiting case (3 = O. The ratio of the
polarisations A approaches either infinity or zero, depending on the sign chosen in
equation (2.13). Since the losses in the cavity mirrors are greater in the p- than in
the s-direction the beam will be linear polarised in the s-direction. Hence, if the real
part of ,2 - (32 in equation (2.13) is chosen to be positive then the negative sign
must be chosen to correspond.

J

We can extend the published work by calculating both the gain required of the
discharge to produce lasing and the frequency of oscillation dependence on planarity
for a near-planar ring laser, assuming as stated above that the device is in a non
rotating frame and that we are ignoring the effects of back scatter with its associated
lock-in effects.
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If we set h to unity we may rewrite equation (2.12) as

ge

ikL

(a

+ ib)

1 where
(2.14)

and 'where a and b are real quantities. Since cPl Cs and f3 are small we can write
a = 1 - .6. so that to first order a + ib ::: (1 .6.) (1 ib)::: (1 .6.) eib • Hence
equation (2.12) becomes
9 (1 - .6.) ei(kL+b) = 1.
(2.15)
Invoking the conditions for cavity resonance gives
kL

+ b = 27rq,

(2.16)

where q is a positive integer. Substitution of A c/ (nf) in equation (2.16) and
rearrangement gives an expression for the lasing frequency f as a function of the
dihedral angle f3 as

f =

C

nL

(q

(2.17)

where nand C are, respectively, the refractive index of the
the speed of light in vacuum.

within the laser and

Substitution of equation (2.16) in equation (2.15) and rearrangement obtains the
gain 9 required by the discharge to produce lasing as
1

Re

(2.18)

2 (c p + cs ) ± 2

In general, for the two polarisation modes of the beam there is a difference in their
frequency of operation and also a difference in the gain required of the discharge to
excite them. If the ratio of polarisations A. is calculated for the counter-propagating
beam incident on the mirror at the point labelled A. in Figure (2.3) then the result is
identical to that obtained in equation (2.13). This may have important consequences
for the Canterbury ring lasers in that if the gain of the discharge is allowed to grow
large enough then it is possible that both the polarisation modes in each direction
will be excited and depending on whether the two polarisations are orthogonal or not
beating may be produced between them. Further, if beating is produced then it will
now have a dependence on the planarity of the ring laser.

2.2.3

Polarisation Characteristics for the Near-Planar Skew Rhombus
Ring Laser

The characteristics of the mirror defects have a large influence on how the polarisation
changes with the aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path of the beam. The value for
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A = Epl Es is very sensitive to the difference ,2 - /3 2 in equation (2.13). As a measure
2 + x2/V2being the modulus of, for the
of the sensitivity we defined[14] /3 0 =
near-planar square ring laser. We may extend this definition to include all types of
near planar skew rhombus ring lasers by redefining the scale parameter as

V6

The type of polarisation produced is dependent on the ratio 61 X of the differential
reflectivity to the anisotropy of birefringence for the cavity mirrors, assuming they
are all the same. This is illustrated in Figure (2.4) where the three sets of diagrams
on the left show the path traced out by the tip of the polarisation vector during one
period for the ratio Six = oc, 10 and 0.1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.4: Polarisation modes for a skew-rhombus near-planar ring laser as a function of the
relative nonplanarity (3/ Bop where the ratio () / X of differential reflectivity to differential birefringence
has the values 00,10,0.1 for (a), (b), (c), respectively. In (d), {)/X = 0.1 as for (c), but the ellipticity
has been compensated by an s - p phase shift (approximately 7r /2). In each case (3/ (3op ranges from
o to 2 in 12 steps, and the limiting case ((3 = (0) of circular polarisation is included.

For each of the sets of diagrams the vertical linearly polarised mode in front is
that for the case where the geometrical ray-path is planar. The dihedral angle /3
then increases in 12 equal steps of /3opl6 where the choice of step size has made it
possible to show for the case where 6 dominates X that /3 = /3 op is the transition value
for which the beam polarisation changes from linear to elliptical, that the angle of
orientation of the electric field of the linearly polarised mode at the transition value
is 7r I 4 to the p-direction (the horizontal direction for the diagram), and that this is
also the angle of orientation of the major axes of the ellipses where /3 > /3 op .
One method for measuring the polarisation ratio A is to compensate it and measure the orientation of the electric field of the resultant linearly polarised beam. The
diagram to the extreme right of Figure (2.4) shows the orientation of the electric field
for such a compensated beam when 61x = 0.1 rad- 1 .
Figure (2.5) shmys the polarisation characteristics for the experimental nearplanar ring laser using the mirrors we have in our possession whose characteristics
will be quoted as being those for 'our mirrors' in Section (3.2.1). The characteristics
which are relevant to this work are the anisotropy of birefringence X rv 0.1 radian
and the differential reflectivity is 6 = 165 ppm so that 61 X = 1.65 X 10- 3 .
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Figure 2.5: Polarisation modes of the skew-square near-planar ring laser as a function of the. relative
nonplanarity P/ Pop where the ratio fJ Ix of differential reflectivity to differential birefringence has
the value 1.65 x 10- 3 which is that for 'our' mirrors. P/ Pop ranges from 0 to 2 in 12 steps, and the
limiting case (p c>o) of circular polarisation.

2.2.4

Detector Sensitivity to Aplanarity Change in the Geometrical RayPath

Since we have obtained an expression which predicts the polarisation in the beam
given the aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path for a near-planar square ring laser
we are in a position to calculate the change in a detector measuring the ratio of the
polarisations of the beam exiting the back of the mirror at in Figure (2.3).
In our work[14, p136] a split-field analyser and a compensator were used as the
detector in calculating the ellipticity of the beam from the back of one of the cavity
mirrors for a near-planar square ring laser. It was also assumed that the detector
performance was enhanced with the use of synchronous detection to obtain the best
performance possible. It must be pointed out that the split-field analyser and compensator is by no means the only apparatus which can be used and Chapter (6) gives
a review of some of the main methods used for beam polarisation measurement and
also shmvs how the losses in the optical elements of these devices can be taken into
account to improve the accuracy of the results. Since we are interested in the order
of magnitude limits of sensitivity of the detector to aplanarity change in a ring laser
we will not take into account the losses in these optical elements as they are small.

2.2.5

The Detector and its Angular Resolution

The compensated linearly polarised beam exiting the back of one of the cavity mirrors
of the ring laser falls on two adjacent identical detectors whose shared common edge

2.2. Calculation of the Beam Polarisation

is positioned so that each detector 'sees' half the power of the beam. Polarisation
detection is achieved by placing polarisers in front of each detector so that their
transmission axes are inclined at an angle of 20: to each other and the combination is
oriented so that it is bilaterally symmetric with respect to the common
of
detectors (see Figure (2.6)).
Electric Field
Vector

Transmission
Axis

Transmission
Axis

+

Unity Gain Differential
Current Amplifier

Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram for a split-field analyser for measuring the orientation of the electric
field vector for a beam of light incident upon it. Semicircular photo detectors are covered by linear
polarisers oriented so that their transmission axes are at an angle of 20: to each other.

electric field of the beam is assumed to make an angle ~ with the common
edge between the detectors and the current output from each detector is assumed to
be proportional to the energy deposited on it per unit time. Hence

Iocos 2 (7r/2
iR

+ (0: -

~)),

Iocos2(7r/2+(0:+~)).

The output from the unity gain differential current amplifier is

where it is assumed that the differential output is maximum when 0: = 7r/4 (this
condition only holds when the incident power on the detectors is large compared to
the noise of the
when the power of the incident beam is near that for the
noise, 0: will require a value somewhat nearer zero radian for a maximum signal to
noise ratio).
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The angular resolution of the detector can be calculated using beam power considerations only. To obtain numerical results we shall first makes some assumptions
about operational conditions under which the measurements are to be made. Let us
suppose that the circulating pmver inside the mirror cavity of the ring is Pc = 1 \fl.!
(the total for both counter-propagating beams). The geometrical ray-path is considered to be so close to planar that the beam is essentially linearly polarised in the
s-direction hence the power of one of the beams exiting the back of a cavity mirror
is P = PcT s/2 ::::' 2 x 10- 6 W, \vhere the value of Ts ::::' .:± ppm (close to the value we
measured for one of our mirrors[14, p134]). A full analysis would require the sum of
the weighted components in the s- and p-directions of the power of the circulating
beam internal to the laser cavity).
Let us now calculate the angular resolution for the detector for the case where it
is quantum noise limited. Since we are assuming the polarisers are ideal the average number of photons striking each detector during time interval T is NL =
PTsin2 (0: -~) /2f7w and NR = PTsin2 (0: +~) /2f7w. The signal power obtained
is therefore
Ps
P~,

where it is assumed that

Q

= 71/4 and ~ is small.

Because of the stochastic nature of the arrival of photons at the detector the signal
generated in each has a random variation around some mean value and this variation
appears as noise superimposed on the signal, being the mean difference between the
numbers of photons arriving at the two detectors during time interval T. Since the
arrival times of the photons in each of the detectors are independent of each other we
can calculate the noise in the output signal from the square root of the sum of the
variances in the number of photons arriving at each of the detectors during the time
interval T. The arrival times of photons at each of the detectors follow a Poisson
distribution for which the variance is the same as the mean. Hence the variance in
the signal is given by

PT

(52

.

= 2f7w [sm (0: +~)
2

.

PT

+ sm 2 (0: - ~)] ::::' 2f7w'

where again the final result assumes that 0: =
power PN in the signal is therefore

7r /

4 and

~

is small. The noise equivalent

If we assume a measurement duration of 10 2 seconds then PN ::::' 5 X 10- 14 W. If we
suppose the limit of signal detection is when PN
Ps then for the quantum noise
limi ted system
"-.J
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For a system which is detector noise limited (for a modern detector the noise power is
Nd rv 10- 16 '\i\T) the noise power in the output signal is the sum of the noise powers of
the detectors. Again, let us assume that the limit of signal detection is when PN rv P s
then
2Nd
~ = p
::: 10- 10 rad.

For the case we had treated the resolution with which the split-field analyser can
measure the orientation of the electric field in a linearly polarised beam is limited by
quantum noise to be ~ ::: 10- 8 rad.
We now require the relationship between the aplanarity of the geometrical raypath of the ring laser and the orientation of the electric field in the compensated beam
exiting the back of the cavity mirror. We will assume that we are using our present
day multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors with 11 pairs of A/4 - AI -! layers that have
been improved to the point where the anisotropy of birefringence is X rv 4 X 10- 3 rad
(see Section (3.2.1) for a discussion of this). vVe assume the differential reflectivity- is
rv 150 ppm[14, p134]. Since X » <5 in equation (2.13) vve can make the approximation
-i(3
A:::

v2x'

The ratio of the amplitude transmission coefficients has been measured for one of
our mirrors[14, p136] (and is independent of the layer material losses) as tplt s =
JTplTs ::: 8.8. Hence the ratio A' = E~I E~ of the beam transmitted by the mirrors
IS

A

I

= 8.8A =

8.88
~

v 2X

::: 1.j00(3.

(2.19)

If the geometrical ray-path of the ring laser is very nearly planar then the angle cP
between the electric field vector of the linearly polarised compensated beam exiting
the back of the mirror and the s-direction will be small so that
A' = tan cP ::: cP·

(2.20)

Hence for the detector considered above cP rv 10- 8 rad and so if equation (2.20) is
substituted in equation (2.19) then the angular resolution with which the aplanarity
of the geometrical ray-path for the near-planar square ring laser can be determined
is (3 ::: 6 X 10- 12 rad!
Not only do we have a system that is extremely sensitive to angular changes in the
geometrical ray-path and hence the angular changes of the tilts of the mirrors but we
have uncovered an extremely sensitive optical lever using present day technology, but
with the requirement that the birefringence be corrected using a proven technique.
It may seem tthat when picoradians of ring folding are being discussed many larger
effects would dominate, such as angular variations in the polarisation of the beams
under diffraction, birefringence of the discharge tube windows and of the atomic
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vapour, spatial uniformity of the analysers, polarisation sensitivity and dark current
of the detectors etc.
The last-mentioned problems certainly required careful checking in practise. However this quoted sensitivity of picoradians translates into a much larger figure (of order
nanoradians) for polarisation angular sensitivity. The Gaussian beams under discussion have finite radius of curvature, of order several metres (the radius of the mirrors
used) means that over their beam diameter (typically 0.6 mm) the angular variation
of the polarisation of the beam across its diameter, which might influence our quoted
sensitivity, do not accompany such effects, but vanish in the same model approximation. While no model has been proposed to our knowledge for their possible analysis,
they are likely to arise only from mirror defects which already are at the 10- 4 level or
less. Hence we expect such to be 4 orders of magnitude less than the beam divergence
figure, i.e. in the nanoradian regime.
With the near-planar square ring laser being such a sensitive optical lever when
used in conjunction with a polarimeter it natural to ask whether -there is a way to
further improve its performance. One possibility of course is to improve the quality
of the detector, but the margin for this is small. The other avenue of investigation is
to change the topology of the geometrical ray-path of the ring laser. Rapid change
in polarisation only occurs when the geometrical ray-path is in the near-planar configuration. We look at other near-planar configurations next.

2.2.6

The Folded Ring Laser

Instead of folding the geometrical ray-path of the skew rhombus ring laser along the
diagonal through a small angle we can fold it over so that one half is nearly coincident
with the other (see Figure (2.7)).
The topology of the new ray-path is also near-planar. As before we shall assume
that the physical distance along the ray-path between successive pairs of mirrors has
length l. The dihedral angle (3 is that between the planes defined by ABC and ADC.
The size of angles LABC and LADC are 2a.
The image rotation matrices for this ring laser are given by
Rl

=R = ~
3

R

[sinasin((3/2)
cos ((3/2)
- cos ((3/2)
sin a sin ((3/2)

1,

(2.21)

where R = )1 - cos 2 a cos 2 ((3/2). Nlatrices R2 and R4 are the same as Rl and R3
except that the signs on the off diagonal elements are interchanged.
The angles of incidence for mirrors at Band D are a as in the near-planar skew
rhombus ring laser, however, the angles of incidence for mirrors A and C are near
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Figure 2.7: The closed geometrical ray-path for a beam propagating in the mirror cavity of a nearplanar folded ring laser. The beam is reflected from the mirrors at A, B, C and D. The dihedral
(fold) angle for the ray-path is (3.

zero radians and this means that we require two sets of reflection matrices instead
of the one for the previous ring laser. Hence, using equation (2.1) and assuming the
differential reflectivity and anisotropy of birefringence for each are small, we define

- (1 - ~> i X~) 1'
- (1 -

(2.22)

~s + ixJ ] ,

where dp , d8 ) Xp and X8 are, respectively, the differential reflectivities in the p- and
s-directions and the anisotropy of birefringence for the same respective directions for
the 7r /4 incidence mirrors. The zero incidence mirrors have the same corresponding
labels except they are primed.
The form given by eigen-equation (2.10) also describes the behaviour of the electric
field vector for the beam in this ring. If we assume (3 is small then substitution of
the appropriate matrices from the sets given in (2.21) and (2.22) we get the explicit
eigen-equation

ge

. [1 - 2(d

2kL

8

+ d~) + 2i (X8 + X~)
-2(3 sin 0:

h[~ ~l(i:),

.

2/3 sin 0:

1- 2

(d + d~) + 2i (X + X~)
p

p

1(E )
E:

(2.23)

where L = 4l is the perimeter length of the geometrical ray-path, h is the eigenvalue
for the equation and takes the value unity to satisfy the cavity resonance condition.
The associated characteristic equation is
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where G 1 = 6p + 6~
for h are given by

i

(X p + X~) ,G2 = 6 + 6~ - i (Xs + X~) . The possible eigenvalues
8

(2.24)
Substitution of h given by equation (2.24) into the bottom equation of the matrix
expression (2.23) gives the ratio of the polarisations as
(2.25)

= (7 i/1,) /2sina, and where 7 = (6 p - 6 (6~ - 6~) and
(X p - Xs)(X~ - X~) . Although it appears there is some similarity between equation (2.25) and

where r

8 )-

/1,

equation (2.13) the expressions for the differential reflectivities T and the anisotropies
of birefringence /1, of the folded ring laser are different from the corresponding 6 and
X for the skew rhombus ring laser.
The discharge gain and frequency of operation of this laser configuration are
respectively
9!

where u is a positive integer. As for the near planar skew rhombus ring laser in
general the gain required of the discharge to produce lasing is different for the two
polarisation modes. The frequencies of operation of the two modes are also different.
The choice of the sign in equation (2.25) for single mode operation can again be
assigned by considering the case where the aplanarity approaches the limit {3 = O. If
the value for j,2 - {32 is chosen so that the real part is positive then the positive
sign must be chosen because the losses in the p-direction are greater than those in
the s-direction for the mirrors.

2.2.7

Polarisation Characteristics of the Near-Planar Folded Ring Laser

scale parameter ,8 0! is defined in a way similar to that for the skew rhombus ring
above, namely,
2 sin Q:

•

The type of polarisation produced depends on the ratio T / /1,. Figure (2.8) shows a
corresponding set of polarisation diagrams to those in Figure (2.4).
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 2.8: Polarisation modes for a near-planar folded ring laser as a function of the relative
nonplanarity 13/13 of where the ratio 7/ f\, of differential reflectivity to differential birefringence has
the values 00,10,0.1 for (a), (b), (c), respectively. In (d), 7/f\, = 0.1 as for (c), but the ellipticity
has been
by an 8 p phase shift (approximately 7r/2). In each case
ranges from
to 2 in 12
and the limiting case (/3 = (0) of circular polarisation is included.

°

It can be seen that the two sets of diagrams are the same except that the
in orientation is in the anticlockwise direction. An order of magnitude comparison
between the
factors (3op and (30/ can be made by choosing 0: = 7f / 4 in each case.

-

Now since T
0 (o~ o~), K X - (X~ - X~) and (o~ o~) «0, (X~ X~)
X we can see that (3op rv POf' hence there is no real advantage of one topological
configuration over the other.

2.2.8

Wiinschelrute (Wishbone) Ring Laser

Another near-planar ring laser is created if we set
for the folded ring laser (see Figure (2.9)).

0:

= ,6. where

Q:

is considered small.

Figure 2.9: The closed geometrical ray-path for a beam propagating in the mirror cavity of a
near-planar W iinschelru te ring laser. The beam is reflected from the mirrors at A, B, C and D. The
horizontal and vertical dihedral (fold) angles are both 13.

Because 0: (3 the angle of incidence for all the mirrors is the same and this has
consequences for the types of polarisation modes produced.
Because the configuration of the ring laser is a special case of the folded ring laser
it is not necessary to recalculate the equation for the ratio of the polarisations A,
the equation for the eigenvalue h or the gain of the discharge 9 required for
in the various modes, but requires making the appropriate adjustments which result
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from setting a = f3 and being considered small. If we consider the defects for all the
mirrors to be identical then we can write G = G 1 = G 2 = (6 p + 68 ) - i (X p + X8) .
The equation (2.25) for the folded ring laser becomes
A. = ±i,
that is, both the polarisation modes are circular, but of opposite handedness. We see
that there is no dependence of the polarisation on f3, hence there can no longer be
the rapid change of polarisation we have seen in the above two configurations.
The eigenvalue equation becomes

If we now invoke the conditions for cavity resonance we can obtain equations for
the gain of the discharge gw required to sustain oscillation for each mode and their
frequency of operation fw

gw

1

fw

where the negative sign is that associated with the right circularly polarised mode.
It will be observed that the gain for both polarisation modes are the same which is
what v,re should suspect from the topological symmetry of the geometrical ray-path
for this ring laser design. This result also means that both polarisation modes are
present at the same time. The degeneracy in the frequency of the modes is raised
when f3 =I 0 so that the frequency difference between the right and left circularly
polarised modes is 6.f = 2cf32 /mr L. It should be noted that now the dependence of
6..f on f3 is quadratic.
If however we can pair the mirrors for their defects and makes the characteristics
for one pair slightly different from the other pair in a controlled way then there is the
possibility of producing a different outcome in the polarisation of the internal beam
to the parameter f3.

The scale parameter

f3 0w is defined this time by

The polarisation ratio equation (2.25) for the folded ring laser now becomes
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

\~

(d)

Figure 2.10: Polarisation modes for a near-planar Wunschelrute ring laser as a function of the
relative nonplanarity (3/ (30IL' where the ratio T / K of differential reflectivity to differential birefringence
has the values 00,10,0.1 for (a), (b), (c), respectively. In (d), T/K = 0.1 as for (c), but the ellipticity
has been compensated by an s - p phase shift (approximately 7r /2). In each case (3/ (3ow ranges from
o to 2 in 12 steps, and the limiting case ((3 = 00) of circular polarisation is included.

where I

= (T -

(X~ - X~)
(2.10).

. The

irL) /2, and where T

= (b p - bs) - (b~ - b~) and

rL

= (Xp - Xs)

polarisation ellipses which result as (3 is varied are shown in Figure

The potential sensitivity of this ring laser to change in planarity is much greater
than for the previous two, ho'wever it \vill depend on how 'well the differential reflectivity and anisotropy of birefringence can be controlled in the two pairs of matched
mirrors.

Chapter 3
Ring Laser Mirrors

The ability of a ring laser to unlock, the degree of frequency pulling when unlocked,
and the polarisation of the final beam depend on the quality of its cavity mirrors.
Metal coated mirrors will not be adequate for this application because their losses
are too great. Multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors provide the necessary low loss, with
state-of-the-art mirrors boasting power reflectances of better than 99.99997% 'and
with further improvement possible. The means of improvement is discussed below in
Section(3.3). Aside from the imperfections in the surface shape and scattering due to
the roughness of the mirror surface there are two other types of defect "which affect
the performance of mirrors.
The first type is the loss in amplitude of the electric field vector of a beam
on reflection from a mirror. In general the reflectivities in the p- (parallel) and s(perpendicular) directions are different; this must be taken into consideration if a full
treatment is required. The second type of defect is the anisotropy in birefringence,
that is the change in relative phase between the p and s components of a beam on
reflection. We shall see that both the power loss on reflection and anisotropy in birefringence can be controlled in the mirror manufacturing process and that both these
defects can be minimised.
In order to investigate the above questions and others the author has constructed
a computer program which calculates the power reflectance and the anisotropy in
birefringence for a given mirror design, including angular effects and fluctuations
in layer thickness.
program does not however take into account scattering as
measured by the TIS (Total Integrated Scattering) parameter. A brief introduction
to the theory on which the program is based follows.

3.1

Multilayer Dielectric-Stack Mirrors

Multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors are constructed by depositing alternate layers of
high and low refractive index materials on a prefigured substrate. For example, state30
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of-the-art gyro mirrors used by the author have a substrate of Zerodur upon which is
deposited a /\j4-thick layer of Ti0 2 . Above this are stacked pairs of )../4-thick layers
where the top one is Ti0 2 (high refractive index) and the bottom one is Si0 2 (low
refractive index). To make the mirror surface more robust the stack is completed
with a /\j2-thick layer of Si0 2 which is more chemically and physically resistant to
damage than Ti0 2 . Figure (3.1) shows the typical construction of a dielectric-stack
mirror.

! !
~4 -

-- ---

Ti02 layers

Incoming
Light Beam

t t t t
~4 -

Si02 layers

t t

Figure 3.1: Construction of a dielectric-stack multilayer mirror.

3.1.1

The Thin-Film Layer Matrix

MacLeod[50] presents a matrix method which enables one to calculate the reflectance,
the transmittance into the substrate, and the anisotropy in birefringence for a dielectricstack mirror. Each layer of the stack is represented by a 2 x 2 complex matrix where
it is assumed that: A harmonic plane-polarised wave is incident on a thin-film layer
at oblique incidence; the layer material is treated as being isotropic (a good approximation for a nearly amorphous layer in state-of-the-art gyro mirrors) with the optical
properties being represented by the complex refractive index N = n - 'ik. n is referred
to as simply the refractive index and k is the extinction coefficient.
From the fact that the total tangential components of the electric and magnetic
field vectors, respectively E and H, are continuous across an interface between adjacent layers \IacLeod derives a relationship which connects the tangential components
of E and H at the top interface (boundary a, see Figure(3.2)) with the tangential
components of E and H at the bottom interface (boundary b). namely.
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...... ---------....,.f--------....,.--......

Boundary a

Wavefront
through z=-d

Boundary b

-------------'-------------~-------------------------.X

z
Figure 3.2: The phase difference 6 is related to the physical distance d cos (3 between the wave
fronts by J = 27fN (dcos(3) /A.

(3.1 )
where 5 is the
and the one at
y coordinates.
traversed from

difference in phase between the wave front at the top interface, a,
the bottom interface, b, at the same instant and for the same x and
The phase factor 5 allows for the shift in z-coordinate the beam
0 to -d and is given by
5 _ 27T' N d cos (3
A
.

(3.2)

The parameter TJ is the complex admittance and is defined by one of the two expressions
(3.3)
TJs = ~Vyo cos (3, TJ p = Nyo/ cos (3,
depending on, respectively, whether it is the s- or p- component of the harmonic
plane-polarised wave which is being considered. The constant Yo =
Eo/ !-Lo is the
free space admittance; Eo and !-Lo are the permittivity and permeability of free space,
respectively. The factor cos (3 makes allowance for the use of the components of the
waves parallel to the boundary and the energy flow normal to it.

V

Since the layer material has loss, the angle (3 takes on a complex value. Born and
Wolf[18, p 611] define substances for which (J the specific conductivity is negligibly
small as being insulators or dielectrics. Electrical conduction implies the evolution of
Joule heat and therefore loss of electromagnetic energy. Hence, we may model loss
in a dielectric layer by the introduction of a non-zero conductivity.
To demonstrate the need for this expanded law of refraction let us consider the
propagation of a plane wave from vacuum into a conductor. Both the vacuum and
the conductor assumed to be of infinite extent, the surface contact between them
being the plane z = O. Since the refractive index for vacuum has a value unity Snell's
law can be written in the form

. e=

sm

t

1.

N sm

ei,
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where Bi is the angle of incidence: N = n - ik, the complex refractive index of
the conductor, replaces the
defined by Born and Wolf. Since both k and n are
real, in general, Bt is complex and can no longer have the simple significance of an
angle of refraction. This is reflected in the nature of a wave propagating in the
conductive medium. Born and Wolf define such a wave to be inhomogeneous as the
surfaces of constant amplitude and the surfaces of constant phase do not, in general,
coincide with each other. In our work on the geometric dependence of polarisation
in near-planar ring lasers[14] we assumed the 'angle of refraction' in a layer was a
real quantity. As we have seen it is complex and to treat it as being real has a
significant effect on the results when calculating the reflectance, transmittance into
the substrate, and anisotropy in birefringence in multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors.

n

3.1.2

The Multilayer Mirror

. The matrix equation describing a multilayer mirror is simply a development of the one
layer matrix already given in equation (3.1). To accommodate more layers requires
the layer matrices to be cascaded and multiplied together.
For example a two layer mirror has the equation

The indexed parameters within each matrix show that the value appropriate to that
layer must be used to replace it when the equation is evaluated.
For a dielectric-stack mirror with n layers we can use the extended form of Snell's
law
sin /30

= Nl sin /31 = ... = N j sin /3j = ... = N n sin /3n'

(3.4)

where /30 is the angle of incidence for the beam in the external medium and N j , /3j
are, respectively, the complex refractive index and the complex 'angle of refraction'
in the jth layer. Since the extinction coefficients for all the materials in a mirror
are small, first order approximations can be used in all expressions involving them.
Hence from equation (3.4) we can write for the jth layer
(3.5)
Use of the trigonometric identity cos 2/3j

+ sin 2/3j

= 1 with equation (3.5) gives

where the positive sign is chosen for the square root factors because the incident
angle, /30' is always in the first quadrant. We can now find an expression for the
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complex phase factor, 6j, by substituting equation (3.6) in equation (3.2) with the
appropriate parameters and constants changed for the jth layer to get

(3.7)
where

Hence
I

cos 6j = cos nj

+ 2kj sm nj'
•

I.

I.

. ' .

sm 6j = sm nj

-

'

2kj

I

cos n j

.

To obtain the reflectance, the transmittance into the substrate, and anisotropy
in birefringence for a mirror it is necessary to calculate its effective input optical
admittance. The optical admittance, y, of a medium[50, p 25] is defined by

H = y (§ x E).
For a wave at oblique incidence to an interface within a given medium the optical
admittance is defined as 77 = H / E where Hand E are, respectively, the magnetic and
electric field components tangential to the interface. By analogy the input optical
admittance of a whole mirror assembly at oblique incidence is defined by MacLeod
to be

(3.9)
where Ea and Ha are the total tangential electric and magnetic fields either side of
the top interface. By considering the contributions of the incident and reflected waves
at the top interface MacLeod derives an expression for the reflectivity p in terms of
the admittance 770 of the incident medium (usually air or vacuum which is considered
to be lossless) and the input optical admittance Y of the mirror itself, where

p=

770 - Y
770

+Y

.

(3.10)

The power reflectance R is given by

R pp*
=

=

Y) (770770 +
- Y) *
Y'

(77 0 770 +Y

where * denotes complex conjugation. The phase-shift ¢ between the beam reflected
from the mirror and the beam incident upon it can be obtained from MacLeod's
equation (2.61)
(- 2b770)
tan ¢ = (2
770 - a2 - b2 ) ,
where Y
a + ib. An equivalent method, used in the computer program, is to
find the phase difference between the complex expressions in the numerator and the
denominator of the expression used to calculate the reflectivity. It remains to find an
expression for Y from the matrix equation representing a mirror.
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Let us suppose that a mirror has n layers then the electric and magnetic field
components
and H a , respectively, tangential to the interface of the mirror with
the external medium are given by

CaSOn
(iSinb n )/7]n] ... [COSb l
(isin01) 17]1 ] (
)
[ i7]n sin on
cos On
i7]1 sin 01
cos 01
Hz
(3.11)

(Ha)

In this treatment the substrate is assumed to be of infinite thickness and so
there is no wave within it reflected back towards the interface with the layer above,
hence the components E z and Hz are, respectively, the electric and magnetic field
components tangential to the interface of the wave transmitted into the substrate
from the multilayer stack. These components are related to the complex admittance
7]z of the substrate by
(3.12)
From equations (3.9) and (3.11)

('isin(h) 17]1
cos

so that Y

C 1B. Hence from equations (3.13) and (3.10)
A

(3.14)

p- Q'

where it

B7]o

(~ )

7]0
[ 7]0

C, Q - B7]o

+ C so that
(i sin 01) 17]1
cos 01

reflectance is given by
R_

* _ AA*

- PP - QQ*'

(3.15)

The anisotropy in birefringence is found by calculating the phase difference between
the complex quantities A and Q in equation (3.14)
power transmittance into the substrate can also be calculated for the mirror
assembly. MacLeod finds[50, p39]

T

=

Iz
Ii

=

Re (7]z) (1 R)
Re (BC*)

where Iz and Ii are, respectively, the intensities of the beam
and the top layer of the mirror.

(3.16)
the substrate
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It may be observed in the computer program that the free
admittance, Yo,
does not appear in any of the calculations. All layer matrices are of the form

[c~o

(3.17)

b/%o].

It is easy to show that all products of layer matrices are also of this form. The vector
representing the properties of the substrate is of the form

(3.18)
Hence the equation representing the external medium in which the mirror is immersed,
the layers and the substrate is of the form
(

~)

[:~: ~ ] [c~o
1

=

b/%0

1[ f;o

]

yo((ma-c)e+(mb-d)f))
( Yo (( ma + c) e + (mb + d) f) .
From equation (3.14) we have
A
(ma - c) e + (mb d) f
- -,----------,----:-- Q - (ma + c) e + (mb + d) l'

p- -

where we see that the factor Yo common to both the numerator and denominator has
been eliminated from the expression.
The transmittance into the substrate can be treated in a similar manner. VVe start
with equation (3.13) for just the substrate and the layers above. If we use (3.17) and
(3.18) we can write the following vector equation to represent all the layers and the
substrate of a mirror assembly as

[ac~ b/dYo ]
( B)
C

[ e ]
f~

ae bf )
( Yo (ce + df)

The refractive index of the substrate, 'T/z, can be written
'T/z = Nzyo cos± f3 = yolVI±,

(3.19)

the form
(3.20)

where
f3 cos f3 and cos- f3 = 1/ cos ,6 account for the difference in the admittances in the 8- and p-directions. If we use the expressions (3.14), (3.20) and the
components of matrix equation (3.19) in equation (3.16) we get
Re(N[±)

(1

1~12)

T=Re ((ae + bf) (ce + df)*) ,
where, as in the calculation for the reflectivity, the factor Yo in common with both
the numerator and denominator has been eliminated from the expression.
It can now be seen that the vast majority of the calculations determining the
optical characteristics of a mirror are complex matrix multiplications, tasks which
are easily implemented using a computer program.

3.2. Implementation of the JvIultilayer :-Iirror Calculation

3.2
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Implementation of the IvI.ultilayer Mirror Calculation

The disk accompanying this work contains a Turbo Pascal program to calculate the
refiectances and the birefringence of multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors. It was developed for the Borland Turbo Pascal 5.0 environment and actually
of the
main program called Mirror.pas and three Turbo Pascal Units called Cmatmul.pas.
Mircalc.pas and Head.pas. Since the subprograms are interdependent the suite must
be compiled in the order Cmatmul.pas, Mircalc.pas, Head.pas and finally Mirror.pas.
The program is divided up as follows. The subprogram Mirror.pas contains the
primary interface with the user, the main menu. Although the program can be
used to calculate the characteristics for a single mirror design the options presented
allow the user to create a mirror design and vary one or more of the parameters to
.see its
on the optical performance of a mirror. A mirror design requires the
following data to complete its task: the angle of incidence of the incoming beam in
degrees, its wavelength in nanometres, the number of A/4-layer pairs, the refractiYe
indices of the layer materials and the substrate, and the losses of the layer materials
and the substrate. The high and low refractive index layers are referred to as 'HiRef' and 'Low-Ref', respectively. The user is given the option of stepping one of
the parameters over a given range of his or her choice. The layer depths can also
be set to a fixed percentage of the ideal layer depth or given a percentage which
is a random normal value chosen from a Gaussian distribution where the 3(T limit
is chosen by the user. The purpose of this last selection is to run a Monte Carlo
simulation of the optical characteristics of mirrors produced bya manufacturer 1,-vhere
the depths of the layers randomly vary from a nominal value because of the tolerances
in the manufacturing process. The user is able to choose the number of mirrors for
the simulation. This subprogram also contains code to store and retrieve a design
calculation option selected from the main menu.
unit Mircalc generates the numerical values for the elements of the matrices
used in the calculations. It also manages the actual mirror calculation and arranges
for the results of the calculations to be sent to the output devices selected by the user.
The results of any calculation consist of the loss in refiectance and the transmittance
into the substrate for each of the p- and s- directions and the anisotropy in birefrinoutput is always presented on
gence (labelled 'birefringence' on the monitor).
the monitor but the user can also select to send it to either the disk drive, the printer.
or both.
The procedure Gap generates the random normal changes in the depth of the layers. The random normal (Gaussian) deviates were obtained by transforming random
numbers generated by the computer whose values are uniformly distributed from 0
to 1 using the 'Box-Muller' method. Press et al.[68, p 288] describe this in their book
'Numerical Recipes in C'. The procedure was adapted for use with Pascal.
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The actual matrix multiplications are performed by the Gnit Cmatmul. The 2 x 2
complex matrices are stored in 3-dimensional arrays. At the conception of the matrix
multiplication routine it was thought that the complex numbers should be stored in
two parts, zero-order quantities and first-order quantities.
For the arrays used to store the 2 x 2 complex numbers the first two dimensions can
be viewed as, respectively, the row and column of the 2 x 4 matrices with columns 1
and 2 holding the zero order quantities and columns 3 and 4 the first order quantities.
The third dimension of the array is set to 1 to access the real part of the element and
to 2 for the complex part. The routine accepts arrays in this form and returns the
results in the same form after multiplication.

3.2.1

Results from using the Multilayer Mirror Program

One of the original reasons the multilayer mirror program was written was to test the
hypothesis that the variations in anisotropy of birefringence could be attributed to
the random variations in the depth of layers in multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors. In
our work on the geometrical dependence of polarisation in near-planar ring lasers[14]
we mention that the birefringence of a ring laser mirror has been measured to have
a value of X rv 0.1 rad. The physical construction of this mirror and the ones we
possess is that shown in Figure (3.1), with each mirror having 11 pairs of )..j4 - ),,/4
Si0 2- Ti0 2 layer-pairs. We assigned the values of the material properties as follows:
The refractive index for Zerodur was calculated to be nz = 1.54 from data given in
the Schott catalogue[77]. The refractive index for Si0 2 (fused silica) ns = 1.46 is
that given by Kalb[41] which is also the same as that given by Kaye and Laby[42]
rounded to two decimal places. The refractive index of Ti0 2 given by Kalb as 2.40
was modified to 2.33 in view of our investigations[14]. There is further discussion
about the values assigned to both Si0 2 and Ti0 2 later in this section. The extinction
coefficient for Zerodur was calculated to be 0.4 ppm and was also obtained from the
data given in the Schott Catalogue. The extinction coefficients for Ti0 2 and Si0 2
were nominally set to 2 ppm and 0.5 ppm, respectively. There is also discussion about
the values which can be assigned to these last two material parameters later in this
section. Unless otherwise stated the angle of incidence is 45° and the wavelength
at which the measurements are taken is 633 nm. For convenience, mirrors with the
above design will be referred to as 'our' mirrors.
Figure (3.3) shows the results of using the Monte Carlo method to simulate the
effects of layer depth variation on the birefringence of 10000 of our mirrors.
For each mirror the depths of all the layers were given a random normal percentage
variation from their ideal value with the values being selected from a distribution
having a 3(J value of 5%. This 5% - 3(J value was selected because the manufacturer
claimed he could control the layer depths of mirrors to this accuracy.
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Birefringence in 10000 Mirrors where all Layer Depths are Varied by 5%
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Figure 3.3: Distribution produced by using the Monte Carlo method to simulate the effects of
layer depth variations on birefringence for 11 layer-pair real mirrors where the
of incidence is
45°.

The distribution shown in Figure (3.3) has a standard deviation of 4.05° and a
mean of 0.012°, hence the birefringence of the tested mirror is within 2 standard deviations of the mean. The fact that a distribution of birefringence values is produced
as a result of layer depth changes and the fact that the measured birefringence of the
mirror tested lies within 2 standard deviations of the mean makes a strong case for
our original hypothesis.
In the same article [14] we also reported that the birefringence in mirrors could
be adjusted after manufacture by etching the top protective ,,\/2-Si0 2 layer. The
multilayer mirror program has since been used to demonstrate the principles of this.
Figure (3.4) shows the resulting calculated birefringence of mirrors with our basic
design, but where the top layer depth has been varied and all the other layers are of
ideal depth.
It can be seen that the dependence is almost linear and that residual birefringence
can be corrected with at most a 40% change in the top layer depth for nearly all mirrors produced by a manufacturer whose mirror deposition processes can be controlled
so that all layers depths are within 5% of the ideal value. Naturally the manufacturer
must ensure that the top layer is made at least 20% too thick in order to cater for the
whole range of birefringence correction required. It also requires him to add another
step in his manufacturing process.
Next we look at how the reflectance in both the s- and p-directions change with the
number of ,,\/4 ,,\/4 layer-pairs for mirrors with our basic design. Multilayer mirrors
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Dependence of Birefringence on the Top Layer Depth
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Figure 3.4: Birefringence produced when only the top protective Si0 2 layer is varied.

with lossless materials have the ultimate capability of being perfectly reflective. In
Figures (3.5) and (3.6) (see the points labelled '0') this is demonstrated by the loss in
reflectance approaching the asymptotic limit of zero in both the s- and p-directions.
Real mirrors have losses so one would expect that the loss in reflectance would never
reach zero, no matter how many layer-pairs were applied. Figures(3.5) and (3.6)
confirm this (see the points labelled '+') with the loss in reflectance in the s- and
p-directions approaching finite limits.
A feature of dielectric-stack mirrors at non-zero incidence is that the loss in reflectance in the p-direction is greater than that in the s-direction. For mirrors with
our design (11 )",/4 - )",/4 layer-pairs) it can be seen that this ratio is rv 37 : 1. This
has important consequences for the type of polarisation present in a near planar ring
laser.

In our work 'Origin of fundamental limits for reflection losses at multilayer dielectric mirrors'[16] we discussed the sources of loss in dielectric-stack mirrors. They fall
into three categories. The first is non-specular reflection from surface effects which
is measured using a scatterometer where the measurements have units defined by
the dimensionless parameter TIS. This type of loss is not taken into account directly
by the multilayer mirror program. The second type of loss is from absorption by
the mirror materials. The extinction coefficient k, being the imaginary part of the
complex refractive index of the layer material, takes account of this in the mirror
program. The last type of loss results from transmission of light into the substrate.
This type of loss can be controlled by mirror design and we look at this next.
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s-Reflectance Loss with the Number of Layers
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Figure 3.5: The reflectance loss in the s-direction for a mirror at 45° incidence whose basic design
is the same as those we obtained, but where the number of >./4 - >./4 layer-pairs are stepped ('0' no material losses, '+' - material losses which are the same as for our mirrors).
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Figures (3.7) and (3.8) show how the transmittance into the substrate changes
with the number of A/4 - A/4 layer-pairs for mirrors of our design.
s-Transmission Loss into Substrate with the Number of Layers
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Figure 3.7: The transmittance into the substrate in the s-direction for a mirror at 45° incidence
where the number of >./4 - 'A/4 layer-pairs are stepped ('0' no material
'+' material losses
which are the same as those for our mirrors).

For comparison, at each point of the abscissafor which the transmittance has been
calculated for mirrors of our basic design the transmittance has also been calculated
for a mirror with the same design, but where the material losses are zero.
It is plain that absorption by the mirror materials at the ppm level has no part
to play in limiting transmission into the substrate as the transmittance is the same
for mirrors with and without losses. The very small absorption of the layer materials
reduces both the reflected and transmitted beams by a very small fraction. However
this is not visible for transmission, being directly plotted, but is for the reflectance
since it is 1 - R that is being plotted and the fractional change is much greater.
It is easy to prove that absorption by the mirror materials at the ppm level has
no part to play in limiting transmission into the substrate for normal incidence. In
our work[16, p7393j we found the following complex matrix equation representing a
dielectric-stack mirror with N A/4 - A/4 layer-pairs of ideal layer depth, but with no
top A/2 layer. With typographical corrections the equation is
(3.21)
where x

1
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Figure 3.8: The transmittance into the substrate in the p-direction for a mirror at 45° incidence
where the number of >-/4 - >-/4 layer-pairs are stepped ("0' - no material losses, '+' - material losses
which are the same as for our mirrors).

(7f/2)[(nH/ndkL+(nL/nH)kH]" = [(-1{"j]/[x N- 1 yn H]; nH,nL are, respectively, the refractive indices for the high and 1m" refractive index layer materials;
kH' kL are the corresponding extinction coefficients. If we make the identification

(3.22)
then we can use equation (3.15) to calculate the reflectance for the mirror in vacuum,
l.e.

The loss in reflectance is

1-R=

4cd

.).
(c + d)-

(3.23)

Substitution in equation (3.16) using the appropriate factors from equations (3.21)
and (3.23) in conjunction with definition (3.22) gives

T =

4nz

(c + d)

2

iii

2'

where nz is the refractive index of the substrate material. To first order c + d =
nH (nH2 - nL 2) /nL, hence we may write
(3.24)
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Equation (3.24) confirms at normal incidence \vhat our observations on the graphs
in Figures (3.7) and (3.8) had suggested, i.e. that for small extinction coefficients
and to first order the transmittance into the substrate is independent of the losses of
the materials of the mirror. It is reasonable to assume, and there is good evidence
in the graphs in Figures (3.7) and (3.8), that the transmittance into the substrate is
also independent of the material losses at non-zero incidence. This knowledge can be
used to determine the indices of refraction for the Si0 2 and Ti0 2 layer materials for
a mirror whose layer depths are ideal.
A value for the refractive index of Zerodur calculated from data given in the Schott
catalogue[77] is nz
1.540 (±0.003). We obtained measurements of the transmittance into air behind one of our mirror in the s- and p-directions of Ts' = 3.9 (±0.1)
ppm and Tp' = 304 (±2) ppm[14, p134]. If we take account of the extinction in the
Zerodur substrate and the loss in reflectance from the Zerodur-air interface at the
back of the mirror the transmittance into the substrate in the s- and p-directions
are, respectively, Ts = 4.6 (±0.1) ppm and Tp
328
ppm. By using the mirror
program with the value of the refractive index of Zerodur above and optimising the
transmittances by adjusting the refractive indices for Ti0 2 and Si0 2 the following
respective values 'were obtained nH = 2.3854 (±0.00l) and nL = 1.498 (±0.001). It
may seem extraordinary that this type of accuracy can be obtained from values of
the transmittance whose accuracy is one order of magnitude less, but consideration
of the sensitivity of the transmittance to the change in refractive indices for normal
incidence will explain this.
Ghausi[34, p363] defines sensitivity Sk4 as a measure of the degree of dependence
of one quantity upon the value of another quantity where
SA = k . 0A =

aIn A

A

ok

aln k'

6..4
A

1

k

For small 6.k we can write

6.k

k

(3.25 )

(3.26)

The sensitivity of the transmittance to both the refractive indices nL and nH are
found by substituting equation (3.24) in equation (3.25) and replacing A by T and k
by either nL or nH.
oT

- - .nL
-

S~L

anL T
aT nH
--.-=
onH T

S~H

2N
(2N

+ 2) .

We can substitute these in equation (3.26) to get
6.nL
nL

6.nH
nH

6.T 1
T
2N
::::'T
1
T 2N + 2
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If !:::..nL, !:::..nH and !:::..T are, respectively, the uncertainties in the refractive indices of the
high and low refractive index layers and the transmittance then for an 11 layer-pair
mirror it becomes apparent that the fractional uncertainty in the refractive indices
is approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the fractional uncertainty in
the transmittance, assuming that we are adjusting the refractive indices to optimise
for the transmittance value. The negative sign for S;:H indicates that the direction of
the fractional change in T is opposite that for the fractional change in nH.

As we have seen it is possible to use the measured components of transmittance to
determine the independent unknown components of refractive index for the high and
low refractive index materials by optimisation using the multilayer mirror program.
It must be pointed out that the accuracy with which the refractive indices can be
found is dependent on the accuracy with which the transmittances can be determined
for a mirror with ideal layer depths. Figure (3.9) shows distributions of transmittance
in the s- and p-directions where the Monte Carlo method has been used to simulate
the changes in all the layer depths expected from the tolerances involved in the
manufacturing process. As with the distribution of birefringence above we assume
that the layer depths change by a random normal percentage of their ideal depth
where the percentage was selected from a distribution in 'which 30" = 5%.
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Figure 3.9: The distribution of s- and p-transmittances for mirrors at 45° incidence whose design is
the same as ours, but where all the layer depths have been changed by a random normal percentage
selected from a distribution where 30' = 5%.

For a mirror whose design is the same as ours and whose layer depths are ideal the
transmittance into the substrate in the s- and p-directions are, respectively, Ts = 4.11
ppm and
366 ppm. It will be observed that these values lie at the smallest
extreme of the abscissa for the distributions in Figure (3.9). It might be thought
that the mirror with ideal layer depths would have transmittances which lie at the
mean or mode of the distributions. The ability of a mirror to limit transmission into
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the substrate relies on the interference between the incident beam and the reflected
beams within the mirror layers. It is only when ideal interference occurs that the
transmittances are a minimum. Hence it is the mirror with least transmittance, all
other parameters being constant, which has layer depths which are nearest ideal.
This is confirmed when we observe where in the distributions shown in Figure (3.9)
that the transmittances lie for the mirror whose layer depths are ideal, taking into
account the way in which a histogram is prepared. Hence the mirror manufacturer
who wished to know the refractive indices of the materials in the mirrors he makes
will measure the transmittances of a batch of them and select the mirror with the
lowest values and use them to estimate the refractive indices of the layer materials.
Once the refractive indices for the layer materials have been obtained it is possible
to place upper limits on their extinction coefficients. If 'we suppose that the refractive
indices for Si0 2 and Ti0 2 are those we calculated earlier being, respectively, 2.3854
and 1.498 (we shall ignore the uncertainties as a principle is being explored here)
and the s-reflectance loss has been measured to be 1 - Rs = 10.7 (±3) ppm (as
measured for one of our mirrors[14]) then we can optimise f.or this value using the
multilayer mirror program by adjusting the extinction coefficients. For this example
if we attribute all the losses to Ti0 2 then the maximum value for its extinction
coefficient is kH = 4.5 (±1.8) ppm. Similarly if we attribute all the losses to Si0 2
then the maximum value for its extinction coefficient is kL = 0.8 (±O.4) ppm. In
practice a mirror manufacturer would obtain the best "alue for the s-reflectance loss
from a batch of mirrors and use this measurement to make estimates on the upper
bounds of the extinction coefficients for the layer materials.
Figures (3.10) -(3.13) show the optical response of our mirrors to variations in
some of the other mirror parameters. These have been added to give the reader a
broad picture of the optical response of our multilayer mirrors.

3.3

The Origin of Losses in Multilayer Dielectric-Stack Mirrors

In our work 'Origin of fundamental limits for reflection losses at multilayer dielectric
mirrors'[16] presented here towards the degree material we group the losses of beam
intensity in multilayer dielectric-stack mirrors into three areas, light scatter as measured by TIS (totally integrated scattering), light absorbed by the mirror materials
and transmission of light into the substrate with its subsequent loss out the back of
the mirror.
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incidence for our mirrors.
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Birefringence Dependence on Wavelength
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Figure 3.12: The anisotropy in birefringence as a function of the wavelength calculated at 45°
incidence for our mirrors.
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at a wavelength of 633 nm for our mirrors.
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Scattering as Measured by Total Integrated Scattering

The roughness of the top surface of a multilayer mirror is to a large degree controlled
by the topography of the layers below it which in turn are dependent on the topography of the substrate on which they are deposited[89]. For a multilayer mirror at
zero incidence the dependence of the coefficient of amplitude transmission T on the
number of pairs of layers N has been found in equation (3.24). Since, in general,
nL < nH then T ~ 0 as N ~ 00. Hence one can reduce the transmission into the
substrate to being negligible compared to the incident beam on a mirror by applying
enough ),,/4 - ),,/4 layer pairs. Figures (3.7) and (3.8) show that this is also true for
mirrors at non-zero incidence. By this means it is possible to create a mirror for
which the light reflected from the substrate is negligible and so the manufacturer is
free to choose a substrate material for its other qualities, e.g. its surface smoothness,
expansion coefficient and compatibility with the layer materials above.
For a flat mirror a clean cleaved surface might make an ideal substrate. The
regularity of the molecular spacing on the cleaved surface of the substrate might,
by itself, produce a diffraction pattern in a beam reflected from it hovyever with ionsputtered dielectric material deposited on it to a depth of several molecular diameters
the new top surface will lose its crystalline regularity and follow the amorphous
character which the method of deposition promotes. The surface roughness of optical
materials have been estimated by measuring their TIS, using the following empirical
relation
)..

-VTIS.
(3.27)
47r
where ).. is the wavelength of the light used in making the measurement. State-ofthe-art methods novv produce surfaces whose TIS is so low that the derived values
of rms roughness parameter (J, using expression (3.27), has a value much less than
the lattice constant. For example (J = 0.05 nm for a well prepared silicon surface[87]
where the lattice constant for silicon is 0.54 nm. Also a roughness of (J = 0.0188
nm has been measured in Si0 2 [16] and in another case one mirror has been measured to have (J = 0.0166 nm[16]. Equation (3.27) was derived assuming a random
Gaussian distribution of surface roughness. This theory has been extended by the
addition of lateral covariance functions to account for nonrandom or correlated surface features[32]. Improvement of the surface of the substrate, including the use of a
cleaved surface, may produce scattering which is nonrandom, being not unlike that
produced by a molecular grating. A better theoretical development which links TIS
with surface roughness (J should take into account the local potential changes at the
atomic scale having their maximum value at the surface. It should also be reasonable
to assume that the bulk material is both homogeneous and isotropic. \i\iith the lattice
spacing being much less than the wavelength of light used it is expected that interference will reduce the scattering much below that from isolated individual scattering
centres whose distance apart is much greater than the lattice constant. Such theoretical development would require extension to the theory of scattering from rough
surfaces based on a Fresnel-Huygens-Kirchhoff approach where the boundary conditions are dependent on the surface features being small compared to the wavelength
(J

=
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of light[46].
Currently available surface scans universally indicate that the principal contribution to nonspecular scattering is that of isolated individual scattering centres. Scanning tunnelling microscopes are now making a contributions in
area[71]. For
future substrates we anticipate a decrease of the density of such isolated scattering
centres to negligible magnitudes; the scattered power off the resulting surfaces should
then be negligible even at the parts in 109 (ppb) level.
Surface effects, such as scattering losses along interface boundaries caused by
the density fluctuations of two blending species and their stoichiometric differences,
might be argued to playa much more important role in mirror coatings as opposed
to optical fibres, and so might be expected to distinguish their fundamental limits,
disallowing the parallel we draw. However, the use of a graded refractive index
is a critical feature of both systems and over similar linear dimensions, and itself
raises related issues concerning stoichiometry, homogeneity, extra absorption losses,
and vitrification in the transition regions. The success of optical fiber technology in
approaching the fundamental loss limits of the bulk materials therefore is evidence
that such concerns are not insurmountable at the ppb level, and it is releyant to our
interest in the ppb loss regime in the context of surface effects as \yell as of volume
effects.

3.3.2

Absorption near the Band Gap

For Si0 2 and Ti0 2 material which has been purified of absorbing paramagnetic ions
there is an empirical relation called Urbach's Rule which predicts the absorption 0:.
It is defined by
0:

Aexp (011 (w - wo) /kBT) ,

where kB is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature and A,o, and Wo are fitted
to the data. The relationship between the absorption 0: and the extinction coefficient
k is given by
0:

where .\ is the wavelength at which the measurement is being made. Present estimates
for k for Ti0 2 [41] suggest that its extinction coefficient gives the fundamental limit
on absorption A and hence on the reflectance in multilayer mirrors.
The estimate of k
been reduced over the years with its magnitude lowering
by one order per 2 years over the last 10 years (see Figure (3.14)).
Wei[90] documents an order of magnitude per 6 years over the last 20 years. We
consider that there is a possibility for further dramatic reduction and look at the
fundamental mechanisms contributing to the value of k in Ti0 2 . This material is a
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Figure 3.14: Progress in lowering the exctinction coefficient k for Ti0 2 over recent decades as
evaluated for data, mostly in the literature, on finished mirrors. Circles denote data taken at 500
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transmission losses. The line has a slope of -1/2 and indicates 1 order of magnitude improvement
per 2-yr period.
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dielectric and an insulator which exhibits a large band gap of 3.05 eV (neglecting the
fine detail due to anisotropic band structure of the various crystalline forms). As a
consequence there is a nominal limit on the transparency at 407 nm. The visible part
of the spectrum is at present limited by impurities and in the infrared it is opaque
due to phonon resonances (see Figure (3.15)).
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Figure 3.15: Plot of absorption coefficient a of a slab of bulk Ti02 after subtraction of the surface
refiection (after Cronemeyer[25]).

Between the limits produced by the band gap and the phonon resonances is a
usable window. The Urbach tail from the band gap in the UV is the most obvious
limitation. An equivalent tail from the IR phonon resonances produces much less
absorption than from the band gap as it starts at ).. ~ 5 /-Lm.
The data on absorption is contradictory with DeVore[28] proposing a single oscillator model for the index of refraction of Ti0 2 from the band gap to 15 /-Lm.
The extinction coefficient would vary as with an
power law according to the
Kramers-Kronig relations. This would make the extinction coefficient vary as the
inverse of the wavelength. This is clearly not the case for the direct measurements
from Cronemeyer[25]. Figure (3.16) shows an essentially linear relationship between
log a and)" -1 which transforms to k DC ).. exp (-a/)..) .
We attribute the nonlinearity of the graph in
(3.16) to impurities. This
means that the extinction coefficient of clean Ti0 2 at 500 nm would be less than
1O-1l, a value similar to that for the cleanest fused 8i0 2 . Decades of work in the
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Figure 3.16: Urbach tail for TiO z in the visible (400-430 nm), after Cronemeyer[25]. The deviation
from linearity is attributed to impurities; a linear fit to this tail (solid line) gives on extrapolation
to 500 nm an extinction coefficient of less than 10- 11 .
.
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optical fibre industry has resulted in the best fibres (fused silica) having a loss of
only 0.15 dB/km at..\ 1.55 p,m. This corresponds to k 4 x 10- 12 [38]. This figure
includes Rayleigh scattering from density fluctuations and residual phonon absorption
as "well as the Urbach tail in silica.
data for Ti0 2 from Cronemeyer is for crystalline material.
multilayer
mirrors Ti0 2 is deposited in an amorphous form to avoid the crystallite scattering.
The crystal data shmvs exciton peaks at low temperature but such exciton activity
in amorphous materials is questionable. The slope of the semilog plot for the Urbach
tail can decrease when the material becomes amorphous[60, p 240].
In summary, currently available measurements of absorption in Ti0 2 have extinction coefficients several orders of magnitude greater than the extrapolated values
given above. This is presumed to be due to impurities like paramagnetic ions[63].
It is an extrapolation from current measurements to suggest that Ti0 2 will be as
amenable as Si0 2 to high purification, but the above evidence does not support a
nificant distinction between Ti0 2 and Si0 2 in this regard. The extrapolation
to be inyestigated.

3.3.3

Rayleigh Scattering from Density Variations in the Layer Volume

Another loss process which removes power from a coherent beam reflected from a
multilayer mirror is due to Rayleigh scattering from density variations '\vithin
layers. This may be treated more like an absorption process than one which produces scattering measured by TIS. Reduction of loss from this source requires that
crystallisation be avoided at all costs. The modern technique of creating multilayer
mirrors by ion-beam sputtering[51] results in more energy being given to the vapour
being deposited on the surface of a mirror during the creation of a layer. The greater
impact of the molecules in the vapour with the surface results in greater disorder in
the material deposited. This, combined with the lower temperature of the surface
on which the material is being deposited causing a high quench rate, results in the
disorder being frozen into the surface as there is no time for grain boundaries to
form. The admixture of a few percent of Si0 2 in the Ti0 2 layer material also helps
by suppressing crystallisation in the Ti0 2 [80]. The density fluctuations are then
thermodynamically determined and this dominates the Rayleigh scattering[51][63].
mean square density fluctuations (Op2 / p2) = kBTfk/V are given by Oster[64]
and Becker[9] , where Tf is the absolute temperature at which the fluctuations are
established, k is the bulk compressibility, and II is the layer volume.
The extinction coefficient which results from this scattering process is[63]
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Comparison of the Rayleigh limits for 8i0 2 and Ti0 2 show that they are of similar
11
, Ao = 500
magnitude (Tf ,....., 1800 2000 K: n rv 1.5 - 2.33, k rv 2.7 1.5 x
pm) with the extinction coefficients being kr ::::::: 1. 0 X 10- 10 . This limit is 4 orders
mentioned above
of magnitude better than the current value (see Figure(3.14 )).
thermodynamic fluctuations in the interface may also cause loss due to nonspecular
reflections[46J, but it should be of the same level as for Rayleigh scattering discussed
above.

Chapter 4
Beam Control and Beam Stability with Offsets

Experimental measurement of the polarisation of the beam in a near-planar square
ring laser as a function of the aplanarity of the geometrical ray-path of the beam
requires that one must be able to control the aplanarity. A related topic is the stability
of the geometrical ray-path for the beam in a ring laser and this has already been
studied[37][33][13], but controlling the beam so as to position the point at which the
geometrical ray-path intercepts each mirror has not. Bilger and Stedman[13] show
that, in general, given the displacement and tilt of cavity mirrors in a symmetric
near-planar ring laser the position at which the geometrical ray-path of the beam
intercepts each of the mirrors can be predicted. By inYerting their equations it is
shown below that given the positions at which the geometrical ray-path of the beam
intercepts the mirrors and the displacements of the poles of the mirrors it is possible
to predict the necessary tilt and displacement of the mirrors to achieve this.
For the experiment it was proposed that the mirror cavity be composed of pairs
of spherical and planar mirrors placed opposite each other. It is shown below that
for this case the tilt of the planar mirrors determines the aplanarity of the ray-path.
However, for the ray-path to close in the mirror cavity it is shown that one of the
curved mirrors must also be tilted. To familiarise the reader with the definitions used
by Bilger and Stedman a derivation of their main equations is given.

4.1

Beam Control in the Symmetric Ring Laser

Let a planar ring laser mirror cavity consist of N mirrors, each having a spherical
surface with radius of curvature Ri , i=l,' . " N. Let the poles of the mirrors lie at
the vertices, h - IN, of a symmetric N-polygon vvith side length l; itself the design
ray-path for the ring. Consider a general reflection.
Local cartesian axes at the poles of each of the mirrors are chosen so that x is
normal to the surface of the mirror at the pole, y is orthogonal to this and lies in the
plane of the design ray-path and z is in the out-of-plane direction. The coordinate
56
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system for the whole ring is aligned with that of the ith mirror, but has its origin
at the centre of the ring (see Figure 4.1). Let ri = (0, (3i'
be the point at which

'if

/

\

/

\
x

Figure 4.1: Ray-path of the beam internal to a ring laser where the mirror cavity is formed with
N mirrors symmetrically arranged at the vertices of an N-sided polygon.

the laser beam internal to the cavity intercepts the ith mirror. where (3i and Ii are
first-order displacements from the pole along the local y-and z-axes, respectively.
Now let the mirrors of the initially planar and ideally adjusted ring laser be
misadjusted so that the pole of the ith mirror is displaced by (~i' TJi' (i)T parallel to
the local coordinate system and the mirror itself is tilted about the local y- and z-axes
through angles ei , 'Pi' respectively. All misadjustments are assumed to be small and
their effects considered only to first order.
Under small mirror tilts only, the point, (0, (3i' li)T , at which the beam intercepts
the ith mirror does not change, but the normal to the mirror is transformed from
n~ = (1, -(3) R i , -,d Ri)T to
1
ni= (

'Pi - (3) Ri

-e i -

I)R i

)

(4.1 )

Under combined displacement and tilt, when evaluated in the local coordinate system,
the point at which the beam hits the mirror is

Si

=

(

(3i

~i+ TJi

)

,

li+C

with the normal to the mirror at this point being still given by equation (4.1) .

(4.2)
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If we define Sk I == Sl-Sk then the direction with which incident ray hits the ith
mirror is given by'Si-l,i = D(7rIN + 7r/2)s~_1 where

defined for a right handed coordinate system where the origin is located at (112) Ii-1h
the midpoint between the vertices I i - 1 and Ii of the design ray-path, the x-axis is
directed along, Ii-IIi, the y-axis is orthogonal to this and lies in the plane of the
design ray-path and the z-axis is in the out-of-plane direction; D (7r IN + 7r 12) is
the rotation matrix transforming the coordinate system just defined into the ring's
coordinate system; e == cos( 7r IN) and s = sin( 7r IN). A unit 'vector parallel to s~ -1 is

so that in the coordinate system of the ring
Si-l,i = D (7rIN

+ 7r/2)s~_1.

(4.3)

By similar reasoning a unit vector in the direction of the reflected ray at the ith
mirror is
Si,i+l = D (7r/2 - 7rINf?'I+l,
(4.4)
where 5'I+l

=

(

-

(;Ji+l + ;Ji) S /1 hi+l

(~i+ll+ ryi) s/1 - (~i+l - Ei) c/l )

-,J Ii + ((+1 -

(i) Il

By specular reflection, the incident and reflected rays and the normal to the mirror
at the point of reflection are coplanar: represented by

(4.5)
If we define
~

Si,i-l

+ ~Si,i+l == (p, q, r )T

(4.6)

then by substitution from equations (4.3) and (4.4) we get

= 2s - (,8i+l - ,8i-l) sell - (77i+l - 7]i-l) sell + (~i+l - 2~i + ~i-l) e2 Ii,
q = - (,8i+l + 2,8i + ,8i-l) S2 Ii - (7]i+l + 27]i + 7]i-l) S2 Ii + (~i+l - ~i-l) sell,
r = hi+l - 2"Yi + ,'i-I) Ii + ((i+l - 2(i + (-1) Ii.
p

Use of the definition (4.6) and substitution of (4.1) in equation (4.5) gives

«Pi - ,8d~)
p (-Bi - "Yd R i )
p (<Pi - ,8d Ri )
r

r

q

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
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Hwe substitute for p, q, and r in equations (4.8) and (4.9) and then collect on one side
of each equation the variables representing the displacements of interception point of
the ray-path from the poles of the mirrors and on the other the yariables representing
tilts and displacements of mirrors ,ye get

),
Pi+l - Bi.Bi

where

2lipJs + (cis) (~i+1 - ~i-l) - (17i+1

+

2 [1

(sl/~)]

+ 2Tli

(4.10)
17i-l) ,

(4.11)

and Bi = 2 [(ll (sRd) -1]. We can make the identification

-2slfh - ((i+1 - 2(i + (i-I) ,
2lcpJs + (cis) (~i+l - ~i-l) - (17i+1

+ 217i + 17i-l)

'which are Bilger and Stedman's equations (20).
vYe now extended the work of Bilger and Stedman[13]. First 'we cast their equation
(18) into full matrix form. Associated with each mirror of the ring are the two
equations represented by (4.10)' (4.11) with the subscripts appropriately adjusted.
These pairs of equations can be collected into the pair of matrix equations

[D N ] ,

[BN] (3

-

(2sl) [IN] 0- [ZN] (,

- (2sll) 'P

12)

+ (cis) [XN] e- [YN] rJ·

(4.13)

where

1

0

0
0

1
0

1
-f3
1

0
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

1
0

0

0
0

1

0
0

0

0

0
0

[D A·] =
0
0
0

1 -fN-2
1
1
0
-f;\,-l
1
0
0

0
1

-fN

[IN] is the N x N unit matrix, [ZN] is the same as matrix [DNJ with fi ---t 2; [BN]
is the same as [DNJ with fi
, [YN] is the same as [DN] with -fi ---t 2, and
0

1
0

0

0
1

1 0

1

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

-1

0
0

0
0

1
0
-1

0

[XNJ
0

0

0

0

1

0

0 0
0 0
0 0

1
0

0

0

1
0

1
0
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Equations (4.12) and (4.13) can be rewritten so that
of the respective equations. We get [13]
1

(J

2sl {[Z'y] (+

(J

and t.p are made the subject

[D.i\rJ-,L

(2l8) {[EN] (3- (~) [XNJ e+ [YN]T]} .

t.p

(4.14)
(4.15)

We shall assume, as Bilger and Stedman[13]' that for the ith mirror the tilt axes are
coplanar, orthogonal and cross at the pole of the mirror, but that the pole is displaced
from its ideal position at the ith vertex of the symmetric polygon by (~i' fJi' (i)T and
that for each mirror this displacement is fixed. This means that for equations (4.14)
and (4.15) the vectors T] and ( are constant so that the dependent (J and t.p are
entirely controlled by the respective independent "Y and (3. Hence given the geometry
of the ideal symmetric ray-path for the ring mirror cavity, the radius Ri of each
mirror and the displacement, (0. Bil li)T , of the point 'where the ray-path intercepts
each mirror we can predict the mirror tilts, ()i, <Pi required about the respective local
y- and z-axes.

e,

4.2

Aplanarity Control in the Near-Planar Square Ring Laser

We are now in a position to calculate \vhat factors control the aplanarity of the
experimental near-planar square ring laser. For such a ring laser the number of
mirrors, N, is four. Let us suppose that the side length of the ring is l and that the
mirrors have radii of curvature Rl = R3 = 00, R2 R4 R, hence
fl = f3 = 2,
f 2 = f 4 = f = 2 - 2ls / R.

(4.16)

Figure (4.2) shows a diagram of the ideal ray-path for the ring laser.

Figure 4.2: Ideal ray-path of the beam internal to the mirror cavity of a near-planar square ring
laser.

The cartesian coordinate system is located at the center of the ring laser where
the x- and y-axes point towards the poles, 11 ,12 , of the first and second mirrors and
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the z-axis points out of plane. As we saw in Section (4.1) that for a ring laser with
misadjusted mirrors the displacement of the point at which the ray-path intercepts
the i-th mirror relative to the local coordinate system is given by equation (4.2). This
is illustrated in Figure (4.3). We may now write the position vectors of the points at
z

y

I·l~ /'

/'

""
""
""
"""
Figure 4.3: Beam offset from the ideal ray-path due to the displacement of the mirror from its
ideal location and the point of interception of the beam with the mirror relative to the pole.

which the ray-path intercepts all the mirrors in the coordinate system at the center
of the ring as

(4.1'7)

Figure (4.4) shows the ray-path for such an aplanar ring laser. A measure of the
aplanarity of the ray-path is the displacement between the midpoints of MdvI3 and
lvI2 lVI4J the diagonal lines joining the interception points of the ray-path on opposite
mirrors in the ring laser. This is directly related to the dihedral angle {3( = (31 + (32)
which is the usual parameter used to define the aplanarity. For a near-planar ring
laser we can write
. {3
sm 1

{3
':::'

1 =

[MM2L . {3
(3
IMM21) sm 2 "" 2

(4.18)
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Figure 4.4: Tilt angles for the planes defined by ray-path of the beam in an aplanar ring laser

The point labelled, M, the midpoint of the line M 1 M 3 , has the position vector
(4.19)
Use of this vector and the vectors of (4.17) in the equations (4.18) gives the result

To find f3 in terms of the mirror tilts we make I the subject of matrix equation (4.12)
1
by multiplying through on the left by, [DNr , the inverse of matrix [DN]. Hence we
get
(4.21 )
For the experimental ring laser the f values are given by (4.16). Substitution ofthese
in the matrices in equation (4.21) gives

A
1 B1

sl
I =

(f - 2)

[

1 1
1 C

11 C
1
A 1
1 B

1
() +

1
0
1
1 [-2
0 -C
0
C
"2 0 1 -2 1
0
C
0 -C

where A = f - 1, B = 2 (f - 1) /f, C = 2/f and s
laser. From the above equation we may obtain

j
(,

= sin (1[/4) for the square ring
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Substitution of these in equation (4.20) gives

The negative sign is in keeping with the sign convention for positive rotations around
the local y-axes for mirrors 1 and 2. It should be noted that this equation is completely
independent of the I and ( offsets so that when 81 + 83 = 0 the ring is planar. This
does not imply of course that this planar ring is parallel to the x-y plane.

Chapter 5
Ring Laser Construction

The base of the 1m x 1m square ring laser was constructed from steel. As the tests
involved polarisation measurements covering a range of dihedral angles of the order of
degrees the changes in aplanarity due to expansion from temperature changes would
not be significant. The majority of the geometrical ray-path is in air. Multilayer
dielectric-stack mirrors were used to create the mirror cavity with one pair being
plane and the other pair having a radius of curvature of 6 m. The pairs of mirrors
were mounted opposite each other. This combination of mirrors satisfied the criterion
for beam stability. The fused silica discharge tube which provided gain to sustain laser
oscillation was 0.7 m in length and had an internal diameter of 4 mm. Approximately
600 mm of discharge was required to maintain lasing, that is, create enough gain at
the operating wavelength of 633 nm to offset the losses in the mirrors and the windo'ws
at the ends of the discharge tube. The gases for the discharge were supplied from
bottles equipped with regulators. ?vIeasured volumes of the gases were valved off at
approximately atmospheric pressure to supply the approximately 7 : 1 ratio of Helium
to Neon (we have found the exact ratio was not critical to acheive lasing and was
not closely monitored as it was not expected to playa significant role in determining
the polarisation in the ring laser). On release into the discharge tube and auxiliary
volume (the input port of a Hereaus Leak detector functioning as the vacuum pump)
the gas mixed and the pressure was reduced to approximately 2.3 Torr by pumping
(as for the gas mixture ratio the pressure was not closely monitored as it was not
expected to play any significant role in the polarisation of the laser).

5.1

Ring Laser Support Framework

Oriel precision gimbal mirror mounts support the four multilayer dielectric-stack mirror. The mirror holders are placed on two parallel rectangular hollow-section steel
beams 100 mm by 50 mm by 2 m long. Milled U-clamps are screwed to the beams to
hold each of the mirror holders in place. Screws tapped into the U-clamps allow the
mirror holders to be positioned so that the distance between the poles of the adjacent
mirrors on the near-planar square ray-path is 1 m. Steel piers support each end of
the rectangular hollow-section steel beams above steel U-beams 150 mm by 75 mm
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by 2 m long. The U-beams are tied together with rectangular hollow-section steel
beams 60 mm by 35 mm by 1.85 m long with brackets at each end to bolt to the "C
beams. Four tripod stands with screw height adjustment support the metal frame
work of the ring laser .
. The extra length of the "C-beams are used to support the polarimeter and the
alignment laser and its associated optics. The steel piers were required to raise the
height of the ray-path of the beam exiting the back of one of the cavity mirrors to
the same level as the centres of the rotating discs of the polarimeter. The discharge
tube is mounted on adjustable V-blocks midway between the mirrors supported on
one of the rectangular hollmy-section beams. The support tray for the driver coils is
mounted under the small diameter section of the discharge tube.

5.2

Discharge Tube Design

The Helium-Neon plasma in the discharge tube provides the necessary optical gain
to offset the losses suffered by the beam internal to the ring laser as it makes a circuit
of the mirror cavity. In the ring laser the plasma is formed by an oscillating electric
field accelerating electrons which impact with the gas atoms at Im,v pressure in the
discharge tube. The oscillating electric field is created by an rf power oscillator driving
three linked self-resonant solenoids arranged in a triangle around the discharge tube
(see Section (5.5)). An idea of the order of magnitude of the gain possible from this
sort of arrangement \'vas obtained from work by Herziger et al[35]. For a dc driven
plasma discharge they give the following approximate expression for the maximum
optical gain, G,

D

G(l, D) c::: [ 1 + 0.5

(~ )

1.4]///0
(5.1 )

( lo = 1 m, Do = 1 mm) and where D and l are the inside diameter of the discharge
tube and the length of the discharge in the beam path, respectively. It can be seen
that the maximum gain increases with a decrease in D and an increase in l. For
example when l = 0.7 m and D = 3 mm the maximum gain is G = 1.074.
There are three main optical loss mechanisms in the experimental ring laser. The
first occurs at the discharge tube end-window interfaces. The windows chosen were
Melles Griot product number 02VV LQ003/123[54]; being 12.5 mm diameter fused
silica discs with a 123 type multilayer antireflection coating on each of the optical
surfaces. The 123 coatings are V type[55] (derived from the characteristic shape of
their performance curve) and have 0.25 % maximum reflectance per surface; the total
being 1 % for the two windows.
Loss also occurs when the skirts of the Gaussian beam are vignetted by the tube.
The configuration of the optics in the experimental ring laser produces an astigmatic
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beam profile with elliptical isophotes, and for the particular combination of mirrors
chosen the waist spot size in the s direction is wo,s = 0.742 mm and in the p direction
It IS wO,p 0.602 mm. To get an upper bound on the loss caused by vignetting, let us
suppose that the beam is stigmatic and the waist spot size is Wo = WO,s' The profile
of the intensity, I, for such a 0,0 mode Gaussian beam[79] is
2Po

I =

7rW 2

exp

(-2r

2
)

(5.2)

----;;;2 ,

,,,here Po, rand ware, respectively, the total power of the beam, the radial distance
from the axis of the beam and the spot size - the radius of the circular area perpendicular to the axis of the beam, centred on this axis, through which half the power of
the beam passes. If we assume that the axis of the beam is perfectly aligned with the
of the discharge tube then the tube approximates a circular aperture vignetting
the beam thus causing power loss. If we assume the circular aperture has radius, a,
then the power transmitted through it is
_ 2Po
P 2
7rW

Hence the relative loss is

l

B

=:27r

j1':=a

•

exp

1'=:O

B:=O

P

( _ 2r2)

(-2a

,2
10

,
rdrde.

2

) .
l--=exp - Po
w2

(5.3)

For the experimental laser the waists of both the internal counterpropagating
beams lie on the plane mirrors. Beam divergence causes the spot size to grow 'with
the distance from the waist, hence the discharge tube intercepts the greatest amount
of
beam at the end farthest from the waist. In the experimental laser this point
is 0.85 m from the waist. The beam spot size, w, can be found using the Gaussian
beam expressions[79]

J1+ (:J

w = w(z) - wo

2
_ 7rW0

zR-T'
where Wo, ZR and A are, respectively, the waist spot size, the distance measured
from the beam waist to the point at which the spot size is being calculated, the
Rayleigh length for the beam and the wavelength of the beam in the medium. For
0.85 m and A = 632.8 nm the spot size is W = 0.777 mm. If
example, when z
the radius of the discharge tube is chosen so that the relative loss by vignetting is of
the order of 0.01 % then the total loss is effectively set by sum of the losses in the
end-window interfaces. Equation (5.3) can be used to show that this condition is met
when a 2: 1.67 mm. The nearest conveniently available corresponding tube i.d. close
to this
was 3 mm. Its calculated loss by vignetting is 0.06 % which was initially
judged to be acceptable. However further loss by vignetting occurs if the axis of the
beam is misaligned with respect to the axis of the discharge tube. Because of this,
the 3 mm i.d. tube was later exchanged for a 4 mm i.d. one.
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The length of the discharge tube was chosen to be as long as conveniently possible
given the difficulty in aligning the mirrors adjacent to the discharge tube end-windows.
This strategy was chosen because equation (5.1) was for a dc driven discharge and it
was not obvious that an rf discharge would achieve the same maximum gain. In order
to get laser action in the experimental ring laser at least 0.5 111 of visible discharge
was required, hence the choice on the length of discharge tube proved to be a wise
one.
The fourth main optical loss was in the mirrors themselves. The power loss in
each was rv 370 ppm (see the characteristics for 'our' mirrors in Section (3.2.1)) hence
the total loss from this source was insignificant compared to that in the end-windovvs.

5.3

Discharge Tube COl!struction

The discharge tube required a material which was transparent to an rf electromagnetic
field, had a low outgassing rate, could stand the temperature required to out gas it
as well as that generated by the plasma discharge within it when operating, and was
optically transparent so that the spectrum of the plasma could be observed. Fused
silica was chosen because it could stand the thermal stress induced by heating with an
open flame and had all the other properties mentioned above. To allow the discharge
tube to be swung aside during mirror alignment stainless steel bellows were used to
connect the discharge tube to the pump and gas delivery system.
Figure(5.1) shows the construction of the discharge tube and the associat~d glass
tubing connected to the gases and the "acuum system. Two different sizes of fused
silica tube were used in making the discharge tube itself.

55.0

700.0

65.0

Figure 5.1: Design of the fused silica discharge tube. Wall thickness of large diameter section is 2
mm. Wall thickness of small diameter section is 1 mm.

The side arm was initially left short so that it would not foul the lathe in the
operation of cutting the ends of the discharge tube .. The o.d. of the larger tubing
located at the ends of the discharge tube was chosen to be slightly smaller than
the 12.5 mm diameter fused silica end-windows. This made the seats on which the
windows rested more stable and also made it easier to cut, grind flat and polish the
ends of the tube to the tolerances required. The tube ends were cut in a lathe using
a carborundum cutting wheel. The planes containing the end faces were orthogonal

./
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to the axis of the discharge tube within 10. This type of accuracy was necessary to
ensure that the window interfaces did not significantly influence the polarisation of
the beam passing through them when the tube was in operation.
A split wooden cylinder 730 mm long and 43 mm in diameter was used to hold
the discharge tube for cutting in the lathe. A hole 15 mm in diameter was drilled
along the axis of the cylinder and the 10 mm diameter sections of tube at each end
of the discharge tube were packed so that the ends ran centred in the lathe. Holes
were drilled orthogonal to the axis of the cylinder at 50 mm intervals so that the
smaller diameter section of the discharge tube could be viewed along its entire length
to check whether it was bent when the cylinder halves were screwed together. Split
metal collars were clamped around the wooden cylinder and discharge tube to hold
the axis of tube accurately centred in the lathe at all times. They also provided a large
area of contact with the wooden cylinder ensuring that minimum deformation would
occur upon clamping. Mr Poulton judged the wood to be too soft for it to be placed in
direct contact with the jaws of the lathe without the risk of nonuniform deformation
putting the assembly out of true at some point during -the cutting operations. To be
extra sure that the discharge tube was rigidly held during cutting, a cardboard sleeve
was clamped around each end of the wooden cylinder in turn and hot paraffin wax
poured into the space between it and the discharge tube to a depth of about 15 mm
and left to set. The bond between the wax, the cylinder and the discharge tube gave
the necessary protection against any looseness of the tube in the wooden cylinder,
should the fit not be perfect.

5.4

Gas Delivery System

There is an ideal pressure and gas mixture ratio which achieves the maximum lasing
output for an rf discharge tube with a given i.d. This has been investigated by Mielenz
et al[58] and they show that the lasing action of the 382 - 2P4 transition of neon at
632.8 nm is maximised for a 3 mm i.d. discharge tube when the pressure is 2.3 Torr
and the He:Ne molar ratio is 7 : 1. They used electrodes attached to the outside of
the discharge tube to provide the electric field for driving the plasma whereas in the
experimental laser this was provided by an rf power oscillator driving a triangular
arrangement of self resonant solenoids whose axes lay parallel to the discharge tube
(see Section (5.5)). Although there is a difference in the plasma driving arrangement
there seemed to be no good reason to think that the results of Mielenz et al should
not also apply for our set up. Experience with the Canterbury C-I ring laser has
confirmed this expectation.
A schematic diagram of the gas delivery system is shown in Figure (5.2).
The helium and neon are each admitted to their own pre-evacuated line where
valves A,B and C,D are used to close off and trap volumes of the respective gases
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B

Figure 5.2: Design of the gas delivery system for the ring laser. The gases are trapped in the
volumes between valves A. and B and between valves C and D. Adjustment of the gas pressures
to these two respective fixed volumes sets the ratio of the number of Helium to Neon atoms in the
lasing mixture.

in the ratio of 7 : 1.
of valves Band D to the pre-evacuated discharge
tube and ballast volume allows the gases to mix in the required ratio. If quantities
of helium and neon
at the same pressure are each trapped in volumes in the
ratio 7 : 1, respectively, then the ratio of the number of helium to neon molecules is
the same. This is the principle behind the gas delivery system design. It was not
necessary to create these volumes to very high precision as the gas bottle pressure
regulators could be adjusted to compensate for any imbalance in the gas mixture.
This feature of the design proved to be useful when the Ld. of the discharge tube
was changed from 3 mm to 4 mm as it required only a small re-adjustment of the
regulators to obtain maximum lasing output. To get the correct pressure for the
mixture of gases, the initial pressure was made slightly too high so that the excess
could be pumped away to reach the desired figure
Previous experience with the C-I ring laser showed that the gas mixture in the
laser must remain uncontaminated if the output power is to remain constant. Sealed
off commercial lasers use getters to remove the last traces of impurities. Since supplies
of high purity helium and neon were readily available and the contaminated gas could
easily be pumped away,
were not considered. For the gas mixture to remain
uncontaminated requires that all the surfaces exposed to the low pressure gas be free
of adsorbed molecules capable of being liberated easily. To get as close as possible
to this ideal nearly all the parts whose internal surfaces were exposed to the laser
mixture ,,,ere made of materials that could be heated to outgas them. Stainless steel
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was seen as the ideal material because it could be heated to red heat if necessary, it
had a low outgassing rate, it was relatively cheap and was readily available.
The main contributor to outgassing in the whole of the low pressure
system
were the 'O'-rings. Viton A type were used to seal the gas delivery and pumping
systems to the glassware leading to the discharge tube. The Whitey valves B and
D also used this material for the 'O'-ring seals. The shaft and end seal 'O'-rings
of the valves on the glassware were Teflon. Viton A and Teflon have approximately
the same outgassing rates of (rv 10- 6 Torr.Lit/sec.cm 2 [70]) with teflon's rate being
slightly lower. Stainless steel has an outgassing rate of rv 10- 8 Torr.Lit/sec.cm 2 [70].
The only other materials used were copper for the tubing connecting the vacuum
pump, the cold trap and the discharge tube and brass in the form of hexagonal rod
turned up to make the clamps holding the 'O'-rings which connect the glassware to the
discharge tube and vacuum systems. Since brass is largely composed of copper I have
assumed they have the same outgassing rate, namely 10- 7 Torr.Lit/sec.cm 2 [70].
f"v

The helium used was 99.998% pure 'Grade Zero High Purity'
obtained from
New Zealand Industrial Gases. The 1\eon was natural isotope composition 99.999%
pure gas obtained from Spectra Gases Inc., Newark, New Jersey, USA.
gas bottle
regulators were pumpable, high purity medical grade type with steel diaphragms. The
metal tubing used was 3/16" Ld. made of 316 stainless steel. S'wagelok connectors
were used to join pipes together where this was required. Valves C and D were "1G"
series Whitey toggle valves made from 316 stainless steel and use Viton A 'G!-rings
for seals. Although these were not considered to be 'high-vacuum' type they proved
to be quite satisfactory in practice. "alve E was a high-vacuum Nupro "DL" series
diaphragm valve with a metal-to-metal seal enclosed by metal bellows.

5.5

RF Discharge Driver Coils and Feed

Figure (5.3) shows the coil assembly used to generate the oscillating rf electric field
to drive the plasma discharge.
The three long coils 5 1 ,52 and 8 3 are identical and are wound on 10 mm o.d.
Borosilicate glass tubes 600 mm long. Borosilicate
is a low loss material (dielectric loss factor rv 0.02m[47]) at 27.88 MHz (the operating frequency of the power
oscillator driving the discharge) and tubing of these dimensions is easily strong enough
to support the coils. To ensure that each coil formed a close fit on the tubing it was
wound on a metal rod with a diameter slightly less than the o.d. of the glass tubing.
It was then expanded slightly by applying torque and slid onto the slightly larger
glass tubing. When the torque was released the coil contracted to form the close fit
required. The glass tubes are supported by 80 mm by 80 mm by 10 mm wooden
cheeks at each end with holes drilled in an equilateral triangle pattern with the centres of the tubes 22 mm apart. A central 12 mm diameter hole with a slot 6 mm "vide
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Figure 5.3: Coupled self-resonant coils 5 1 ,52 and 53 supply the alternating electric field to drh'e
the Helium-Neon discharge. The magnetic coupJing from coil PI to coil 51 transfers rf power in the
input coaxial cable from the po-weI' oscillator to the alternating electric field driving the Helium-Neon
discharge.

allmvs the coils to be slid around the discharge tube without the need to dismount the
discharge tube. The coils ha,'e rv 314 turns of copper wire of 22 gauge insulated 'with
polyurethane, The coils are coupled by joining their corresponding ends together ..
Electrically the coils appeared as a single secondary load on an air cored transformer.
PO'wer is fed to them by the coil, PI, wound over SI, which acted as the primary
winding of the air cored transformer. The primary coil PI is self supporting, being
8.5 turns of 2.00 mm diameter shellac coated copper wire close wound. One end of
the coil Pl is earthed to the aluminium tray whose inside dimensions are 640 mm
long, 80 mm wide and 40 mm deep which supports the coil assembly. A lid which
is of identical inside dimensions to the tray covers the coil assembly so as to contain
the radio frequency field. Semicircular cuts 24 mm in diameter in the ends of the
tray and lid allow the discharge tube entry at each end. The non-earthed end of the
primary winding
was connected to a UHF connector.
A matching circuit (see Figure (5.4) was used to transform the impedance presented by the driver-coil assembly to that of the coaxial line connected to the pmver
oscillator.
The 'matching-box', containing the matching circuitry, was connected to the primary coil PI by a short length of 50n coaxial cable. Although the coaxial cable did
not match the impedance presented by the coil Pl its length was substantially less
than a wavelength and therefore did not substantially affect coupling.
Initially, before the discharge begins, the coil assembly appears to be a 'high- Q'
system as the materials in the vicinity of the coils are low loss and so a potential
difference of several thousand volts is able to develop between the middle of each coil
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Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram for a circuit to match the impedance presented by the coil
of the
coils for the Helium-Neon discharge to the 50n impedance of the coaxial line to the power
oscillator. The coaxial cable to the power oscillator is connected to the input side of the matching
circuit,

and each of its ends. Because the coils S1: S2 and S3 are coupled at the ends, there
is a common potential for each coil at the point where it is intersected by a plane
perpendicular to the axis of the discharge tube. This potential distribution along
the coil assembly is the source of the electric field which first 'strikes~ the plasma
discharge and then maintains it.
The plasma, once created, becomes a source of loss which lowers the' Q' of the
system and so there is a corresponding decrease in the potential difference between
the ends of the coils. The plasma changes not only the amplitude of the impedance,
but also the phase, seen at the terminals of the primary of the transformer. In the
experimental ring laser this change in impedance was detected as a change in the
SWR measured in the line connecting the matching box to the power oscillator when
the plasma struck. It was found that if the coil assembly was matched to the coaxial
line initially then after plasma strike the matching box had to be readjusted for
maximum lasing output, i.e. the SvVR in the line between the matching box and
power oscillator brought as close to unity as possible.
The design of coils S I, S2 and S3 were circumscribed by the frequency of the power
oscillator feeding them and the coil's length, being restricted to somewhere between
one half and two thirds of the length of the discharge tube. This restriction in the
length was to prevent the plasma impinging on the end-window antireflection coatings and destroying them. The power oscillator was originally designed for an early
Helium-Neon 'Nelas' laser, one of the first purchased by the University of Canterbury.
It is uses vacuum tubes and has a continuous output power slightly in excess of 60
W into a 50 n load. The original circuit design had already been modified to operate
at 27.88 MHz when it was acquired.
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As there ,yas no easy way to calculate the precise dimensions for the single layer
self-resonant coils at a given frequency a simpler approach was chosen. One can regard
the length of ".'ire used to make the coil as a self-resonant half-wavelength antenna
with the wavelength being that in free space. It is well knuwn that the self-resonant
frequency of a single layer coil made using a given length of wire is not appreciably
different from that when the same piece of wire is a free standing straight length. A
length of 22 gauge polystyrene coated wire slightly in excess of the half-wavelength
was chosen for each of the coils so that they could be trimmed to self-resonance,
within a few megahertz or so, with the aid of a gate dip oscillator. The diameter of
each of the coils was chosen so that when close wound as a single layer their length
was within the specification mentioned above.

Chapter 6
Polarisation Measurement Methods

are two purposes for which polarisation measurement is required. The first
is to measure the polarisation characteristics of the beam internal to the ring laser
as a function of the planarity of its geometrical ray-path.
second is to measure
the anisotropy in birefringence and differential reflectance of the ring cadty mirrors
by directing a linearly polarised beam at a mirror and measuring the polarisation
characteristics of the reflected beam. In the first application the polarisation is expected to change from linear to nearly circular so that great sensitivity of .the device
is not required. In the second case the phase change in the beam is expected to be
of the order of 0.1 radian [14], but the differential reflectance is of the order of 230
ppm. Hence the ellipticity angle will be of the order of O.OP and greater sensitivity is
required from the polarimeter. It will be seen that it is possible to construct a device
which can function in two different modes. These correspond to two of the different
methods for measuring polarisation which are reviewed below. First~ howeyer, \\'e
shall look at a number of polarimeter designs and explain the choice used in our
design.
There are a number of ways in which the characteristics of polarised light can
be measured. Collett[22, Chapter 6] presents five different methods which use as
components a variable-wave-plate, a linear polariseI' and a detector. These will be
discussed below together with another which uses rotation of a quarter-\yave-plate and
a polariser to measure the polarisation. There are several devices available which fall
in the classes labelled variable-wave-plate, polariser and detector. The experimental
work described here involves the use of the following devices: for the \'ariable-waveplate a Soleil-Babinet retarder (which can be manually adjusted over a range of
phase shifts), for the linear polariser a Glan-Thompson polarising prism, and for the
detector a photomultiplier tube.
A modern development of the variable-wave-plate is the photoelastic modulator.
In this device a periodically changing phase-shift is introduced between orthogonal
components of a beam passing through it. Once the range over which the phaseshift is scanned has been set the device requires no further manual adjustment to
operate. By using two photoelastic modulators, an analyser, a detector and some
ancillary equipment it is possible to obtain, automatically, the Stokes vectors, hence
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the polarisation characteristics, for a beam entering the apparatus. It was because of
the rapidity with which measurements can be obtained using this apparatus that
inclusion was warranted in the study below.
In most cases Collett [22] treats all the optical components as ideal. In an effort
to make the methods analysed in this section more applicable to experimental work
I have modified the results obtained by Collett and incorporated the losses for the
optical components in all calculations. I also show how to eliminate the errors caused
by these losses ,,,,hen using each of the methods.
Absorption in a variable-wave-plate can be represented by a separate matrix with
the full behaviour being represented by a matrix formed from the product of the
matrices representing its ideal behaviour and absorption. However, this approach
may not work for all optical devices and so it is better to account for absorption in
the equations which define the IVlueller matrix modelling them.

6.1

The Diattenuator Matrix

If an optical device unequally absorbs the orthogonal components of a beam then it
can be represented by a diattenuator Z\J ueller matrix transforming
Stokes vector
and E~
of the beam. Following Collett[22, p94], the orthogonal field components
of a beam emerging from such a device can be written in terms of the incident field
components Ex and Ey as

Exe- Ctx ,
Cty
E y e.
,

(6.1)

(6.2)

\"here ax and a y are, respectively, the absorption coefficients in the OX-and 0 Ydirections for a cartesian system fixed with respect to the device.
factors can
also be expressed as

(6.3)
(6.4)

Px
py

The diattenuator Mueller matrix becomes

D

o
o
o
2pxpy

I
'

( 6.5)

A more compact and easy to use form of the diattenuator matrix can be found if we
let
(6.6)
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The matrix in (6.5) becomes

D
p,,,!

~ p22 [ co~02,
0

6.2

cos 2"(
0
1
0
oo0
sin 2"(
0
sin 2"(
0
0

].

(6.7)

The Rotation Matrix

At every step in a calculation, the local axes must be related to those of the previous
component by a suitable rotation matrix
1o

]\11 (2e) =
[

o
o

cos02e sin02e 01
0
- sin 2e cos 2e 0
0
0
1

The following example illustrates its use. Suppose that the axes for the incident and
output beams associated with some optical device are to be aligned and the axes
associated with the optical device are rotated at an angle e with respect to those of
the beams. If the matrix, T, represents the optical component defined with respect
to its own coordinate system then the equivalent matrix, T', defined with respect to
the coordinate system associated with the beams is given by

T' = 111 (-2e) T]\l1 (2e) .

6.3

The Linear Polariser Matrix

A linear polariser is an example of an anisotropic attenuator where the orthogonal
components of the optical beam are attenuated unequally. It can be represented by a
diattenuator Mueller matrL,{ where Py «Px, As an example a Glan-Thompson prism
manufactured by Melles Griot[56] has an extinction ratio py2/Px2 < 10- 5 and the
ratio of the total output to total unpolarised input is (Px 2 + Py 2) /2 = 0.36. In most
cases where analysis is carried out for a real optical system using a good polariser,
i.e. where Py « Px, the approximation Py = 0 is made and so the linear polariser
matrix can be defined by

where Px has been redefined as PP' being the attenuation factor for the component
of the beam parallel to the direction of the transmission axis. In the ideal polariser
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Pp

=

1. The matrix representing a linear polariser whose transmission axis has been

rotated at an angle,

e,

to the OX -axis is

co~ 2e
[

6.4

sin 2e

o

sin 2e
cos 2e
cos 2 2e
sin 2e cos 2e
cos 2e sin 2e
sin 2 2e

o

o

The Variable-Wave-Plate Matrix

The Mueller matrix modelling a real variable-,,'ave-plate with its fast and slow axes
lying in the X- Y plane and with its fast axis oriented along OX is
lil fP ,' =

p2

2

¢

1
cos 2,
cos 2,
1
[

0

0

o

0

o
0
001

sin 2'") cos ¢ sin 2, sin ¢
- sin 2, sin ¢ sin 2, cos ¢

,

(6.8)

where Px and Py are, respectively the attenuation factors in the OX- and OY- directions and where p2 = Px 2 + Py 2 , Px = P cos" Py = P sin ,. The angle, ¢, is the relative
phase-shift introduced between the respective components of a beam transmitted by
the variable-wave-plate. When Collett defines the retarder matrix it appears that he
defines ¢ to be the retardance, that is, a negative phase-shift and then he uses this
throughout his analysis. It is my preference to treat ¢ as a normal phase-shift along
with all others in the course of analysing problems hence the change in sign of the
components
(3,4) and lil!;" (4,3) from those defined by Collett.

W;"

It is easy to show that the real variable-wave-plate matrix, W;", can be written as
the product of a diattenuator matrix, D p ", and an ideal variable-wave-plate matrix

H!¢ ( = lilf .j2,45

0
)

•

Hence we can write
T'.X!P"
¢ -- Dp" W ¢ -- T'T'
. ¢D p,,'

This property of

W;"

(6.9)

will be required later.

If the variable-wave-plate is rotated, the angle between the fast axis and the OXaxis being e, and its phase shift ¢ then the variable-wave-plate is represented by
B
D
F

-G
where

A

cos 2, cos 2e,

(6.10)
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B
C
D

E

F G
H

21' sin 2(),
cos 2() + sin 2 2() sin 2A( cos <p,
sin 2() cos 2()( 1 - sin 2A( cos <p),
sin 2, sin 2() sin <p,
sin 2 2() + cos 2 2() sin 2"'/ cos <p,
sin 21' cos 2() sin cp,
sin 2,)' cos cp.

COS

2

Now that we have defined the matrices representing the linear polariser and the
variable-wave-plate and their rotated counterparts we should consider how the attenuation factors associated with them can be measured.

6.5

Measurement of the Attenuation Factors

Let us first consider how to find PP' the attenuation factor for the component of the
beam parallel to the transmission axes of the linear polariser. It may also be defined
by
1= (pp)2 10 ,
where 10 is the intensity of a beam of light whose electric field vector is parallel to
the transmission axis of the polariser and is incident upon it; I is the intensity of the
beam emergent from the polariser.
There are many ways in which Pp can be measured, but a particularly simple
method uses another high quality Glan-Thompson prism. If this polariser is oriented
so that its transmission axis is parallel to the OX -axis and the measured intensity of
the transmitted beam is lox then the Stokes vector of the beam is S = lox (1, 1,0, O)T .
If the polariser whose attenuation factor is to be measured is introduced into the beam
from the first polariser so that its transmission
is also parallel to the OX -axis
then the Stokes vector of the beam at the detector is now S' = PoS = (pp)2S, with
its intensity being I = (pp? lox. From both intensities we can calculate

With modification the same method can be used for finding the attenuation factors
for a variable-wave-plate. Two measurements are made, one with the extra polariser
oriented along the OX -axis, the other at an angle of 90° to this. First, let the extra
polariser be oriented so that its transmission axis is parallel to the OX -axis. If
the intensity of the transmitted beam is measured to be lox then its Stokes vector
is Sx = lox (1, 1. 0, O)T. If the variable-wave-plate with its fast axis parallel to the
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OX -axis is now introduced into the beam then the Stokes vector of the transmitted
beam is given by S~ =
Sx Px 2 Sx, hence its intensity is Ix = Px 2 lox. From the
intensities we calculate

lilT:"

(6.11)

The extra polariser is now rotated through 90°) with the source being adjusted if
required (especially if a polarised laser has been used), and the intensity, loy, of
the transmitted beam is measured. The Stokes vector of the beam is then Sy
loy (1, -1,0, O)T. If the variable-wave-plate is replaced in the beam, oriented as before,
then the Stokes vector of the transmitted beam is given by S~ = 11':'')' Sy = Py 2 Sy and
its intensity is given by ly Py 2 loy. The intensity measurement allows us to calculate
(6.12)

This completes the measurements. It can be seen that using the extra high qualit~y
Glan-Thompson makes the measurement of the attenuation factors very easy and
direct.
We can now analyse all the methods mentioned as we can represent all the optical
components used.

6.6

Intensity Measurement Method using an Oriented Quarter-Wave-Plate
and an Analyser

It was in his work on polarisation that Stokes:88] gave us what we now call his classical
method for measuring his parameters for any source of light. The arrangement of
optical components for this is shown in Figure (6.1) below.
To begin the measurements, only the polariser is placed between the incoming
beam and the detector; the three intensity measurements, 1(0°, 0°), l( 45°, 0°), and
1(90°, 0°) are made, where l(B, ¢) denotes the intensity of the beam falling on the
detector after it passes through a wave-plate which introduces a phase shift ¢ between
the components of the beam parallel to its fast and slow axes, respectively, and then
through a polariser with its transmission axis at an angle B to the OX -axis. A fourth
measurement is taken where a quarter-wave-plate (QWP) with its fast axis along the
OX direction is introduced between the incoming beron and the polariser and the
measurement 1(45°,90°) taken.
If the Stokes vector for the light source is S = (So, Sl) S2, S3)T then we may
calculate the Stokes vectors and hence the intensities for the above four measurements.
The symbol S (B, ¢) denotes the Stokes vector of the beam falling on the detector
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Figure 6.1: Polarisation characteristics determined from the measured intensity for three orientations of the analyser only and a fourth with a quarter-wave-plate introduced in addition.

after it has passed through a wave-plate which introduces a phase shift ¢ between
the components of the beam parallel to its fast and slow axes, respectiYely, and then
through a polariser whose transmission axis is at an angle e to the OX -axis. For the
first measurement the polariser transforms the Stokes vector of the incident beam, S,
to S(O°, 0°) = PoS and so
J(O°, 0°) =

P;

2

(So

+ Sd,

(6.13)

where Pp is the attenuation factor for the polariser. For the other two measurements
we have S(45°,00) = P45 0S and S(90°,00) = P900S so that, respectively,
J( 45°,0°) =

P;

2

(So

+ S2),

(6.14)
(6.15)

For the measurement with the quarter-wave-plate introduced into the optical train
we have S (45 0, 90°) = P45 VV;oJ S so that
0

2

J(45°, 90°) = P

2

~p (So + S1 cos 2, + S3 sin 2,).

(6.16)

From the four equations (6.13), (6.14), (6.15) and (6.16) we can derive the four
Stokes parameters in terms of the intensity measurements and the attenuation factors,
i.e.
So

J(O°, 0°)

+ J(90°, 0°)
pp2
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1(0°,0°) - 1(90°,0°)

pi
21( 45°,0°) - 1(0°,0°) - 1(90°,0°)
pp2

From the basic theory of polarisation[18, p31] we have

(6.18)
tan2'ljJ

a

21( 45°,0°) - 1(0°,0°) - 1(90°,0°)
1(0°,0°) - 1(90°, 0°)

(6.19)

If the major and minor axis lengths for the polarisation ellipse for the beam are
and b, respectively, then the ellipticity is given by

=Fb

-

a

= tanx,

where -n)4 :::; X :S. Jr/4. If the sign of the ratio is negative (positive) then the
polarisation is right-(left-) handed. The angle 7/J is that which the major axis of the
polarisation ellipse makes to the OX -axis where
7/J < Jr.

°: :;

If the polariser and quarter-wave-plate were perfect devices (p = j2, Pp = 1 and
"y = 45°) then the four measurements referred to in equations (6.13), (6.14), (6.15)
and (6.16) would enable the four Stokes parameters to be found, so determining all
the characteristics of the incident beam. However, as we have already seen, real
devices have attenuation and so additional measurements are required to accomplish
this. It was my purpose to obtain the ellipticity and orientation of the polarisation
ellipse for a beam and equations (6.18) and (6.19) show that when the ratios of Stokes
parameters are taken the attenuation factor for the polariser, PP' is eliminated from
the resultant expressions and so this parameter need not be measured.

In summary, inclusion of the anisotropic attenuation of the quarter-wave-plate
will result in an improvement in accuracy for the ellipticity and orientation of the
polarisation measured by Stokes classical method. The price to be paid for the
increased accuracy is that the attenuation factors for the quarter-wave-plate must
first be determined, however the attenuation factor for the polariser is not required.
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Method using a Circular Polariser

The ellipticity and the orientation ofthe polarisation ellipse are found from the ratios
5 3 / So and 5 2 /5 1 , respectively. For Stokes classical method the polariser is used
in the optical train for all the measurements hence its attenuation coefficient is a
common factor in all the Stokes parameters and is eliminated when ratios are taken
to determine the ellipticity and orientation of the polarisation ellipse.
Because the quarter-wave-plate is only included in the optical train for determining the Stokes parameter 53 its attenuation coefficient p only appears in the
expression for this parameter. VlThen the expressions for the ratios 5 3 / So and 5 2 /5 1
are obtained the factor p is not eliminated from the expression for 5 3 /5 0 and so it
becomes a factor that must be measured in order to determine the ellipticity using
Stokes classical method,'
To eliminate the need to measure p Collett[22, p95] includes both the quarterwave-plate and the linear polariser in all measurements by creating a circular polariser
from the combination. In this way both the attenuation coefficient for the polariser
Pp and the attenuation coefficient for the quarter-wave-plate p appear as common
factors in all the Stokes parameters and are therefore eliminated by cancellation
in the expressions for the ratios 5 3 /50 and 5 2 /5 1 , To create the circular polariser
the linear polariser and the quarter-wave-plate are cemented together so that the
transmission axis of the polariser is fixed at an angle of 45° to the fast-axis of the
quarter-wave-plate (see Figure(6.2)).
Ey
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Figure 6.2: Polarisation characteristics determined from measured intensities for three orientations
of the circular polariser and a fourth with the circular polariser reversed.

The strategy that Collett proposes will work provided the quarter-wave-plate
has isotropic attenuation i.e. Px = Py or , = 45°. In general there will be some
anisotropy in the attenuation of the quarter-wave-plate. Vve shall see that by following
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the measurement methods proposed by Collett[22, p95] in finding the ellipticity and
orientation of the polarisation ellipse for a beam of light we can accommodate the
attenuation anisotropy of the quarter-wave-plate and make accurate measurements
at the expense of first determining, defined by
tan,

= Py,
Px

where Px and Py are defined in Section (6.1) and the method for measurements of Px
and Py is discussed in Section (6.5).
us suppose that Px and Py have been measured for the quarter-wave-plate
as mentioned above. Let us suppose that a beam of light is propagating along the
z-axis so that its k-vector is collinear with it and points towards the origin and the
beam has the Stokes vector S = (So, Sl, S2, S3)T. If the polariser-quarter-wave-plate
combination is placed at the origin so that the fast-axis of the quarter-\vave-plate is
inclined at an angle eto the OX -axis and it lies in the Xl" -plane then the transformed
beam leaving the combination will have a Stokes vector given by

Three measurements of the intensity of the beam transmitted by the combination
are now made for e = 0°, e = 45° and e = 90°, respectively.

A fourth measurement is required. First the polariserquarter-wave-plate combination is rotated about the OZ-axis so that the fast-axis of the quarter-wave-plate is
along the OX -direction. Next the combination is rotated about the OX -axis through
180°. The reversed combination is nmv used to make a fourth intensity measurement. The Stokes vectors of the transmitted beam for the four sets of respective
measurements are

(6.20)

220

S
S
-4- ( 0 - 1)

1

Pp P

(

Pp 2p2 (S _ S ) (
4
0
2

co~ 2,

)

'

(6.21)

'

(6.22)

sm2,

c~s 2, )
0

- sin 2,
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(6.23)

intensity of the transmitted beam associated with each of the measurements
is given by the first component of the respective Stokes vector. If these intensities are
denoted 1(0°), 1(45°). 1(90°) and 1R(00), respectively, then solving these equations
gives the Stokes parameters as

So

ellipticity and the orientation of the polarisation ellipse are obtained from
sin 2X

S3
So

([1 + cos 2,J (1(0°) + 1(90°)) - 2iR(00)

2 (cos 2,) 1(45°)) (6.24)

sin 2, (1(0°)+ 1(90°))
tan 2 ' = S2 =
'ip

Sl

(1(0°) - 1(90°))
(1(0°) + 1(90°) 21(45°))

(6.25)

It ,vill be seen that from equations (6.24) and (6.25) we can obtain the ellipticity and orientation of the polarisation ellipse, but that as they stand they are not
independent of the attenuation factors as sin 2, and cos 2, appear. Both factors are
functions of , which is defined by

tan, = Py.
Px

(6,26)

If the attenuation of the quarter-wave-plate is isotropic, that is, Py Px then, = 45°
and both equations (6.24) and (6.25) are independent of the attenuation factors and
become, respectively,

sin 2X
tan2'l/J

S3
So
S2
Sl

(21R(00) - 1(0°) - 1(90°))
(1(0°) + 1(90°))
(1 (0°) - 1 (900))
(1(0°) + 1(90°) - 21(45°))'
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By insisting that the quarter-wave-plate has isotropic attenuation the Stokes vectors
given by equations (6.20), (6.21), and (6,22) are now those for circular polarisation
and that the polariser-quarter-wave-plate combination functions as a circular polariser.
In summary, we can use the circular polariser method to obtain Stokes parameters
and hence the ellipticity and orientation of the polarisation ellipse for a beam of light
even when the quarter-wave-plate of the circular polariser combination has anisotropic
attenuation. We follow the original plan for constructing the circular polariser and
making intensity measurements. In order to obtain accurate values for the ellipticity
and orientation of the polarisation ellipse for the beam we must first determine I
for the quarter-wave-plate from equation (6.26) using the measurement methods of
Section (6.5) to obtain Px and py and then use equations (6.24) and (6.25).

6.8

NUll-Intensity Method using a Variable-Wave-Plate and an Analyser

The previous methods all required the use of a stable linear detector because the
intensity measurements were used in obtaining the polarisation characteristics of the
incident beam. This method requires that the detector only determine when there is
a minimum in intensity or when there is no intensity at all. A schematic diagram of
the apparatus is shown in Figure 6.3.
Ey
Ex

Figure 6.3: Polarisation characteristics determined from the introduced phase-shift by the variablewave-plate and the analyser orientation.

The orientation of the variable-wave-plate is fixed with its fast axis parallel to the
OX -axis. The linear polariser is in a rotatable mount which is calibrated to measure
the orientation of the polariser. The detector need not be particularly linear but
should have a good null-detection capability.
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To obtain a measurement the phase of the variable-wave-plate is adjusted until
a minimum is found in the intensity of light falling on the detector. The polariser
is then rotated until the intensity at the detector falls even further towards zero.
Theoretically. as the polariser is rotated there should be some point at which the
intensity drops exactly to zero, however, in practice it is often necessary to readjust
both the variable-\yave-plate and polariser to achieve the best possible null.
In order to make the analysis easier we use the alternative form of the Stokes
vector[22, pp41 - 42] for the beam entering the apparatus i.e.

S = 10 (1,cos2a,sin2acosa,sin2asina)T)

V

where 10 = ~ coll1o (Eox 2 + Eoy 2) , tan a = Eoyl E ox )a ay ax and the components
of the electric field for the beam are Ex(t) = Eox(t) cos [wt + ax(t)] and
(t) =
Eoy(t) cos [wt + ay(t)]. The Stokes vector for the light falling on the detector, S') is
given by
2

S

I

-

-

p. lx/P" S _ P Pp
() 'I

0° ,I/>

-

4

21

K cos
K 2() )

0

( K S~2()

,

where

K
L

(1 + cos 2Q (cos 2, + cos 2e)
sin2,sin2Qsin(a - ¢).

+ cos 2e cos 2,

sin 2a sin 2, sin 2e cos (a

¢)) )

The intensity of the beam falling on the detector is given by the first component of
S', that is,

1~

21.
:.......;:...:...-_0

4

(1

+ cos 2a (cos 2, + cos 2e) + cos 2e cos 2,

sin 20' sin 2, sin 2() cos (a - ¢)) .
(6.27)

To derive the equations giving the ellipticity and orientation of the polarisation
ellipse we shall follow, mathematically, the steps taken in practice to get to a null.
First, the phase-shift, ¢, is adjusted until there is a minimum in intensity of the beam
on the detector. 1Iathematically this is equivalent to fJ1~1 fJ¢ O. From differentiation
O. Since it is ¢ 'which is to
of equation (6.27) we get sin2asin 2, sin 2()sin (a ¢)
be set so that I~ is a minimum we have

15=

mf

+ ¢,

(6.28)

where n 0,1,2,···. We can now replace cos (a - ¢) with cosmI' in equation (6.27).
The two possible values which cos mr can take are 1 for n even (or zero) and -1 for n
odd. If the ellipticity and the orientation of the polarisation ellipse are calculated for
both cases the results are the same. As a representative we shall follow the calculation
through for n odd. Equation (6.27) can be therefore be rewritten as
1~ = A [1

cos (2a

+ B)],

(6.29)
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where A= 1 + cos 2, cos 2() and B = tan- 1 [(sin 2, sin 2()) / (cos 2, + cos 2())].
The next step in the null-intensity method is to rotate the polariser until I~ = O.
Variable-wave-plates require transmission along both axes hence A is not zero. This
means that the factor in the square brackets on the right-hand-side of equation (6.29)
IS zero. Hence we get cos (20: + B) = -lor
20: = (2m + 1) 7r

-

B,

( 6,30)

where m = 0,1,2, .. '. Born and Wolf[18, Chapter 1] give relationships between 0:,0
and x,1jJ, namely,
tan 21jJ
sin2X

tan 20: cos 0
sin 20: sin 0,

(6.31 )
(6.32)

Substitution of equations (6.28) and (6.30) into equations (6.31) and (6,32) gi,'es
tan 21jJ =

sin 2~1 sin 2() cos ¢ .
- - sin 2, sin 2() sin ¢
, sm 2X =
.
cos 2, + cos 2()
1 + cos 2, cos 2()

(6.33)

One can verify that these equations revert into those given by Collett[22, p102]
tan 21jJ = tan 2() cos ¢, sin 2)( = sin 2() sin ¢ for the case where the variable-wave-plate
7r / 4, and \-vhere ¢ ---t -0 to
is ideal and therefore has isotropic attenuation, i,e.
account for Collett's use of retardance instead of a normal phase-shift. The ellipticity
and orientation of the polarisation ellipse can be found from equations (6.33) (see the
definitions at the end of Section 6.6).

,=

6.9

Intensity Measurement Method using Fourier Analysis, a Rotating QuarterWave-Plate and an Analyser

The experimental set up is shown in Figure 6.4,
The incident beam first encounters a quarter-wave-plate mounted on a rotator and
measurements of the intensity are taken at equiangular intervals so as to complete a
full rotation. The transmitted beam passes through an analyser whose transmission
axis is parallel to the OX -axis. Finally the beam falls on the detector. If the Stokes
vector of the incident beam is S = (So, SI, S2, S3) then that for the beam falling on
the detector is given by

s' = Po· Wi,iio. S = If

(

~1
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Figure 6.4: Polarisation characteristics obtained from the intensity measurements of the beam
which passes through a quarter-wave-plate which is stepped in orientation and then an

where
[( 1 + cos 2{ cos 28) So

+ cos 28 (cos 28 + cos 2"y) S1 + sin 28 (cos 28 + cos 2{) S2
- sin 28 sin 2{S3].

The intensity can be written in the form of the truncated Fourier series as

10

2p2 [[So
4

+ (S1/2)] + [(So + SI) cos 2{] cos 28 - [S3 sin 2{ + [S1/2] cos 48 + [52/2] sin 48].

52 cos 2~/l sin 28

This can also be written as

1 (8)

~

[A

+ B' cos 28 + B sin 28 + C cos 48 + D sin -!8]

,

(6.34)

where

2p2 (

A

-f '
5 )

+
p/p2 (So + 51) cos 2{
2

B'

So

2
2p2 (S2 cos 2{ - S3 sin
2

B

pp2P2S1

C

(6.36)
(6.37)
(6.38)

4

2P2S2

D

(6.35)

(6.39)

4

By Fourier analysis[17] the coefficients of this equation are given by

A

2.
1f

27r

r
Jo

1 (8) d8,

(6.40)
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-2 12IT I(B)co~2BdB

B'

'iT

'iT

C -

-2
'iT

D

(6.41)

0

-212IT I (B) sin 2BdB,

B

-

(6.42)

0

12IT I (B) cos4BdB,

(6.43)

0

-2 12IT I (B) sin 4B dB.
'iT
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(6.44)

0

Solving equations (6.35), (6.37), (6.38) and (6.39) for the Stokes parameters gives
2 (A - C)
pp2p2
4C
pp2p21
4D
pp2p2 '
2
2 2'
[2D cos 2/,
Pp P sm 2/,

So
S1
S2
S3

(6.45)
(6.46)
(6.4 7)

B].

(6.48)

Equation (6.36) has been ignored because it is not essential for determining the
Stokes parameters and its presence is entirely due to the anisotropic attenuation of
the quarter-wave-plate.
In practice the measurements of the intensity are taken at N equal angular intervals as the quarter-wave-plate rotates a full turn. We now use the methods of discrete
Fourier analysis to find the Stokes parameters. Equation (6.34) becomes

I (nBs)

~

[A

+ B' cos 2nB s + B sin 2nB s + C cos 4nB s + D sin 4nB s J

1

where Bs = 2'iT / N, being the angular step size. From the theory of discrete Fourier
transforms[8] the coefficients A, B', B, C and D are given by
A

2
N

N

LI (nBs),
n=1

4

N

N

L I (nBs) cos 2nBs,
n=l
N

B

~L

I (nBs) sin 2nBsl

n=1

C

4

N

N

L I (nBs) cos 4nBs,
n=1

D

4
N

N

L I (nBs) sin 4nBs·
n=1
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The values for these coefficients can be substituted in equations (6.45) - (6.48) to get
the Stokes parameters. From the general theory of polarised light we can find the
ellipticity and orientation of the polarisation ellipse from

53
50
52
51

sin 2X
tan2'l/J

6.10

2Dcos2~!

- B

(A - C) sin 2,

,

D

C'

Null-Intensity Method using a Quarter-Wave-Plate and an Analyser

A correctly oriented quarter-wave-plate will transform a beam of elliptically polarised
light into a linearly polarised one. An analyser whose transmission axis is orthogonal to the direction of the electric field vector of the beam transmitted by the
quarter-vvave-plate will extinguish it. From the orientation of both the fast-axis of
the quarter-wave-plate and the transmission axis of the analyser one can determine
the polarisation state of the incoming beam. A schematic diagram of the apparatus
is shown in Figure (6.5).
Ey

Ex

Figure 6.5: Polarisation characteristics determined from the orientation of a quarter-wave-plate
and an analyser at extinction.

Let us assume that an arbitrary elliptically polarised beam input is represented
by the Stokes vector, given in the alternative form[22, pl02], as

s=

10

[ 11
cos 2a
sin 2a cos 0
sin 2a sin 0

(6.49)

We shall also assume that the input beam, whose k vector is parallel to the OZ-axis,
is transformed into a linearly polarised one when the fast axis of the quarter-wave-
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Null-Intensity Method using a Quarter-Wave-Plate and an Anal)·ser

plate is at an angle, (), to the OX -axis. The Stokes vector of the beam transmitted
by the quarter-wave-plate is given by
1 + cos 2, [cos 20; cos 2() + sin 20; sin 2() cos 6]
A cos 2() - B sin 2()
" - lX/P,', S _ Iop2
S - VI e.900 2
Asin 2() + B cos 2()
[
sin 2, [cos 20; sin 2() - cos 2() sin 20; cos 6]

1
,

(6.50)

where
A
B

cos 2, + cos 20; cos 2() + sin 2() sin 20; cos 6,
sin 20; sin 2, sin 6.

(6.51)
(6.52)

and where Vl'/g'oo is the matrix representing the quarter-wave-plate; being the matrix
given by equation (6.8) with ¢ = 90 0 appropriate to a quarter-wave-plate.
Since the polarisation of the transmitted beam is linear the fourth component of
S" is zero, that is, when cos 20; sin 2() - cos 2() sin 20; cos 6 or"
tan 2()

= tan 20; cos 6.

(6.53)

From the general theory of polarised light[18. Chapter 1] the orientation, 'ljJ, of the
major axis of the polarisation ellipse to the OX -axis is given by the equation
tan 2'lj.;' = tan 20' cos 6.

(6.54)

By comparing equations (6.53) and (6.54) we have 2v = 2() + mr or
'ljJ = () +mr/2,

(6.55)

where n = 0: 1. Expression (6.55) shows that the fast-axis of the quarter-wave-plate is
aligned with either the major or minor axis of the polarisation ellipse. The production
of linearly polarised light from the quarter-wave-plate can be explained as follows.
vVhen the fast-axis of the quarter-wave-plate is aligned with either the major or minor
axis of the polarisation ellipse then the 90 0 phase-shift between the fast and slow axes
of the quarter-wave-plate adds to or subtracts from the 90 0 phase-shift between the
components of the beam, depending on its handedness. In either case the transmitted
beam is linearly polarised. We shall see later how to determine which of the axes of
the polarisation ellipse is parallel with the fast-axis of the quarter-wave-plate.
For the apparatus illustrated in Figure (6.5) it is easy to find the polarisation
characteristics of the input beam if the quarter-wave-plate is ideal. Attenuation in
a real quarter-wave-plate has the effect of changing the direction and magnitude
of the linearly polarised beam that would be transmitted by an ideal quarter-waveplate. If the attenuation parameters p", for a real quarter-wave-plate are known then
the direction of the polarisation vector of a beam transmitted by an ideal quarterwave-plate can be calculated from the direction of the polarisation vector of the
beam transmitted by the real quarter-,vave-plate. Hence the method for determining
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the polarisation characteristics for a beam using an ideal quarter-wave-plate can be
adapted for use \vith a real one.
of the analyser
Let us assume that the angle ~ is that which the transmission
makes with the OX -axis, assuming that the transmitted beam has
extinguished.
Further, let us assume the angles
and ~ are restricted so that 0 :; < 1800 and
,
0
o < ~ < 180 • The angle (3 which the polarisation vector of the linearly polarised
beam transmitted by the real quarter-wave-plate makes with the OX -axis is given by

e

e

(6.56)

,

where the sign is chosen so that 0 :; (3 < 180 If the incident beam has intensity, 10 )
then the Stokes vector of this beam is given by
0

•

1
5" = qI 0 (cos
2(3: ) )
. 2(3
sm

(6.57)

o
is a constant accounting for the attenuation in the beam intensity, and
10
(Eox 2 + Eoy 2) /2. The Stokes vector of the linearly polarised beam transmitted by an ideal quarter-wave-plate placed in the same input beam is

(6.58)

Now the beam ,vhose Stokes vector is 5" is the same as the one represented by
5' although anisotropic ally attenuated by the losses in the real quarter-,,·ave-plate.
Hence
5" =Dp,"t 5' )

(6.59)

where D p ,,,( is the matrix given by (6.7) representing the attenuation and p and,
are the associated attenuation parameters. Substitution of (6.57), (6.58) and (6.7) in
equation (6.59) gives
1

cos 2 ((3' qIo

sin 2 ((3' -

e)
e)

= p 2Io
2

1 + cos 2, cos 2 ((3 - e)
cos 2, + cos 2 ((3 e)
[ sin 2, sin 2 ((3 - e)

o

o
The ratio of the second and third components give
2 tan ((3' -

e)

1 - tan 2 ((3' -

e)

I
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and we can identify
(3 -

e=

tan- 1

tan
{

(3' - e) }
tan 'Y

.

(6.60)

Hence the angle, (3 - e, between the fast-axis of the ideal quarter-wave-plate and the
direction of the polarisation vector transmitted by it have been found in terms of the
angle, (3' - e, between the fast-axis of the real quarter-wave-plate and the polarisation
vector of the beam transmitted by it and the attenuation parameter 'Y.
If we now assume that an ideal quarter-wave-plate is placed in the incident elliptically polarised beam and that it, together with the analyser, are being used to analyse
the polarisation of the incident beam. The only information required to calculate the
ellipticity and orientation of the polarisation ellipse are the angle, e, between the
fast-axis of the ideal (or real) quarter-wave-plate and the OX-axis and the angle,
(3 - e just found above.

Figure (6.6) shows the four types of polarisation ellipse possible for the elliptically
polarised beam classified according to the handedness of the polarisation and which
of the first two quadrants the major axis of the polarisation ellipse lies in.
On each diagram the line through the origin label FA shows the direction of the
fast-axis of the quarter-wave-plate, the vector labelled OE shows the direction and
amplitude of the electric field vector of the linearly polarised beam transmitted by
the ideal quarter-wave-plate and the arrow on the ellipse shows the handedness of the
polarisation. It can be seen that for left-handed polarisation (3 ~ e < 0 or (3 - e > 90 0
and for right-handed polarisation 0 < (3 - e < 90 0 • The caption associated with each
part of the diagram shows how the angles in the diagram are related to the ellipticity
angle, X, and the orientation, 'l/J, of the (major axis ofthe) polarisation ellipse, bearing
in mind that X < 0 for right-handed polarisation and X > 0 for polarisation of the
opposite handedness.

6.11

Null-Modulation Intensity Method usmg a Variable-Wave-Plate and a
Rotating Analyser

In 1937, C. V. Kent and J. Lawson proposed a new method for measuring the ellipticity and the orientation of the polarisation ellipse[43] which takes advantage of
the best operating conditions for the photomultiplier tube, namely, full illumination.
The input elliptically polarised beam is transformed by a variable-wave-plate whose
phase-shift and orientation is adjusted so that the beam transmitted is circularly polarised. Circular polarisation is detected when the beam transformed by a spinning
analyser remains unmodulated in intensity.
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Figure 6.6: The four types of input beam polarisation ellipse possible. Vector OE shows the
direction of the linearly polarised beam transmitted by the ideal quarter-wave-plate where its fastaxis is labelled FA.
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6.11. Null-Modulation Intensity Method using a Yariable-\Vave-Plate and a Rotating Analyser

Figure (6.7) shmvs a schematic diagram of the apparatus for measuring polarisation with this method.
Ey

Figure 6.7: Polarisation characteristics determined by introducing a known
using a
variable-wave-plate at a known orientation to generate a circularly polarised beam. Circular polarisation is detected by constant intensity in the beam transmitted by the rotating

The incident beam show k-vector is parallel to the OZ-axis of a cartesian system of axes has arbitrary elliptical polarisation represented here by the alterna10 (1, cos 20:, sin 20: cos 0', sin 20: sin Q)T[22, p102J,
tive form of the Stokes vector S
2
where 10 = ~Jco/J..lo (Eox + EOy2) , tano: = Eoy/Eox ) 0' - Qy Qx and the components of the electric field for the beam are Ex(t) = Eox(t) cos [wt Qx(t)] and
Ey(t) = Eoy(t) cos [wt + Oy(t)].
Let us assume that the phase-shift, cP, and the angle, 0, which the fast-axis makes
with the OX-axis of the variable-wave-plate have been adjusted so that the transmitted beam is circularly polarised. It is better to take a different approach to the
usual straightforward one for analysing the problem further as it eliminates some
tedious algebra. Since the output beam is circularly polarised we can represent this
by the Stokes vector S' k (1, 0, 0, l)T. 'where k is a constant. The Stokes vector, S',
is the result of the input beam being transformed by the variable-viTave-plate whose
phase-shift and orientation have been appropriately adjusted hence we can write the
vector equation

lop2

--

2

l~

[1o 0
o
o

cos 20
sin 28
0

][1

2~

0
0
o
cos 21
sin 20 o
cos 2'' Y
1
0
cos 28 0 0 0
sin 2, cos ¢> sin sin ¢
100
- sin 2, sin ¢> sin 2,cos ¢
0

0
cos 20 sino20 0
- sin 20 cos 28 0
o 1
0

01 ( sincos20:120:cos 0' ) =k
sin 20: sin 0

I·

(D

By multiplying both sides of the equation by the inverse of the matrix appearing
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on the extreme left, a new equation is generated. The process is repeated for each
successive equation until we have

Iop2
2

1)
(
cos 20:'
sin 20:' cos 0
sin 20:' sin 0

~

k
sin 2,.sin 2e sin - cos 2{ cos 2e )
2e
- sin 2 2~t ( - sin 2, cos 2e sin ¢ cos 2,
sin 2, cos dJ
.

The first components of the vector equation allow us to assign
k

=

2

Iop2 sin 2,
2

and so the next three components of the vector equation give
sin 2, sin 2() sin ¢ - cos 2, cos 2e,

(6.61)

sin 20:' cos 6

- sin 2, cos 2() sin ¢ - cos 2, sin 2e 1

(6.62)

sin 20:' sin 0

sin 2, cos¢.

(6.63)

cos 20:'

The parameters e and ¢ are obtained from the settings of the variable-wave-plate,
but the three unknowns 0:',0 and! remain to be found. It might be thought that
the three equations given would make this possible, however, the equations are not
independent.
parameter, ~t, defined in section 6.4, must be found from separate
measurements.
If we divide (6.62) by (6.63) and (6.62) by (6.61) we obtain

cos 20:' cot 6 cos 0

- (cos 2, cos 2e + sin 2, sin 2e sin ¢) ,
cos 2e tan ¢ - cot 2, sin 2e sec ¢,
cot 20:' (cot 2{ sin 2e cos 2e sin ¢)
(cot 2, cos 2() + sin 2() sin ¢ )

(6.64)
(6.65)
(6.66)

a Soleil-Babinet is used as the variable-wave-plate it is a good approximation
that,
IT / 4 i.e. its attenuation is isotropic. This was the assumption that Kent
and Lawson made in their analysis. Hence equations (6.61) and (6.62) become
cos 20:'
sin 20:' cos 6

sin ¢ sin 2e,
- sin ¢ cos 2e,

sin 20:' sin 0

cos¢,

(6.67)
(6.68)
(6.69)

If we divide (6.68) by(6.69) and then (6.68) by (6.67) we obtain the equations

cos 20:'
cot 0
coso

sin ¢ sin 2() ,

(6.70)

tan¢cos 2e,
cot 20:' cot 2().

(6.71)

(6.72)
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By making the following change in notation
Q

--+

"

6 --+ 6..
0

--+

e

--+ ¢,

0:.

and placing a ± sign in front of the right-hand side of equation (6.70) to account for
their polarisation handedness choice for the beam exiting the wave-plate the equations
(6.70), (6.71) and (6.72) become those given by Kent and Lawson.
It can be seen from equations (6.64), (6.65) and (6.66) that one does not require
isotropic attenuation in the variable-\yave-plate to still obtain the ellipticity and orientation ofthe polarisation ellipse. However, the variable, " will have to be obtained
by separate measurements.

6.12

Intensity Measurement Method using Photoelastic Modulators

\~Then mechanical stress is applied to a suitable transparent material (fused quartz,
for example) the sample exhibits birefringence proportional to the resultant strain.
If a rectangular bar is created from such material which will also support a longitudinal acoustic vibration then the periodic stress set up by the vibration will in turn
induce a periodic change in birefringence. The block of material used in photo elastic
modulators is designed to be acoustically resonant at a resonant frequency in the low
ultrasonic range (20 kHz to 100 kHz), being determined by the speed of a longitudinal sound wave in the material and the length of the resonant cavity. By carefully
varying the type, size and shape of optical material and coupling closely matched
drive and control circuits a wide range of photo elastic modulators can be created.

In birefringent material (nx-ny =1= 0) the x- and y-components of a monochromatic
beam of light passing through it propagate at different speeds. If a beam of light
passes through a block of such material of thickness, T, and the components of the
beam at the point of entry are in phase then at the point of exit there will be a phase
difference, ¢, between them given by

where nx and ny are, respectively, the refractive indices seen by the x- and ycomponents of the light beam; Al is the wavelength of the beam in vacuum. A
device which induces a phase-shift between orthogonal components of a light beam
travelling through it constitutes a wave-plate and because the birefringence periodically changes in the photoelastic modulator so does the phase-shift. The creation
of the photo elastic modulator has enabled the polarisation characteristics of a light
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beam to be measured successively every 10 /-LS. Previously the shortest interval between measurements was rv 1 111S [23]. The automating measurement has also been
made easier with
device; Boyes et al.[19] show how this can be done using two
photoelastic modulators, an analyser, a detector and some other electronics including
three lock-in amplifiers and a computer to capture and process the data.
It must be pointed out that this device is only capable of making measurements to
an accuracy of the order of 1%. Better results may be obtained with other methods,
but at the sacrifice of the great speed of the photoelastic modulator.

Jasperson et al.[39] have constructed a photo elastic modulator and their work
is briefly described below to illustrate the principles of operation of the device.
Figure{6.8)

Ey

Figure 6.8: Strain birefringence in a sample measured using a photoelastic modulator.

shows a diagram of the photoelastic modulator they constructed. The set up
shown in the diagram is that commonly used to measure strain and birefringence in a
sample placed in the beam. A more complicated set up is required to measure Stokes
parameters and the article by Boyer et al. mentioned above discusses just such a set
up.
In Figure (6.8) the piezoelectric transducer glued to the left-hand end of the bar
of fused quartz generates acoustic longitudinal waves which propagate parallel to the
y-direction into the bar. The piezoelectric transducer is a 10 x 20 x 50 mm single
crystal of quartz, -18 0 X-cut, which resonates at 50 kHz. An alternating voltage
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of this frequency applied between the conducting metal electrodes on the x-y faces
induces strain in the crystal of quartz, alternately shortening and lengthening it. The
bar of fused quartz glued to the transducer is set into a co-resonant vibration; being
resonant at the same frequency. The bar is designed to resonate in its fundamental,
simple extensional (longitudinal), mode, Z = Am/2, where Am is the wavelength of
sound in the material. The crystal quartz~fused quartz bars are supported on knife
edges parallel to the z-axis at midpoint of their lengths, allowing them to freely
resonate in their fundamental modes. The high-'Q' of the coupled resonant systems
makes it possible to produce significant birefringence for a small voltage applied to
the electrodes of the piezoelectric transducer.
In the cartesian system of axes, located at the center of the largest rectangular
face of the fused quartz bar with the y-axis parallel to the longest edge (away from the
piezoelectric transducer), the x-axis pointing up and the z-axis penetrating the bar,
the extensional displacements along the bar caused by the resonant vibrations in it are
described by d = do sin (2ny / Am) sin wt, where do is a linear function of the maximum
voltage applied to the electrodes of the piezoelectric transducer. The corresponding
strain is proportional to ad/ay, i.e., to cos (2nY/A m ) , which is a maximum at the
center of the bar. The birefringence (nx - ny) is proportional to the strain and varies
in time as sin (wi) . Hence we may write

ny ) sm
. (wmi )
'P)..)..
= 'Po cos ( -Z-

=

GI/a.sm (wmt ),
T

(6.73)

where ¢o = GVo/ Al and G is a constant which is both independent of the voltage
applied to the piezoelectric transducer and the wavelength of light used. The variable
¢o denotes the maximum phase-shift applied to the beam during one period of the
oscillation of the bar.
The Mueller matrix describing the optical behaviour of the photo elastic modulator
is that for a variable-wave-plate, that is,

VV" = p2
cjJ
2

[

1
cos 2/,
cos 2/,
1
0
0

o

0

o
0
001
sin 2/, cos ¢ sin 2/, sin ¢
- sin 2/, sin ¢ sin 2/, cos ¢

,

where p, /' and ¢ are the parameters defined in section (6.4). The losses in the real
device are again taken care of by the attenuation parameters p and /'. The phase-shift,
¢, is given by equation (6.73). Replacing ¢ by this equation in the matrix
results
in terms involving the factors cos ((GVo/Al) sin (wmt)) and sin((GVo/Al)sin(wmt)).
We may expand both of these factors in terms of a series of Bessel functions[12] of
the first kind as

W;

cos (( GIla / Al) sin (w mt) )

Jo

o
Al
+
(GF)

2 ~ J2n + 1
00

2 ~ J2n
00

o
(GI~)
Al

o)
(GVr
Al cos (2nwmt) ,

sin [(2n

+ 1) wmt],
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where I n (;3) is a Bessel function of the first kind whose numerical value can be
calculated from

The investigation of the photo elastic modulator will not be taken further for two
reasons. First, the output from the experimental ring laser was not expected to
vary rapidly with time hence a fast measurement device was unnecessary, second,
measurement of the birefringence and differential reflectance of the mirrors could
easily involve measurements of light where the ellipticity was very small so the best
accuracy would be required. It was still however necessary to investigate measurement
of polarisation using the device to see if it was suitable and the findings have been
included along with all the others.
There is a trend towards automation of experimental work where possible. There
are a number of sound reasons why this is attractive. If experimental measurements
are made independent of the operator then to a large extent, if the experimental apparatus has been designed correctly, this eliminates the possibility of operator error
in taking measurements. If data is being recorded automatically by the same device
as that which processes the data (a computer usually) then the possibility of transcription error in transferring data is also eliminated. Measurements taken directly
by computer operated experiments are usually done more quickly and efficiently that
those taken by a human operator.
The photoelastic modulator could easily be used for making the measurements
of the polarisation characteristics of the internal beam of the ring laser. The
1%
accuracy might present a problem in measuring the defects of the ring mirrors. The
main unattractive feature of using this device is that two photo elastic modulator
heads and a lot of ancillary expensive electronics is required to measure the ellipticity
and orientation of the polarisation ellipse for a beam. Since there is no call for great
speed in taking measurements and there are easier and less costly options this device
was not chosen.
t"-.,)

Both the intensity measurement method using an oriented quarter-wave-plate
and analyser and the intensity measurement method using a circular polariser do
not easily lend themselves to automation. In each case it is difficult to automate
the movement of one of the optical components. Although these methods could be
implemented they were rejected on the grounds that there were easier methods for
achieving the goal.
The null-intensity method using a variable-wave-plate and an analyser is a practical method for automation. The angular precision necessary for adjusting the phaseshift of the variable-wave-plate would be possible using a gearing arrangement on
a stepper-motor with a similar arrangement used for orienting the analyser. This
method was not chosen because another choice actually allowed two measurement
methods to be employed using the same apparatus with the precision required and
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the ease of use dictating which method was employed.
Null-modulation intensity method using a yariable-wave-plate and a spinning analyser would be quite easy to implement if the variable-wave-plate remained fixed in
phase and the range of the input beams phase was limited. If the wave-plate is required to vary then automation is no longer a simple proposition as the stepper-motor
and gearing for phase adjustment would be required to rotate with the variable-waveplate making a cumbersome and awkward mechanical problem to solve and for this
reason this method was rejected.
Both the intensity measurement method using Fourier analysis using a stepped
quarter-wave-plate and an analyser and the null-intensity method using again a
quarter-wave-plate and an analyser were easy to automate and fulfilled all the requirements and could be implemented using the same combination of hardware. The
Fourier analyser method was implemented with a photomultiplier set at a fixed voltage as the detector, a Glan-Thompson was used as the analyser set at a fixed orientation with a Soleil-Babinet 'whose phase-shift was fixed at 90 0 used as the angularly
stepped quarter-wave-plate. The null-intensity polarimeter is described in its Gwn
chapter.

Chapter 7
Polarimeter Construction and Calibration

The polarimeter intended for analysing the beam exiting the back of one of the ring
laser mirrors employs the intensity measurement method using Fourier analysis as
described in Section (6.9). Figure (7.1) shows the construction of the polarimeter.
Two identical rotators were constructed. One was used to position a quarterwave-plate, the other to rotate a Glan-Thompson polarising prism. Steel discs 250
mm in diameter and 8 mm thick with precision ground edges support the GlanThompson Prism and the quarter-wave-plate at their centres. Each disc is supported
at the bottom on one side by a roller bearing. On the other side it is supported by a
hardened steel shaft 4.762 mm in diameter which is driven by a stepper motor. At
the top a loading bearing applies downward thrust on the disc so that good frictional
contact is made between the hardened steel shaft and the disc. The stepper motor
is driven by a microstepper controller card, supplied by the electronics workshop of
the Department of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Canterbury, which
delivers 10000 steps per revolution of the stepper motor.
To make measurements using the Fourier method the beam passes through both
a quarter-wave-plate and a Glan-Thompson polarising prism on its path to the photocell measuring its intensity. A voltage proportional to the intensity is generated by
converting the current generated by the cell into a voltage using a transimpedance
amplifier. This signal is further boosted by a following amplifier stage. The output voltage is measured using an 8-bit AID converter card also constructed by the
electronics workshop of the Department of Physics and Astronomy. Control of the
stepper motor and collection of the data is performed by a Pascal program on a 386
personal computer.
Although it was necessary for only the quarter-wave-plate to be accurately' angularly positioned for measurements using the Fourier method, as mentioned at the
end of chapter 6, it was my intention to design the apparatus so that it could also
be used for the null-intensity method which requires accurate angular positioning of
the analyser as well. For the measurement of the polarisation in the ring laser the
accuracy of the Fourier method was thought to be sufficient hence angular position
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Figure 7.1: Construction of the polarimeter using a quarter-wave-plate and a Glan-Thompson
polarising prism.
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calibration was only performed on the rotator holding the quarter-wave-plate.

7.1

Calibration of the Polarimeter

To calibrate the angular position of the rotator the quarter-wave-plate was replaced,
temporarily, by a Glan-Thompson analyser. An 1HP111 Melles Griot laboratory laser
was used to supply a polarised input beam normally incident on the Glan-Thompson
in the rotator. Although the polarisation ratio of the laboratory laser is quoted as
being 500:1 an additional Glan-Thompson polariser was placed in the beam to be
sure that a good null would be obtained when the transmission axis of the analyser
in the rotator was perpendicular to the direction of the electric field of the incident
beam. The intensity of the beam exiting the Glan-Thompson in the rotator was
measured using a silicon photodiode model 818-S1 manufactured by Newport[61, p
13.21] together with the transimpedance amplifier and AID converter as m~ntioned
above.
The gain on the voltage amplifier was increased to the point where the readings
taken by the 8-bit AID converter were only zero at the points immediately adjacent
to the null. The rotator was set to turn through rv 5.5 revolutions or 3000000 steps
with a reading taken every 1000 steps. vVith the gain on the voltage amplifier set so
high only a small region around each of the nulls obtained readings within the limited
range of the electronic circuitry.
To obtain the step numbers at which the intensity was null a computer program
was written to optimise the constants 10 , loff' k and nnull - being the incident intensity,
an offset factor to account for scattered light into the detector and the uncompensated
offset due to the finite step size of the AID converter, a constant of proportionality
to convert step number to an angle, and the step number at which the null occurs
- in the modified Malus law relation 1 = 10 [1 - cos 2k(n - nnull)] + loff' adapted
for measurements around the null. Figures (7.2) and (7.3) show, respectively, the
calculated curves fitting the data points around the nulls at the beginning and at the
end of 5.5 rotations of the disk.
From the step numbers at the null positions and the number of revolutions of
the disk between nulls it was calculated that the number of steps per rotation was
503580 ± 20.
For the purposes of calculating the polarisation characteristics of light using the
Fourier method it was required that an integral numbers of measurements at equiangular intervals be chosen per revolution of the quarter-wave-plate. To make the
number of measurements manageable in checking the calibration of the polarimeter
I chose 463 measurements per revolution which means that the number of steps between each measurement is 1090 (503580 = 462 x 1090); the extra measurement is at
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Calculated Curve Fit to Measured Data Points tor First Null
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Figure 7.2: Curve optimised to fit the measured intensities at 1000 step intervals for the first
null. The
1
10[1 cos 2k(n - nnuld] + 10fJ is the Malus law relation adapted to fit
around the null, accomodate the scattered light getting into the detector and the uncompensated
offset introduced by the finite step size of the A/D converter. For the curve shown above k .
1.2477 x
rad/step, 10 = 65.994 (arbitrary units), 10// = -3.2419 x 10- 3 (arbitrary units) and
n l1u ll = 22723 ± 1.
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Figure 7.3: Curve optimised to fit the measured intensities at 1000 step intervals surrounding
the last null, i.e. the null which occurs after 5.5 rotations of the disk. The expression 1 = 10 [1 cos2k(n nnull)] + 10 / / is the Malus law relation adapted to fit around the null, accomodate the
scattered light getting into the detector and the uncompensated offset introduced by the finite step
size of the A/D converter. For the curve shown above k
1.2477 x 10- 5 rad/step, 10 = 65.716
3
(arbitrary units), 10 / / = -3.0051 X 10- (arbitrary units) and nnult 2792400 ± 100.
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the same angular position as the first - a requirement of the boundary conditions for
Fourier methods.
To calibrate the polarimeter and check how well it performed two experiments
were devised. In the first a linearly polarised beam was prepared as above, that is,
using the LHPll1 Melles Griot laser and the Glan-Thompson polariser, where the
orientation of the electric field of the incoming beam ,yas inclined at 30°
.2°) to
the direction of the transmission axis of the polariser and the initial direction of the
fast-axis of the quarter-wave-plate. Figure (7.4) shows the measured intensity as a
function of the angle of the fast-axis (dotted line dmw through the 463 data points
by Matlab). The smooth curve is that obtained by calculating the intensity using
the Stokes parameters obtained from the data using the Fourier intensity method and
optimising the ellipticity to the order of 10- 6 by adjusting the anisotropic attenuation
factor for the quarter-wave-plate; it was expected that the ellipticity for a good GlanThompson polarising prism should be of this order.
Comparison of Measured and Calculated Intensities for Linearly Polarised Input Beam
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Figure 7.4: The beam intensity on the detector as a function of the angle of the fast -axis of the
quarter-wave-plate for the Fourier intensity measurement method used on a linearly polarised beam
whose electric field vector is inclined at 30 to the transmission axis of the analyser. The dotted
curve is that drawn through measured data values by Matlab, The smooth curve is the intensity calculated from the Stokes parameters obtained from the measured data where the ellipticity was hand
optimised to the order of 10-6 by adjusting the angle I associated with the anisotropic attenuation
of the quarter-wave-plate.
0

A Fast Fourier transform of the measured intensity was obtained using \·1atlab
and the results are plotted as a bar-chart in Figure(7,5).
In Chapter (6) we calculated the ellipticity and orientation of the polarisation
ellipse using the respective expressions
sin 2X -

ISo,

(7.1)
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Fast Fourier Transform of Measured Intensity of Linearly Polarised Input Beam
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Figure 7.5: Fast Fourier Transform of the measured intensities of the linearly polarised beam whose
electric field vector is inclined at 30° to the transmission axis of the analyser in the Fourier intensity
measurement apparatus.

(7.2)
For these calculations we assumed that the source of light being measured had no
unpolarised component. For a partially polarised beam of light the unpolarised component 5(u) can be calculated from[22, p 51]
5(u)

= 50 - 5(p) ,

(7.3)

where the completely polarised component is given by
(7.4)
Hence for a beam with an unpolarised component the expression used to calculate
the ellipticity becomes
(7.5)

The values obtained for the Stokes parameters of the linearly polarised beam
measured using the Fourier method above were calculated to be 50 = 0.907,51 =
0.428,52 = 0.753,53 = 5.53 X 10- 6 . Hence the completely polarised component of
the beam was calculated to be 5(p) = 0.866 with the unpolarised component being
5(u) = 4.09 x 10- 2 , representing 4.5% of the intensity of the incident beam on the
detector. Uncompensated offset in the AID converter would at most contribute
0.4% of the 4.5%. Hence it "vas assumed that at least 4.1% was attributed to an
unpolarised component in the beam and to the movement of the beam falling on the
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detector causing modulation of the output due to the nonuniformity of the response
across the detector.
Because of the selective nature of the Fourier method, the scattered light and
modulation of the output due to beam movement was not expected to affect the values
of the Stokes parameters S1. S2 and S3' Hence the ellipticity was calculated to be
and the orientation of the polarisation ellipse was 30.19°
.02°),
3.19 x 10- 6
being within the uncertainty ,vith which the orientation of the electric field of the
input beam was set.
It was observed at the time of measurement that scattered light from the optical components in front of the detector produced a patch of light on the detector.
A disk with a rv 2 mm diameter aperture was placed in front of the detector to
limit the amount of scattered light falling on it. Another contributing factor to the
performance of the polarimeter was the angular movement of the beam exiting the
quarter-wave-plate in the rotating disk. This angular ch.ange in the direction of the
beam translated to beam moyement on the detector whose nonuniform response over
the surface resulted in unwanted modulation in the output of the detector. The two
lenses shown in Figure (7.1) largely removed this problem. The focal lengths of'lenses
1 was placed
1 and 2 were, respectively, 75 mm and 250 mm. It was found that if
as close to the quarter-wave-plate as possible and lens 2 placed at such a distance
as to obtain a focus on the detector the effects of movement on the detector were
controlled to the point where they could not be visually detected when the disk and
quarter-wave-plate were quickly rotated by hand.
To check the performance of the polarimeter further a nominally circular beam
was prepared by placing in the beam exiting an LHPl11 Melles Griot laboratory laser,
first, a Glan-Thompson polarising prism then a Soleil-Babinet Compensator (Melles
Griot Product Number 04 SBC 00l[57]) , adjusted for a phase shift of 7f /2 and whose
fast-axis was oriented at 135° to the transmission axis of a Glan-Thompson polariser.
Figure (7.6) shows the intensity of light falling on the detector as a function of the
orientation of the fast-axis of the quarter-wave-plate for both the measured data and
the calculated values from the Stokes parameters obtained from the data.
The values for the Stokes parameters were calculated to be So
0.803, S1
-3.45 x
,S2 = 3.86 X 10- 3 , S3 = 0.787. By using equations (7.4), (7.5) and (7.2)
the ellipticity was calculated to be 0.96(±0.4) and the orientation 176.81°(±0.02°).
The Fast Fourier transform of the intensity was also prepared for the measured data
using Matlab and the results are plotted as a bar-chart in Figure(7.7).
A measurement of the ratio of the intensities transmitted by the Soleil-Babinet,
adjusted for a phase shift of 7f /2, for a constant input beam of linearly polarised
light whose electric field was oriented, respectively, in the
and slow axis
directions yielded a value of 0.997. This would make the anisotropy in attenuation
angle "y 44.958° and so the ellipticity of the light transmitted by the Soleil-Babinet
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Comparison of Measured and Calculated Intensities for Circularly Polarised Input Beam
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Figure 7.6: The beam intensity on the detector as a function of the angle of the fast-axis of
the quarter-wave-plate for the Fourier intensity measurement method used on a nominally circularly polarised beam prepared from a linearly polarised beam by placing a quarter-wave-plate (an
appropriately adjusted Soliel Babinet compensator) whose fast-axis was oriented at 135 0 to the
transmission axis of the analyser. The dotted curve is that drawn through measured data values
by Matlab. The smooth curve is the intensity calculated from the Stokes parameters obtained from
the measured data where the angle I = 44.3903 0 , associated with the anisotropic attenuation of the
quarter-wave-plate, is the same as that obtained by optimisation in the case of the linearly polarised
beam.
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Fast Fourier Transform of Measured Intensity of Circularly Polarised Input Beam
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Figure 7.7: The Fast Fourier Transform of the measured intensity of the beam falling on the
detector in a Fourier intensity measurement apparatus. The beam incident on the polarimeter is
nominally circularly polarised and was created by placing in a linearly polarised beam, whose electric
field vector is aligned with the analyser of the polarimeter, a Soliel Babinet compensator adjusted
to produce a phase shift of 71' /2 and whose fast-axis is oriented at 135 0 to the transmission axis of
the polarimeter.

compensator for the nominally circularly polarised beam in the second experiment
above 0.9985. We see that this lies within the range of uncertainty of the experimental
results. Hence at the present stage of development the polarimeter could find the
ellipticity of the beam exiting the back of a mirror in a ring laser to an uncertainty
of 4%.
Constraints have meant that the ring laser's polarisation dependence on aplanarity
of the geometrical ray-path has not been measured.
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The angular width Po of the transition between the linearly polarised eigenmodes of a planar ring laser and the circularly polarised modes of the nonplanar case depends on the anisotropies 15 and X of the mirror reflectance in amplitude and phase. With
supercavity mirrors and with a novel technique for a 20-fold reduction in X, Po can be reduced to picoradians. An optical lever
incorporating this could have three orders of magnitude greater sensitivity than those presently used in various fundamental
experiments.

1. Introduction
The accuracy of various fundamental experiments
is dependent on that of an optical lever, in which the
angular rotation or tilt of a mirror is sensed. As examples, we mention tests of the principles of equivalence [1], of novel theories of gravity [2], and of
relativistic effects in the electrodynamics of moving
dielectrics [3-5]. Current tiltmeters are sensitive to
motions of the order of nanoradians [6]. We propose an optical lever in which the output of a nearly
planar ring laser is compensated and where, given
split-field polarization analysis, a sensitivity of the
order of picoradians is possible.
Other applications in metrologic and related work
may be imagined readily: a pendulum could be coupled mechanically to one laser mirror, making a linear transducer, with the feedback signal indicating a
potential amplitude excursion. With reduction of the
bandwidth, an unprecedented sensitivity for seismometry, for example, would be obtained.
This striking improvement may be associated
partly with the active character of the device, and
partly with a novel technique for optimization of the
supercavity mirror coatings which is suggested and
demonstrated here. The active character is reminiscent of Aladdin's lamp which gave on external rub-

bing a commensurate response from the bottled genie. The high potential sensitivity is characteristic of
an active ring laser, as opposed to a passive resonator: the system actively converges on the eigenmode polarization consistent with the imposed geometry. The frequency shifts of a ring laser give a
more sensitive measure of nonreciprocal optical path
lengths than do the fringe shifts of a ring interferometer [7]. (Nevertheless, a system comprising a
passive cavity tuned to an external laser has a frequency resolution comparable to that ofa ring cavity
with equivalent cavity losses [8]. The passive counterpart to the active system discussed here is therefore not excluded, though it would have considerably greater complexity.)
I n a strictly planar active ring laser with non-gyrotropic mirrors, the eigenmodes are linearly polarised in the s (sagittal) and p (parallel) directions
as shown below (the result for gyrotropic mirrors is
less simple [9]). By contrast, the eigenmodes of a
significantly nonplanar resonator (with more than
three mirrors) are circularly rather than linearly polarised, because in one round trip, the plane of polarisation of an injected beam will rotate by an angle
p whose magnitude is determined by the details of
the bea m geometry [10], in particular the fold angle
fJ defining the degree of nonplanarity (fig. 1). As-
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2. Mirror amplitude and phase imperfection

d

c

Fig. 1. The skew square ring used as our example. P is the dihedral angle defining the non planarity of the beam. It is determined
by the angular misalignments (J, of the mirrors, and in turn induces the polarization changes under discussion.

sociated interference properties have recently been
discussed and verified experimentally in connection
with the Berry phase [II]; incidentally, these authors describe the transition between planar and
nonplanar interferometers as discontinuous, whereas
our work demonstrates that the anisotropic reflection properties of actual mirrors will remove all such
discontinuities.
We show that the eigenmode polarization of a resonator with real mirrors is very sensitive to small
distortions from planarity. Such a device is a tiltmeter, or optical lever, since the nonplanarity depends solely on the angular misadjustments of the
mirror with respect to tilt against the p plane [12];
in a skew square ring with sides I and with tilted flat
mirrors I, 3 and mirrors 2, 4 with finite radii of curvature, P is the sum 8 1 + 8) of the angular misadjustments 8; of the flat mirrors about the p axis (fig.
I ).
The width and character of the polarization transition are determined by imperfections of the mirrors. Current multilayer dielectric coating techniques concentrate on minimizing amplitude losses.
We show that linear reflective birefringence (differential s-p phase shift) limits the width of the transition for presently available supercavity mirrors, and
that adjustment of the thickness of the topmost coating can reduce both birefringence and the transition
width markedly. This method has been successfully
demonstrated.
134

Let the amplitude reflectances for sand p polarization lor each mirror be I~. exp (ixs) , - I'p exp (iXp )
respectively (the sign is included since the angle of
incidence is less than the Brewster angle), and define
the (real) imperfection parameters c5s = I -'so
c5p =I-Ij, (in amplitude), Xs> XP (in phase). We write
power reflectance and transmission as R;='7,
T;=t7 for i=s,p; in the absence of loss, (R;+T;= I).
If sand p polarizations are treated differently only
at the mirrors, the effects we discuss arise solely from
the anisotropies c5 (c5=c5 p-c5s ) and X (X=Xp-Xs) in
these parameters. Reducing these anisotropies
sharpens the transition, and improves the sensitivity
of the device we propose.
Even for a loss less multilayer dielectric mirror, but
with a finite number of layers and consequent nonzero transmission, c5 is positive and typically 150 ppm
or more. c5 is constrained to be non-negative as a consequence of the form of the Fresnel reflection coeflicients. Mirrors in our possession designed for 45
incidence consist of a ).14 layer (at the HeNe wavelength, 633 nm) of Ti0 2 on the Zerodur substrate,
II pairs ofTi0 2 -Si0 2 ).14-).14 layers, and a final
).12 layer of Si0 2 for UV protection. These are measured to give I-Rs=14.7±0.5 ppm, Ts=3.9±0.1
ppm, Tp= 304± 2 ppm, and a scattering loss of 4± 3
ppm. Hence c5= 150± I ppm, and T p ITs=78±2.
With allowance for loss by extinction (estimated by
difference as ~ 7 ppm ) and by scattering as measured, these results are consistent with the theoretical predictions (see for example the analysis of
McLeoq [13], and taking the refractive index ofTi0 2
as 2.33) of I-Rs=4 ppm, T p ITs=89; they also indicate that the imaginary parts of the material refractive indices quoted by Kalb [14] are overestimated for our mirrors by a factor ~ 6.
This anisotropy c5 stabilizes the s direction of linear polarization relative to the p direction for a planar
ring laser; the p component of any beam will be attenuated fractionally more than the s component on
every round trip. The different round trip attenuation ror sand p modes distinguishes the relevant
quality factors (Q = woEI P where E is the stored energy and P the power loss) so that a strictly planar
ring will lase with linear (.I') polarization. Competition between the rotational effect associated with
0
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t5 and the geometrical rotation p in the region P< t5
leads to eigenmodes which are linearly polarized at
a (p-dependent) angle rp to the s axis. Martin [15]
briefly discussed this transition region in discussing
the sensitivity of the ring laser gyro beat frequency
to mechanical distortions and mirror imperfections.
We ignore the effects of magnetic impurities and so
the kinds of applications in which magnetic Kerr effects are deliberately incorporated [16].
The relatively ill-studied anisotropy X in birefringence is always present, since coatings do not have
their ideal thicknesses. It completely alters the above
picture. In supermirror coating, reflectance is enhanced as desired by adding sufficient pairs of AI 4
layers. This does not guarantee a corresponding reduction in birefringence, since layer width need not
be precisely controlled. A value X- 0.1 rad, corresponding to a 2% deviation from the ideal thickness
of the top )"/2 layer, was measured on one such supercavity mirror. In this case X» t5, and birefringence rather than reflection loss dictates the width
(Po-X) and nature of the polarization transition. The
eigenmodes are now elliptical for all P not equal to
zero, and become circular for P» x. We propose that
the (p-dependent) s-p phase difference rp' in the
output beam (differing from rp simply because of the
anisotropy of transmission of the mirror) be monitored using a compensator followed by a split-field
polarization analyser. For compensator, a Al4 plate
suffices in the limit t5lx-+O.
Our result gives mirror-coating specialists motivation to improve supermirror performance by lowering birefringence as well as transmission. We suggest that significant reduction of X can be achieved
by adjustment of the thickness of the topmost layer.
In response to our suggestion, T. Louderback ofOjai
Research (private communication) has etched a
multilayer dielectric supercavity mirror to achieve a
measured differential birefringence X of 14 arc minutes (4X 10- 3 rad), with no detectable increase in
scatter (the effect on t5, in increasing transmission,
is minor). This is the level to which X can be so reduced, since it corresponds to a change of thickness
by one monolayer. The effects of birefringence so reduced are still an order of magnitude greater than
those of reflectance loss (xfJ-33). It also follows
that polarization switching, from linear to circular,
could be achieved in a 4-mirror ring by a purely geo-
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metrical distortion which would be within the tolerance of mirror alignment for lasing. This obviates
the use of quarter-wave plates and so the attendant
degradation of cavity finesse for guaranteeing circular polarisation.

3. Derivation
As a simple example, we consider nonplanar effects in a skew square ring [10] whose mirrors are
labelled I, 2, 3, 4, and whose beams are labelled a
(1- 2), b (2 3), c (3 - 4 ), d (4 - 1 ). We associate
the nonplanarity with bending of the optical circuit
about the 2 - 4 axis; P is the fold or dihedral angle
between the planes of ad and bc (fig. I). The angle
of apparent polarization rotation in each beam is then
±PIJ2, the signs alternating between adjacent
beams. The polarization matrix for a single mirror
and beam takes the form [10, 11,17]

e=

o
-rpexp(ixp)

)(

e cose
sin e)
.

cos
-sine

Iterating this four times, and considering only first
order effects from t5" t5p , Xs> XP' p, we ~d.3J:
a poollaaririsat ion matrix for the ring of the form
~
~

(

1-4t5s+4iXs
-2J2P)
2J2p
1-4t5p +4iXp '

en

The polarization eigenvector (eL
then has the
component ratio e~ I et
where A (y±
ff--ji'i )IP; the amplitudePo=J (t5 2 +i;t)/2 of the
complex number},= (t5- ix)1 J2 is the scale parameter for the width of the transition. We take the solutions corresponding to s polarization at P=O (fig.
2 ).

=

Solution for negligible birefringence (t5» p, fig.
2(a); compare with fig. 8 of ref. [9]). When the angle P is less than the critical value
t51 J2. the eigenmode is linearly polarized at an angle ¢=tan- 1
A ! sin- 1 PIPo. At the critical angle 8=/10,
re14.
For P> Po, the mode becomes elliptically polarized
with axes at ± rei 4 and with a relative phase
IC= COS-I (Pol P) between its components, so having
an eccentricity of J2Poi (P+ Po). The angle rp is a
sensitive indicator of the nonplanarity of the beam.
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(d)

Fig. 2. Polarization mode status as a function ofthe relative nonplanarity PIPo where the ratio 01 Xof differential reflectance to differential
birefringence has the values 00, 10,0.1 for (a), (b), (c), respectively. In (d), 01 X= 0.1 as for (c), but the eJlipticity has been compensated
by an s-p phase shift (approximately nI2). In each case PIPo ranges from 0 to 2 in 12 steps, and the limiting case (P=oo) of circular
polarization is included.

Since polarization analysis occurs outside the ring
on transmitted light, the corresponding (small) angle ¢' after transmission through the mirrors is related to ¢ by the ratio of p to s mirror transmission
coefficients (tpl ts~ 8.8 for our mirrors).

small P, when' ¢= PI2Po, ¢' ~ 1500p. The dependence of ¢' on P is given in fig. 3 for various values
ofO'Ix.

4. Limits to precision

Solution when birefi'ingence dominates (X» 0', fig.

J2.

2 (c) ). The scale parameter Po equals xl
where lp'=tan- 1 PIPo. The linear
mode of the strictly planar case becomes elliptical
with sand p as major axes, fattening into the circular
case when P» Po. For P= Po, the ratio of axes for the
ellipse is
The ellipticity of the emergent light
may be compensated by a M 4 plate (fig. 2 (d) ). For

A= -i tan(1p'/2),

J2-1.

90.-------~-------r------~------_,

- -- --

(p)

---

...

rp'
45

(s)
0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

PI Po
Fig, 3. Dependence on the relative nonplanarity PI Po of the angle
¢/ of the direction of linear polarization in the compensated ring
output beam, for a transmittance ratio tpl Is= B.8 and for three
choices of the ratio of differential birefringence and reflectance:
X=O, JIX=O.1 (dashed line), 0=0,
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The precision I1P to which the fold angle may be
measured now may be obtained from the precision
~=11¢" with which the angle ¢' can be determined.
Using a split-field analyzer whose halves have a relative rotation 2a, a misadjustment under joint rotation of ~ in the angular orientation of this analyzer
will give a power difference -tlP=<;psin 2a between detectors; P,= T~c/2 and is the power through
any port, while Pc is the total power circulating in the
ring (we take Pc-I.O W). (More exactly, the factor
Tp should be an average of Tp and T, with a ¢i-dependent weighting).
We require that this difference be greater than optical quantum (shot) noise in each beam, and also
greater than the noise equivalent power Nd -lO- 16
W of the detectors within the bandwidth (say 1 Hz)
of a synchronous detection scheme. We show now
that the first (quantum noise) condition is the limiting factor on the above estimates. Hence, a practical choice for a will be nearer 0 0 than 45 0 (the optimal figures for these respective limitations).
Over a time T (T~ 10 2 s) we count NPT(sin 2 a)/2flw photons in each detector, hence
getting a noise equivalent power from the photon
fluctuations of fzwjliJT, and so a limiting preci-
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sion of angular polarization resolution due to optical quantum noise of jfiw/ (8PT) - 4 X 10- 9 rad.
(The corresponding formula for detector-limited
resolution is
Nd/ (P sin a) - 10-lt rad.) This
translates into a sensitivity .:lP- e/1500 - 3 picoradians, Le. 0.15 nanodegrees or 0.6 microarcsecond.
The finite beam width (say 600 11m) in a laser is
unlikely to affect the sensitivity of this device, just
as the scale factor of laser gyros is defined by a mean
point in the mode transverse power density [18] and
is stable under different excitation conditions to
within a few parts per million [10].
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Abstract

An historic and simple experiment has been revitalised through the availability of supercavity
mirrors and also through a heightened interest in interferometry as a test of physical theory.
We describe our helium-neon ring laser, and present results demonstrating a fractional
frequency resolution of 2 ·lx10- 18 (1.0 mHz in 474 THz). The rotation of the earth unlocks
the counterrotating beams. A new field of spectroscopy becomes possible, with possible
applications to geophysical measurements such as seismic events and earth tides, improved
measurements of Fresnel drag, detection of ultraweak nonlinear optical properties of matter,
and also searches for preferred frame effects in gravitation and for pseudoscalar particles.

1. Introduction

A few years after the advent of the laser, Macek and Davis (1963) demonstrated
the first ring laser, and also its unique potential as a rotation detector via the
Sagnac effect. The optical lengths of the closed paths for the counterpropagating
beams are made unequal by rotation of the whole device. In an active device
the frequencies adapt to this, the corotating beam becoming more red and the
counterrotating beam more blue (Reer 1964). Both beams take essentially the
same path within the cavity, so that when the beams transmitted at any mirror
interfere, the resultlng beat frequency 8f reflects only the difference in optical
path length, and not any common-mode effects such as frequency jitter. The
beat frequency depends on the angular frequency n of rotation with respect to
the local inertial frame, the area A and perimeter P of the ring, and the optical
wavelength .:\ (Post 1967; Anandan 1981; Chow et al. 1985; Stedman 1985a):
8f

= 4A. n
.:\P

(1)

.

Any nonreciprocal effect, i.e. one which distinguishes the optical path lengths of
the counterpropagating beams, will give rise to a frequency shift, making the
ring laser more versatile than merely a rotation sensor.
Macek and Davis (1963) (see also Macek et aL 1963, 1964) used a 1 m 2 square
helium-neon ring laser at 1·15 j..Lm to measure beat frequencies down to 5 kHz;
4
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backscattering from the 16 beam interfaces (the Brewster windows on the four
gain tubes) and the corner mirrors caused the two counterpropagating modes to
lock at 2 kHz (for discussions of locking, see Aronowitz 1971, Statz et al. 1985).
If we assume a Rayleigh or 1/>..4 variation of backscattering with wavelength,
the equivalent locking threshold at 633 nm is 22 kHz.
In effect, we have repeated the Macek et al. experiment, and on a ring of
similar shape and size. The key experimental differences are the use of supercavity
mirrors, whose reflectances approach 99·999% - an ultimate, since it demands
surface preparation which is smooth over atomic dimensions - and the complete
absence of interfaces. This reduces the locking threshold to the point where the
beat frequency induced by earth rotation (at 68 Hz) unlocks the ring without
the need for any other biassing or dithering systems.
The development of supercavity mirrors has been vigorously driven by the
potential for their application as ring gyros,·now used for aviation inertial guidance
systems in aircraft (e.g. the Airbus 320), and in various missiles (e.g. the Patriot
system). An optical gyro with an area of the order of square decimetres has a
sensitivity to rotation rates of order 1O-40 E , where OE is the earth rotation rate.
Recently supercavity mirrors have been incorporated in such commercial items
as the Newport SR-130 spectrum analyser. The scientific applications of the
resolution enhancement inherent in these mirrors have not been fully explored.
2. Theoretical Aspects
(2a) Introduction

At the time of the Macek et aL experiment, only the application as a rotation
sensor was demonstrated. This itself takes on a new interest with the increase
in precision achieved over the intervening years. Some theoretical revitalisation
is illustrated by the papers of Forder (1985), Scorgie (1990, 1991), Dieks and
Nienhuis (1990) and Hendriks and Nienhuis (1990).
Less obvious physical effects could also generate a nonreciprocal effect in a
ring laser (Macek et aI. 1964; Bilger and Stowell 1977). There has been a
renaissance of interest in interferometric tests of fundamental- physical theory;
the SQUID in the 1960s, the neutron interferometer in the 1970s and 1980s,
and more recently atomic interferometry (Levi 1991) have spawned a variety
of demonstrations ana tests of quantum theory, relativity and related topics.
These various interferometers are largely complementary, as discussed by Stedman
(1985a, 1986) and Bilger et al. (1990), although atomic interferometry has much
untapped potential (Clauser 1988; Levi 1991) and has demonstrated the Sagnac
effect (Riehle et at. 1991; see Al'tshuler 1992). It is therefore appropriate to
re-evaluate any unique potential that ring lasers may have as probes for old and
new physics.
This potential rests partly in the geometry of the closed, as opposed to an
open, interferometer, and partly in the unique characteristics of photons as the
workhorse of the ring laser (Post 1972; Stedman et al. 1991), an electromagnetic
system with the capability of detecting a parity-violating effect, in the sense
that any frequency difference must be reversed by mirror reflection. Indeed
effects which are detectable uniquely in a ring laser are not necessarily chiral (or
gyrotropic, Stedman 1991) in the sense used in chemical physics; the relationship
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depends on the configuration of the ring laser (Stedman 1992). There has been
considerable interest over the last decade or so in setting experimental J..imits on
possible parity-violating effects within relativity or gravitation theory on the one
hand, and quantum field theory and particle theory on the other.
(26) Rotation Sensing and Seismology
Since the earth rotation unlocks the Canterbury ring, it is a free device,
sensing absolute rotation without the need of any external bias or dither (tricks
whose absence prevented the first ring laser from showing the earth rotation,
. and which are otherwise universally applied for ring lasers). It becomes possible
to sense seismic events and earth tides as they affect the observed earth rate, at
a precision better than 10 ppm. A ring-laser-based seismometer would measure
information on any rotational effects, associated for e.'mmple with horizontal shear,
in seismic waves which would complement that derived from the traditional linear
accelerometers, and at comparable precision; the rotation detection sensitivity of
10- 9 rad/s or 0·01 rad/yr demonstrated in this paper is quite enough for detecting
microseisms according to the data of Giazotto (1989); see Robertson (1991). The
cave in which our ring is due to be installed is built into an 11 million year old
volcanic basalt, 131 km off the very active Indian-Pacific tectonic plate boundary,
In collaboration with Ojai Research, we have shown the possibility of using the
polarisation state of a square ring laser to measure mirror tilt with an accuracy
of the order of picoradians. This suggests a new technique for linear seismometry
(Bilger et al. 1990).
According to general relativity, the local Lorentz frame itself can rotate with
respect to the fixed stars, or be 'dragged'. by a nearby rotating object such as the
earth. This Lense-Thirring field e.'<:emplifies the gravitomagnetic effects in general
relativity which so far have been test'ed only indirectly (Nordtvedt 1988). An
e."q)eriment to detect this frame dra~a:i.ng, based on mechanical gyros, is due to be
put into orbit by the Space Shuttle in 1996. Scully et al. (1981) have considered
the possibility of their detection by a land-based e."q)eriment using a ring laser.
Since such effects arise at lO- lO nE, rather than the lO-s-lO-inE sensitivity of
the present ring, rings of a larger area/perimeter ratio are required.
(2c) Acceleration in Dispersive Media
Equation (1) for the response of a ring laser to rotation is sufficiently general to
hold under linear and angular acceleration to very high precision. However, there
has been some interest recently in e.'<:arnining the validity of (1), especially in the
presence of dispersive dielectric media, under rotational and linear acceleration
(Post 1972; Kuriyagawa and Mori 1979; Takahashi 1985; Fabri and Picasso 1989;
Scorgie 1990, 1991; Kowalski et al. 1992). We mention also the increasing
development of fibre optic gyro systems, e.g. Dennis et al (1991); however we
consider the lack of solid material in our basic ring to be a potential advantage
in reducing field- and stress-induced biases, as well as error and noise sources.

(2d) Fresnel Drag and Special Relativity
A popular application of ring laser precision is in tests of special relativistic
effects in the dragging of the speed of light in moving media. The classic
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experiments of Zeeman (1920) have now been considerably improved by Bilger
and Stowell (1977) and by Sanders and Ezekiel (1988), although in each· case
the analysis and comparison with theory has left something to be desired. In
the former case there is a residual small discrepancy between the theoretical
estimate and the experimental value. In the latter case some questionable
assumptions in the theory need examination, for example the use of the refractive
index of the sample with respect to air in lieu of that in vacuo, and various
problems of nonreciprocity of beam path in view of the use of nonperpendicular
moving medium boundaries. The presence of counterrotating beams which may
physically coincide makes the ring laser an ideal instrument for Fizeau-type drag
experiments, with greatly increased precision and accuracy. Further experiments
of this type would be one obvious test for a ring laser with increased precision.
(2e) Tests of Preferred-frame Theories

rung interferometry per se has a long history in tests of relativity, going
back at least to the 1851 experiments of Fizeau on Fresnel drag, but still has
a confused status. Stedman (1972, 1973) and Anderson and Stedman (1977,
1992) pointed out some misconceptions arising from a neglect of the logically
distinct role of ring interferometry in the kinematical development of special
relativity. Tests of relativity have often been motivated at this kinematic level.
The test theory of Mansouri and Sex! (1977) has been widely used to motivate
Michelson-Morley-like and other experiments with linear lasers (see for example
Rlis et al. 1988; Will 1992a,b), albeit still in a form which is flawed by the claim
of permitting one-way measurements (Vetharaniam and Stedman 1991, 1992). In
the same vein one might well motivate searches for violations of special relativity
in the conjugate ring geometry (Post 1972; Stedman et al. 1991) by postulating
a parity-violating preferred-frame test theory.
For example, let us suppose that a boost, induced by the rotation of the
earth carrying the ring laser into a new frame which is approximately inertial,
generates a gravitomagnetic field h (hi = 90i) which is proportional to the velocity
v relative to the preferred frame. It is customary but not necessary to identify
the preferred frame as that in which the microwave background is isotropic. Let
the proportionality constant be a parameter a :
V'xh=av.

(2)

From equation (1) in its general relativistic form (Post 1967; Anandan 1981),
as applied to the earth-rotation-induced beat frequency in the Canterbury ring
laser, we would have a (sidereal) diurnal variation in the beat frequency given
by 8f = 8[2foA. V' x hiP] = 2foAav8(cosB)IP, where 8(cosB) is the maximum
diurnal change in the projection cos B of the direction of the ring area A on the
direction v of the velocity with respect to the preferred frame, on the assumption
that the magnitude v of this velocity is much greater than its diurnal variation.
We take the magnitUde and declination of the preferred frame velocity from
Narlikar et al. (1991) as v ~ 6xl0 5 m S-l and 8 ~ -26° so that, at the latitude
of Christchurch (>. ~ -43°.5), 8(cosB) = cos(>.-8) -oos(rr->.-8) = 1·30. Hence
8f la ~ 1·6 X 10 20 m2 S-2 and an experiment searching for a variation in the
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Canterbury ring laser beat frequency with the Fourier period of one sidereal day
and amplitude i::J.w would give an estimate of (J' as
(J'

~

P8fI2·6foAv;

(3)

Equation (3) shows that at a beat frequency precision of 1 mHz we may set a
bound on (J' to an accuracy of the order of 10- 23 s/m2.
Why might we do such a test? While a purely kinematic postulate of such
a gross assumption in fiat spacetime and in the absence of matter has little
appeal, the Mansouri-Sex! (1977) test theory was equally kinematic in motivation,
but has still proved useful. One could argue, as did Okun (1988), on the
possibility of testing the exclusion principle (whose possible violation, as Okun
was concerned to show, is even less credible), that 'in fundamental physics if
something can be tested it should be tested.' Franklin (1986) has emphasised,
and recent stirring events in condensed matter verify, that novel experiments
do not require a supporting theory; physics is an experimental science. Telegdi
(1990) has emphasised such points in the context of a warm tribute to the skill
of Michelson and Gale (1925) in their historic interferometric measurement of
the Sagnac effect from earth rotation.
However, most physicists prefer to have a dynamic model, for e.xample a
Lorentz-invariance-violating term in the Lagrangian underpinning any test theory
to motivate an experiment. The kinematic approach of Mansouri and Sex! (1977)
for linear tests of special relativity has often been replaced (Will 1992b) with the
dynamic model of the"TH€J.1. theory. In this the assumption is made that Lorentz
invariance may be broken by differentiating the speed of light and the limiting
speed of matter. This still permits an elegant classical Lagrangian formulation
and most importantly a quantised form which enables the use of high-precision
atomic spectroscopy to place more accurate bounds on the parameters (Will
1992b).

Parity-violating models of gravitation have been of renewed interest (Gibbons
1992). Possible effects from a gravitational anomaly have been discussed by Dolgov
et al. (1988,1990). Ni (197-7) has proposed, and Ritter efal. (1990) have tested, an
alternative and parity-violating gravity theory in which a postulated constitutive
tensor density, dependent in part on a scalar function of the gravitational fields,
gives rise to anomalous torques on electromagnetically interacting and polarised
bodies. The possible effects of spacetime torsion have been discussed by a number
of authors such as Hojman et al. (1980) who showed that with torsion, gravitational
theories admit a parity-violating term in the action. HeW et at. (1976, 1992)
considered the Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity whose non-zero torsion tensor is
proportional to the antisymmetric part of the connection, and which gives rise to
a non-propagating torsion inside matter. Hojman et at. (1978, 1979) developed
a theory using Cartan's torsion tensor but departed from the Einstein-Cartan
theory by modifying the concepts of gauge invariance and minimal coupling, thus
obtaining a propagating torsion even within a vacuum. Propagating torsion was
also discussed by Hammond (1990). Moffat (1989, 1990) considered the physical
consequences of his nonsymmetric gravitation theory in which the fundamental
geometric object is the nonsymmetric connection compatible with a complex,
nonsymmetric metric. Others (Mashhoon 1975, 1988, 1989; Gabriel et al. 1991)
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have discussed the electromagnetic effects of gravitational coupling to the rotation
of the earth.
Dynamic support for an effect related to that of equation (2) was illustrated
within the parametrised post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism by Scully et al. (1981).
A variation in the apparent earth rotation rate with the period of one sidereal
day could be interpreted in terms of a nonvanishing value for the preferred-frame
PPN parameter 0:, which vanishes in general relativity. Presently a is bounded
to vanish to 1 part in 104 (Will 1992b).
Other derivations of equation (2) from the rather more drastic parity-violating
modifications referenced above can be expected to yield models that will also
justify a search for bounds on the parameter (J'.

(2/) Small Material Nonreciprocities
Nonreciprocal physical effects giving absolute phase shifts of 10- 10 rad between
counterrotating beams should be detectable (Stedman 1985; Ross et al. 1989;
Stedman 1992). This would allow sensitive tests of nonlinear optical effects in gases
associated with the chlral effects of electric and magnetic fields. Field-induced
magnetic linear dichroism in gases is one obvious candidate. In chemical physics,
absolute measurements of such parameters are often very di.fficult, and the
determinations of the hyperpolarisabilities of helium by Buckingham and Dunmur
(1968) and the quadrupole moment of CO 2 by Buckingham and Disch (1963)
(see also Buckingham 1968) have stood unimproved for many years. Such devices
as the ring laser give hope of new results in these directions. Finally, rotation
could itself make an atomic gas optically active at a very low level (Silverman
1989; Stedman 1990).
(2g) Anomalous Interaction with Pseudoscalars

The anomaly or triangle diagram occurring in the quantum electrodynamics
of pseudoscalar particles has been the focus of an extended literature. Since it is
concerned with a parity-violating effect, a ring laser detection system has some
relevance.
There has been speculation that even within QED, triangle diagrams provide
physically detectable effects (Stedman and Bilger 1987). We are now convinced
that such speculation is not well founded (Ross and Stedman 1988; we may note
in passing that the work of Maiani et at. 1986 is not thereby· compromised as
Ross and Stedman suggested, since their ¢ does not correspond to measurement
of optical activity). However, as discussed above, a novel experiment is worth
doing whether or not theorists are sufficiently inventive to get a plausible test
theory to justify it.
One can search for upper bounds on electric and/or magnetic field-induced
optical properties of the vacuum. The Canterbury ring could set sensitive
bounds on such effects. Like the above-mentioned special relativity test, these
are particularly clean experiments, requiring no medium and consequently no
degradation of cavity finesse. In many respects the vacuum behaves as a nonlinear
medium for quantum optical experiments. It can be squeezed, in that some
field amplitude fluctuations can be reduced below the levels suggested by the
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uncertainty principle, at the expense of others. According to QED, the most
well-tested of all physical theories, the vacuum is predicted to permit nonlinear
processes such as light-light scattering, but at levels below detection by our
present ring, although Ni et al. (1991) have proposed an interferometric technique
for achieving the required sensitivity of 10-25 in a refractive index measurement.
The triangle diagram has noncontroversial application when the anomaly is
external, and the pseudoscalar particle exists in nature, as for example in the
analysis of ?fo ..... 77 decay. Various candidates for new neutral pseudoscalar
particles have been proposed, including the axion (e.g. Sikivie 1992), the arion
and the majoron (Fischler 1991). In principle, these if they e."cist will interact by
the axial anomaly or triangle diagram to couple with two photons. Searches have
been conducted for axions, in which one photon is that of a magnetic field, and
an optical effect is sought to reveal the otherwise invisible particle. The coupling
strength is set through the mass of the pseudoscalar. If (as for Hagmann et al.
1990) a tunable microwave cavity were included in the ring laser optical path,
it would be possible in principle to detect the effects of circularly polarised 633
nm photons created through the an0maly coupling with incotning pseudoscalars.
The microwave magnetic field tunability of say 4 GHz is admittedly only a few
ppm of the laser photon energy, 2·0 eV, an energy range which nevertheless is
not covered by present axion searches (Sikivie 1992).
3. Canterbury Ring Design and Performance

(Sa) Noise Limits
The fundamental limits on the resolution attainable with a ring laser are
determined by quantum noise (Dorschner et al. 1980; Hellwig 1975) and 1/ f
noise. The transition between these two noise sources is clearly evident in the
earlier'work of Bilger and Sayeh (1983), and when l/f noise takes over, further
time averaging does not improve the data. However, both of these are reduced
by a factor of order 1/ pn, where P is the perimeter and n'" 2-3, by using larger
rings through the increasing finesse and the decreasing solid angle in backscatter.
When this is done, as in our present ring, "1/f noise is essentially eliminated
in that the ultimate resolution is restricted by other considerations such as laser
stability. Methods such as quantum nondemolition measurement, which extend
the resolution of optical systems to break the barrier imposed by quantum noise,
are not of prime interest in this application at least at this stagej our strategy
is to lower, rather than breach, the standard quantum noise limit itself. The
introduction of squeezed light, say by introducing a nonlinear optical element
into the cavity, while an exciting theoretical possibility, could in practice risk the
very quality of cavity finesse that led to the lowering of the standard quantum
limit. Our success in this direction, without resorting to squeezing etc." again
illustrates that the potential of the ring laser for precision measurements is still
quite underdeveloped.
In confirmation of, these comments, we write the power spectral density of
the beat frequency fluctuations as S6! = ho + h-d f, where f is the Fourier
frequency. The coefficient for quantum noise is given by ho = 2hf83/PoQ2 with
the value ho = 3 X 10- 6 Hz2/Hz for a total optical power loss Po = O· 1 J.I.W
and the ideal cavity quality factor Qj fo is the laser frequency of 474 THz;
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h-l = 8fJ/Q 4 (this is an empirical relation, for which see Sayeh and Bilger
1987). With a measurement time T, the rms frequency fluctuation of the beat
frequency is then

I::..frms = [2hf~ / Q2 PoT]! .

(4)

The analysis leading to equation (4) assumes that the cw and ccw beams
are uncorrelated; while methods for inducing and exploiting a correlation for
noise reduction are now well discussed and physically demonstrated, there is
no immediate prospect of using this in systems such as ours. With the above
specifications and T = 1 h, a frequency fluctuation of 20 p.Hz can be achieved
in principle, corresponding to a frequency resolution I::..f / fa = 4 x 10- 20 • Other
interferometric techniques have been proposed (Ni et al. 1991) which could
improve on this figure, and which would correspond to the performance that we
may expect of a ring laser with an area of say 50 m 2 (as in Scully et al. 1981).
From this viewpoint, even the earlier ring lasers have already outclassed (Bilger
and Sayeh 1986) other precision tools such as the M6ssbauer effect (Pound and
Snider 1965) and the maser (Vanier 1982).

Fig. 1. The Canterbury ring laser. The RF excitation section is in the topmost leg, and the
superinvar mirror mounts are visible through the glass lids of the corner boxes. The green
helium-neon laser for alignment is in the foreground.

(3b) Construction
The Canterbury ring laser (Fig. 1) is designed to realise the potential of the
recent advances. So that the cavity finesse is maximised, the beam paths are
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entirely in the helium-neon gasj the Rayleigh scattering of neutral neon gas at 300
Pa has a negligible effect on the quality factor. Neither do the beams intersect
any interface, although for some applications Brewster windows will be both
necessary and tolerable. Supermirror coatings were generously provided by Ojai
Research. Zerodur blanks were used which have 0·1 nm rms surface roughness
(Le. smoothness to atomic dimensions), achieved through ion beam milling with
argon and nitrogen beams. Ultrahigh vacuum coated Si02/Ti02 )../4 layers give
losses of 4 ppm due to scattering (TIS), 4 ppm froin transmission, and absorption
(by d.ifference) of 7 ppm, approaching that of the bulk materials. The observed
total reduction in reflection is then 15 ppm, corresponding to a reflectivity of
99·9985%. After extended use in our environment the total losses increased
significantly.
The radio frequency excitation mechanism is novel, involving a magnetic
coupling at 50 MHz. The laser gas is 7:1 He:Ne with a nominal total pressure of
2·3 Torr (300 Pa); however the latter can successfully be varied over an order of
magnitude. A natural mixture of neon isotopes (Ne20:Ne22 = 9:1) and natural
helium is used at present.
For further mechanical and thermal stability the mirrors are mounted in
superinvar holders resting on a 1 xI m2 Zerodur plate, itself on a granite base.
The stainless steel corner boxes avoid mechanical contact with the mirrors; their
bottoms are open, and are sealed by Viton O-rings against the Zerodur plate.
A triangular ring was used in earlier lasers such as that of Bilger and
Stowell (1977). We have used a square ring primarily to optimise the parameter
G = AI PN, where A is the area, P the perimeter and N the number of mirrors.
From earlier equations, together with the dependence of Q on mirror losses,
G is proportional to the signal/noise ratio of the system. Since there is an
odd nUn:iber of reflections, each of which reverses handedness of the beam, a
triangular ring cannot be put in circularly polarised mode. A square ring could
be put in circularly polarised mode, should applications require it, for e.'Cample
by introducing nonplanarity (Bilger et ai. 1990), another impossibility with a
triangle. The increase in angle of incidence means that backscatter is reduced;
indeed, Lambert backscatter formally vanishes at 45° incidence. Together these
measures help to avoid locking.
Partly to preserve the advantages sought from a simple open design with
mechanical and thermal isolation for the mirrors, and partly on account of cost,
no feedthroughs are installed at this stage in the corner boxes. Hence alignment
to 20 arcsec in angle and 10 {.tm in position has to be achieved before adding
vacuum sealed covers to the corner boxes, pumping down, gas handling and
initiating the lasing. Mirror holders were machined to locate the poles to this
precision. A green helium-neon laser beam was overlaid with that of a standard
red laser to preserve alignments under a sequence of operations where the mirrors
were rotated from retroreflecting configurations, in which tilt about a horizontal
axis was adjusted and from which mirrors were rotated about a vertical axis
to reach the final positions. The output interferometer was mounted on top of
the glass cover for one corner box. Its components were aligned to overlay the
emergent beams to a precision of 0·3 mrad.
This device will shortly be taken to an underground cavern giving furt;her thermal
and mechanical stability. The results reported here are therefore only preliminary.
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(3c) Results
The Canterbury ring generates a nominal beat frequency 8f of 68·826 Hz,
given the latitude of 43 0 29' South, (vacuum) wavelength'\ = 633·0 nm, perimeter
P=3477·1±0·1 mm (measured from the free spectral range of 86·218 MHz
determined from the beat frequency between neighbouring longitudinal modes)
and area A = 0·748 m 2 (given with lesser accuracy from the two sides of 898
rom, 837 rom). Since the gain curve for natural neon has a width of order
1 GHz, several longitudinal modes could readily be excited, and of course the
intermediate transverse modes. A fused silica tube of length 30 cm" and 4 mm
internal diameter served both as RF-excited amplifier and as an aperture. Our
design aimed to achieve single mode operation by reducing the gain so that
(thanks to the variation of gain with wavelength) all longitudinal modes except
one would be starved. In principle this required output power reduction to the
manageable level of 30 nW. In practice, we were pleasantly surprised at the ease
at which such gain control achieved single mode excitation of the ring. Typical
RF powers for single mode excitation were 5-7 W, and output beam powers
were then indeed of the order of 30 nW. For higher excitation power, say 30 W,
output beam powers reached 2 J.LW, which corresponds (since mirror transmission
is 4 ppm) to a circulating power of 0·5 W. Although high circulating powers
reduce quantum shot noise, they induce nonlinear effects in mirror media, and
as noted by Chow et al. (1985) multimode rings give new branches in the
beat-frequency-rotation-rate plot. Mode structure was monitored with a Newport
SR-130 scanning Fabry-Perot.
The ringdown decay time of the ring was measured to be approximately
T = 15 J.LS by monitoring lasing output as the RF is turned off using a digital
storage oscilloscope. This translates into a quality factor Q = WT = 4·5 X 1010,
noticeably below the ideal. The causes of this long-term contamination of mirror
coatings have been identified, and within our limited budget we are working
towards their elimination.
The interference fringes on detection were processed by a Strobes Acquisition-PC
data collection system (equivalent to Rapid Systems R380) , which permitted
runs of 16·384 s with a 2 ms sampling time. A spectrum obtained is given in
Fig. 2.
While the 50 Hz signal from mechanical motion induced at the frequency of the
New Zealand mains power supply, together with its harmonics, is conspicuous,
the spectrum is dominated by the line associated with earth rotation in the
region 67-78 Hz. Even the subsidiary features of the spectrum are sharp; the
mechanical resonances of the ring support system (at 15 and 19 Hz for example),
which appear at those frequencies and as sidebands to the main features, reflect
their relatively high mechanical quality factor (measured to be 34 ± 1). Indeed in
our current site on the sixth level of a multi-storey building facing the prevailing
wind, data of the quality of Fig. 2 can only be obtained under relatively wind-free
conditions and late at night, when other uses of the building are minimal.
The earth-rotation-induced signal is almost as sharp as the mains frequency
line. Its width is dominated by the windowing resolution of up to 160 mHz
(Fig. 3). However, a careful analysis (Stedman and Bilger 1992) has shown that
the net optical line width of the beat frequency may be extracted by deconvolution,
and by using the second and third harmonics of the earth-rotation-induced signal
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f (Hz)
Fig. 3. The effect of windowing on the raw data for the fundamental earth rotation line in
Fig. 2; on the left is a. Nuttall window (Stedman and Bilger 1992), and on the right a square
window corresponding to the time gate of 16·384 s.
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Fig. 4. A comparison of the widths of the raw data for all harmonics in Fig. 2. The fitted
curve is a convolution of the known window function and a net'laser line shape function,
whose width is thus determined consistently to be 33 mHz. As noted in Fig. 3 and in the text,
the line positions may thus be determined to 1·0 mHz, or 2·1x10- 18 of the laser frequency.

(Fig. 4) it is possible to check the consistency of this procedure, and obtain
at present a laser beat frequency full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
32· 7±1· 7 mHz for the runs of 16·384 s duration. This is an order of magnitude
larger than the expected quantum noislil limit. Most importantly, the line profile
can be fitted to a Gaussian and the position of the centre of the line· obtained
to a precision of 1· 0 mHz; this estimate also was reduced by a comparison of
harmonics. This justifies our claim for a fractional frequency resolution capability
of 2·1 x 10- 18 • The earth-rotation-induced line position in our as yet unstabilised
ring drifts typically by several hertz in a few minutes. Such drift during the
sampling time explains the difference between the observed line width and the
quantum noise limit. Shorter sampling times lead to wider windows, and to no
improvement in resolution; at this stage our maximum data collection time is
(fortuitously) optimal.
We attribute this drift to the well-known effects of the susceptibility variation
over the composite neon gain curve when the path length, and with it the
resonance frequency, varies, compounded by saturation effects (Aronowitz 1971;
Sargent et al. 1974; Siegman 1986). Thermal expansion effects even in Zerodur
would induce shifts of the cavity modes within the gain curve by several per
cent of the free spectral range per Celsius degree, and the counterpropagating
waves sample the gain curve at different frequencies. The difference in optical
path length for these modes itself depends on the position within the gain curve.
We are therefore deferring the proposed test of relativity suggested earlier in
this paper until present work on stabilising the cavity modes within the gain
curve via feedback is completed. The forthcoming transfer to the cavern will also
markedly help reduce drifts and mechanical interference.
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The cavity parameters appropriate for the original mirrors and for the results
given above are given in Table 1, together with comparative figures for the
Newport SR-130 super cavity.
Table 1. rung parameters
We give the performance limit obtainable in principle given supercavity mirror parameters
as measured by the manufacturer, the performance actually attained in our environment,
and for comparison the corresponding figures for the Newport SR-130 scanning Fabry-Perot
supercavity (Li et al. 1990). In all cavities, the quality factor is Q = 101 !:l/! = WT, where
10 = W127r = 474 THz; the finesse is F = S I !:l/! = QAI P, where the free spectral range
(FSR) is S = elP, P is the round trip length and !:ljr is the power FWHM of the cavity
response. In a Fabry-Perot, TF = 7l" where the mirror ~ower transmittance T = 1 - R, and
!:l/~ = cTI7rP; in a four-mirror ring, TF = 7r/2 and !:l/~ = 2cTI7l"P. The nonreciprocal
refractive index and rotational velocity limits are estimated as in Stedman et al. (1987)
Ring laser
Design
Perimeter P (=)
FSR S (GHz)
Cavity finesse F
FWHM !:l/1 (kHz)
"2"
Quality factor Q
Resolution 81
averaging time
relative 8vlv
rotation (rad/s)
refractive index

3477·1
0·086218
",200000
",0·5
",10 12
",20 fLHz
1h
",4 x 10- 20
10- 10
10- 20

Achieved

30000
10·6
4x 1010
1·0 mHz
16 s
2·1xlO- 18

Fabry-Perot
SR-130
50·6
6·0
85000
70
7x10 9
70kHz

At this stage we estimate the beat frequency to be stable to the order of Hz
over a time scale of hours, and that (j in equation (3) vanishes to a precision
of the order of 10- 19 s/m 2 • It is hoped to improve this bound significantly in
the future. This interferometric determination of the earth rotation rate already
makes an interesting comparison with the historic interferometric measurements
of Michelson and Gale (1925) using light and Werner et al. (1979) usirig neutrons ..
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Origins of fundamental limits for
reflection losses at multilayer dielectric mirrors
H. R. Bilger, P. V. Wells, and G. E. Stedman

Fundamenlallimits on reneclion losses are set by internal material losses associated with the Urbach tail
near a band gap and by thermodynamic denRity nuctuations in fabrication. In materials such as Si0 2
and Ti0 2 • these limits are of the order of parts in 109 • The current quality of supercavity mirrors, in
contrast to that of optical fibers, is still far from these limits because of purely technological limitations in
surface preparation and in the reduction of impurity levels. Overcoming these would greatly benefit, for
example, Fabry-Perot interferometers, ring lasers, and gravitational wave detectors.

1.

Introduction

Multilayer dielectric mirrors are currently made at
visible wavelengths with radiant reflectances of R >
0.999999 (six 9's), corresponding to a total power loss
1 - R ofless than 1 part in 106 (ppm), as measured by
a ring-down technique; the latter is capable of mirror
reflectance analyses to well below the level of 1
ppm. I ,2
Supermirror quality is indexed by scattering, transmission, and absorption losses, S, T, A. Transmission losses T are self-explanatory and are controlled
by design of the multilayer system, at this time at the
ppm level. Scattering S corresponds to nonspecular
reflection as measured in a scatterometer and is
defined by a dimensionless parameter TIS (meaning
total integrated scattering).3 All remaining losses
are lumped into absorption A; multiple internal or
bulk scattering may partly be detected in a scatterometer and so included in S, with the remainder appearing in A. Hence R + S + T + A = 1. Dramatic decreases in S and A over the last few decades, from
parts per thousand to ppm, have made possible a new
generation of revolutionary high-precision instruments in which the total loss 1 - R is a few ppm.
The decrease in the total loss is 1 order of magnitude
per 6 years during the period 1973-1989.~ This
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raises the question as to whether fundamental limits
have yet been reached. Further reduction in the
total loss will have a correspondingly dramatic effect.
For example, high-resolution Fabry-Perot interferometers have a frequency resolution that is proportional to their finesse, F; this in turn is inversely
proportional to (1 - R). Finesses have already increased from F - 30 or S05 to F > 60,000. 6 Another
example is that of ring-laser gyroscopes, whose accuracy dw is limited by the quality factor, Q, of the
cavity (itself related to the cavity finesse) through the
relation 7 dw rx. Q-2. Values of Q - 4 X 10 10 have
been obtained, and values of Q - 1 X 10 12 (corresponding to mirror losses less than 10 ppm) are being
attempted in large ring lasers. 7- 9 Finally, gravitational wave detectors and, more generally, highpower laser devices would benefit from further reduction in mirror IOSS.10,11 Proposed gravitational wave
detectors utilizing Michelson interferometers with
recycled beam~ are designed for circulating cw beam
powers of up to 100 kW.
We discuss scattering S in Section 2, distinguishing
the role of surface and bulk scattering; we discuss the
relative importance of transmission T and absorption
A in Section 3. In so compartmentalizing our discussion, we assume the separability and the linear
superposability of the various mechanisms for loss.
These include scatter from bulk material (volume
scattering) or from surfaces, transmission, and absorption, both in each bulk material component and in
cases in which there are deviations from stoichiometric composition as the component materials are
blended. The smaller the various loss contributions
are, the more nearly additive they are likely to be, and
so the separations we make become increasingly
valid. We prove the separability of T, A in Section 3,

using the matrix analysis of thin films to derive the
Koppelmann limitl~ of absorption as well as the
Abeles limit l3 for lossless material, assuming only
small overall losses.
The absolute and even the relative importance of
each of these individual loss mechanisms in mirrors
that are truly state of the art (as distinct from that
described in the literature) is at best proprietary
unpublished information, probably unknown in the
absence of very detailed materials studies, and certainly under continuous change. For these \'easons
we do not attempt to define or balance the importance
of the various contributions to loss or to prescribe a
strategy to adjust such a balance, but rather focus on
the quest of the fundamental limit for each mechanism. We conclude that the fundamental limits are
those met in minimizing A. We emphasize the existence of such limits, inherent in all materials conceived at present as candidates for mirror films. The
prediction made here for this fundamental limit, 1
part in 109 (ppbl, naturally reflects the choice of those
materials (Sino! and TiO~) universally used at this
time, but it is not expected to change significantly for
other materials. Residual band-gap efTects on ahsorption are treated in Section 4, and bulk scattering from
irreducible volume density fluctuations are treated in
Section 5.
2. Scattering as Measured by Total Integrated
Scattering

We concentrate hel'e on scattering from surface effects, and we assume the linear superposability ofioss
contributions from the scattel' from bulk material
and from surfaces, However, one might first ask
whether existing technology gives any support for
such a subdivision. Recently published summaries
of the state-of-the-art 14-111 technolobries indicate that
in the case ofion-beam-sputtel'ed mitTors such as our
present mirrors, an amorphous bulk structure both
of SiO~ and TiO~ is favored by high-energy purticle
deposition on a cord substrate,4leading to an ahsence
of grains and grain boundaries and so to greatly
reduced volume scattering in comparhion with that of
the columnar microcrystallite structures arising in
older coating techniques. 14 Although the admixture
of Si0 2 and 1'iO~ can minimi;,:e devitrification, degradation of the composition can also greatly reduce the
effects of surface non flatness, appm'enlly without
contributing significantly to A. The choice of a low
index of refraction A/2 top layer may he of help in
reducing scattering. 15 Together such eflect::; ['educe
losses within the layel's towaJ'd the vulue set hy
absorption in the bulk material (Section :l). Less
recent discussions19·~!O of fundamental uhsOI'pt iOIl
mechanisms near the band edge i;:le(l Section -1)
indicate, for example, that fot, then-curl'ent mirrors
and in the absence of grains, Rayleigh sCilttedng is
essentially a surface pl'Operty. The mirrOl's considered by all these authors are not to he confused with
contemporary mirrors, much les::; fulure one!::!, and
the cited research is becoming i Ilcreasingly dated.

Some mirrors, M, in our possession have a total
(ring-down) measured loss of 1 R::; 4 ppm; under
good conditions. the beam spots on our ring-laser
mirrors are almost invisible in the dark, and when
intracavity circulating beam powers are - 1 W. indicative of values S - 1 ppm, Mirrors with total
losses of 1 ppm are planned for in current designs of
gravitational wave detectors. For these reasons we
focus on the quest for fundamental limits.
A yardstick for surface smoothness is given by the
simple equation:!
(T

= 40

(1)

Here the measured TIS is expressed formally as arms
roughness parameter, (T, which, it should be noted,
becomes meaningless for surfaces with sUl'face l'Oughness well below the lattice constant; Stewart and
Gallanf!l derive from their scatterometer data arms
roughness of (T = 0.05 nm for a well-prepared silicon
surface, whereas the lattice constant of silicon is 0.54
nm. Roughnesses of (1 = 0.0188 nm have been
achieved in Si02~:! One mirror. M, as mentioned
above had a measured surface roughness (1 of 0,0166
nm.~:l

Equation 11) presupposes a random Gaussian distriimtion of surrace roughness; as Elson et at.:J have
shown, the validity of Eq, (1) can be extended by the
addition of lateral covariance functions, which is for
the inclusion of nonrandom. or correlated, surface
features. However, with improved techniques for
generating good surfaces that may include cleaved
surfaces, the scattering from multidielectric stacks
with subatomic roughness is expected to yield structured and nonrandom scattering more akin to a
diffraction pattern fl'om a regular two-dimensional
molecular gmting, Local potential changes on the
atomic scale have their maximum effect at the surface, and for the purposes of' evaluating S, one might
reasonably regard the bulk material as homogeneous
and isotropic. Because the lattice spacing is very
much less than the distance between scattering centers, interference effects should ensure that negligi.ble nonspecular scattering is obtained from a surface layer that is suitably optimized, and that in
particular is a regular two-dimensional lattice.
Theoretical confirmation of this expectation will reqllirean extension of the theory of reflection at rough
surfaces, which usually is restricted to a FresnelHuygens-Kirchhoff appl'Oach. The latter involves
houndary conditions that imply that the lineal' dimensions of difl'racting aperturet3 al'e small compared
with the wavelength. ~·I Currently available surface
::;cnns universally indicate that the principal contribution to llonHpeculm' ::;calteri ng is that of isolated
individual scattering centel'::;, With the advent of
seanning tunneling microscopic techniques, considerable progress should be pos::;ible in this area. The
design of such t3urfaces, with or without antiscattering layers,l5 ::;hou ld be based on the expected diffraction patterns oftwo-dimensionallattices scattering at
1 November 1994
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the surface. For future substl'utes we unticipate a
decrease of the density of such isolated scattering
centers to negligible magnitudes; the scattered power
off the resulting surfaces should then be negligible
even at the ppb level.
It is shown below that the complex index of refraction of the substrate does not enter into the expression of reflectance in a properly designed absol'ptionlimited multilayer dielectric minor. Hence the
substrate material should be chosen only to give the
lowest scattering. It may be emphasized here thut
much empirical information on scattering points to
the fact that the overall scattering, at all interfaces
including the top (air) interface, is closely correlated
with the topological features of the substrate, simply
because any surface defects are reproduced on all
superimposed layers through to the fmal VUCUUIndielectric interface. 25 •2H
Surface efi'ecls, such as scattering losses along
interface boundaries caused by the density fluctuations of two blending species and their stoichiometric
differences, might be argued to playa much more
important role in mirror coatings UR opposed to
optical fibel's, and so might be expected to dislinbTUish
their fundamental limits, disallowing the parallel we
draw. Howevel', the use of U gmdcd rcfl'Uctive index
is a critical feature of both systems and over similar
linear dimensions, and itself raises related issues
concerning stoichiometry, homogeneity, extra absorption losses, and vitrification in the transition regions.
The success of optical fiber technology in apPl'oaching
the fundamental loss limits of the bulk materials
therefore is evidence that such concerns are not
insurmountable at the ppb level, and it is relevant to
our intel'est in the ppb loss regime in the context of
surface effects as well as of volume efl'ects, Rayleigh
scattering from bulk density fluctuations is considered in Section 5.
3.

Transmission and Absorption Analysis

We show that it is feasible to reduce transmission
losses T below absorption losses A, which themselves are capable of considerable reduction, using a
standard matrix analysis. 27 •28 We define the complex index of refraction of the rth layer, nr'*, as nr jk n where nr is the real index of refraction and Izr
is the extinction coefficient; also phase Or =
(211nr *lr/t..o1cos 13" where lr is the physical thickness
and I3r is the angle of the refracted beam of the rth
layer; t..o is the vacuum wavelength. We shall specialize by considering a particular llluitidielectric
stack (Fig. 11. The matrix
COS
[

Or

J11r sinOr

J sin8r/11,]

(2)

cos Or

represents the action of the rth layer on the stratified
electromagnetic field amplitudes. Note that
11, = n, * cos I3r for the case we consider below, that of
polarization in the s direction; 11r = n,* /cos f3r for the
p direction. All layers are taken as t../4 layers:
7392
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Fig. I. Schematic of multilnyer dielectric min'or, with 2N + 1
loyers of nlternnting high-low complex index uf refrnction,
I I ' .. 11
jk, where k is thl' extinction coeflicient. The presumed
plone wo\'e enters at nOl'lIIol incidellcc.

ReP'>.) = 11/2, and we assume normal incidence. After expansion of the matrix elements to lowest order
in Ilu,ll/" we obtain the simplified matrix for layer r of

.1 11k r /2n r
J.

"r

1/11., I
11k r /211 r

(3)
•

The customary alternating structure is used. On
top of substrate S is deposited a high-index material
(of H type), then a low-index material (L), and so on.
We take the last layer in the stack, interfacing with
the vacuum (say), to be of H type, now ignoring the
effect of the customal'y UV protection (t../2) layer;
because the laUer is ofL type it tends to have minimal
scattering and merely facilitates the impedance matching to the vacuum at the dielectric boundary.
We show in Eq. (5) that losses T, A through
transmission and absorption become additive in the
limit of small absorption,l2 i.e., Izr «n,. This limit
is in any case a necessary condition for good mirrors.
This enables us to treat each source ofloss separately,
assuming the other is absent, and to expand all terms

to lowest order in kr. We neglect the extinction of
the last H layer and the substrate. This is not a
serious assumption, because the major contribution
to the overall absorption stems from the first few
layers only; the field diminisbes rapidly toward the
substrate. The final mirror matrix is the product of
those for N pail's of layers of type HL, the matrix for
the last layer H, and that for the substrate. To first
order in the extinction coefficients, this has the form:

~~~jNj [XW-1y €IZ.][I/~'11'~,1I
X

yilt!

.

€~Z

y/x

.

"11"

In this equation x = 1l1/1l11 (note thatx < II,y == 1x 2 , Z ;: 1 - X'l.N, 101 = n[(klf + ktJ/21!11l1t1l1.1 = nkuv/
« 1, with k"v being the average extinction
coefficient in the stack and II': heing the mean square
refractive index, and 102 = nj(lIl1/lIt.l/ll. + (lIljllll)kuj;
note that €'l. «1. The power reflectance buck into
the vacuum is then given as usual by R = I(a - bl!
(a + b)12. Note that z - 1 with a relatively few
layers, so that we can apply this simplification in the
column matrix of Eq. (4). It is also lIseful and
appl'Opriate to neglect the small term €'l.l!.')Z in the
vector element b, because III1~Y »€~II.'ix. A simi/m'
approach is not possible for the column matrix element, a, because for large N both tel'lllS become
small.
Because we are only concerned with high-reflectance mirrors in which translllhlsion ailel absorption
are small, we have a « b, and the loss of reflectance
is then given in first order by

"i

1

R

4a / b = P + Q,

Q ==

(5)

2.. ( kll + kl.)/
(IIH 2 - III.:!).
In the limit N ~ x, only Q survives;
from its dependence on absorption parameters
ku, kl.' Q clearly corresponds to absOl'ption loss A in
this model. 'l'his gives the so-called Koppelnmnn
limit,!:! 1 - R = Q. In the limit of negligible absorption (k ll + ktJ - 0, only P survives, giving the
so-called Abeles limit. J~ FOI' N --. ~, this limit implies perfect reflectance ill the absence orA and S, and
this first term co .... esponds to T in t his model. The
additive form for Eq. (5) justifll!s otl I' l!arlier assumptions on the additivity of Stich contributions to T, A.
The strategy for lowering T so that A dominates is
obviously to increase the number of layers in Eq. (5)
until T becomes neglil:,rible ill comparison. This is
achieved when P ,< q. A!:i an example, for Sio.~
TiO~ layers and a Ze .. odur substrate, with ll,'j = 1.5.1,
nil = 2.33, Ill. = 1,46, and Ill! + 1~1. = I x 10 Ii, we
would rcqui!'e N > 16 pairs, i.e., :J:lla}'eni to m:hieve
the Koppelmllllll limit. In practice much larger
stacks have been de!:iigned for specific filter purposes.:l9
where P ==

4l1SIl1,2NlllI-'.!.tNTII,

Note that the substrate pl'Operty, liS, enters only in
the transmission term P, not in the absorption tel'm,
Q; power is mainly absorbed in the fi ..st few layers on
top of the stack, The substl'Ute refractive index, liS,
does not affect the losses in the Koppelmann limit,
and the associated extinction coefficient, ks, if small
(so that the approximations in the above derivation
are justified), never affects the losses. We are therefore free to choose the substrate material purely for
the quality of its surface topology (plus other, nonoptical, properties that may be desirable, e,g" heat
dHfusivity, mechanical resonances, impurity diffusion, vacuum compatibility), and that only in order to
ensure that the quality of the top surface is not
degraded.
The derivation of absorption term Q in Eq. (5) can
be simplified if one supposes the field distl'ibution in
the layers to be as in the lossless case, and if one adds
the losses ad hoc. ~6 The presentation given here has
the advantage of not assuming any field distribution a
priori. It lets us determine the layer structure necessary to achieve a transmission loss much less than
absorption, T « A, and also the extent to which the
substrute properties enteJ' in reflectance R. Suggestions 30 that one can achieve reflectances beyond
the Koppelmann limit at the expense of varying the
layer thickness give a very small return for the effort
if extinction coefficients k ~ 10- 6 are considered.
We conclude that transmission T can be suppressed, given a finite amount of absorption, by
adding enough layers to the stack. A transmission
loss or 1 pph would I'equire nn incl'ease (- 50%) in the
number of layers over that appropriate fOl' 1 ppm, i.e.,
- 50 layers; this is quite feasible in practice. TherefOI'e, we tUI'll now to a discussion of the more
rundamentallimitations: processes that lead to irreducible contributions to absorption term A.
4,

Absorption In the Vicinity of a Band Gap

The empirical relation, Urbach's rule that Q = A
exp(ul/((t)
Itllll/kIlT), has been observed to hold.
Note that (~, the absorption near a band edge, is
I'eluted to extinction coefIicient k by (l = 4TTk/h; kB is
Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, and
A, IT, (1)0 are fitted to the data.
Present estimates of k for TiO~ (the kif of Section 3)
would sugge::;t that it is this extinction that gives the
fundamental limit on absorption A and hence on
reflectance Ii for multilayer mirrors. However, this
estimate
k itself has been quite dramatically reduced, at roughly 1 ordel' of magnitUde per 2 years
oYUr the last 10 yea ..s (Fig. 2). We may compare this
with the research of Wei,'J who documented an order
of IlIIl{.,Tnitude of mirror improvement pel' 6 years over
the last 20 years. We examine the fundamental
mechanisms contributing to k in TiO~. and we conclude that flll'ther und drnmatic reductions in its
nwmilll'l·d VUIIW lire feasible.
Suitable dielectric film materials are insulators
neal' 1"00m temperatul'U, exhibiting a la .. ge band gap
of Bevernl electron volts, typically in the UV range.
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We concentrate here on the H (high-refractive-index)
material, because we expect more abso~ption for such
materials according to the Kramers-Kronig relations.
Ti0 2• as an example, behaves in this classic fashion,J6
possessing a band gap of 3.05 eV (neglecting fine
details of the anisotropic band structure of the various crystal formations). This places the nominal
limit of transparency at 407 nm. In the visible the
absorption is at present impurity limited, and in the
far IR, atomic (phonon) resonances make the material opaque again (Fig. 3).37 These features make the
material suitable in the visible. The Urbach tail
from the UV absorption in the visible region 37-39 is
the most obvious limitation on the loss. An equivalent tail from the phonon absorption spectrum need
not be considered for insulators such as Ti0 2• in
which the atomic resonance absorption starts at A ~
5 JLm.
The available data are somewhat contradictory.
DeVore40 proposed a single oscillator model for the
index of refraction of Ti0 2 from the band gap to
A = 15 JLm; the corresponding extinction coefficient
would then vary with an inverse power law according
to the Kramers-Kronig relations. This is clearly not
the case for the direct measurements ofCronemeyer,:'17
We use the latter. The extrapolated Urbach tail
(Fig. 4) gives then k == 7 X 10- 12 at A =: 500 nm.
This value is similar to the cleanest fused silica. After
decades of effort in optical fibers for communications,
APPLIED OPTICS
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4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0

A ( J.L m)

Fig. 2. Progress through recent decades in lowering extinction
coefffcient k for thin films ofTI0 2 as evaluated from data. mostly in
the literature, on finished mirrors. Circles denote data taken at
500 nm: 1983, Ref. 31; 1984, Ref. 32; 1986, Ref. 33. Squares
denote data taken at 633 nm: 1986. Ref. 34; 1988. our estimllte by
difference from measurements of R. S. Ton a 1988 set ofsupermirrors: Ref. 35; 1992. as for our 1988 mellsurements. but using
more recent supermirrors (unpublished}. Here k is either taken
directly from the literature cited above or is evaluated from R lifter
subtraction of TIS and transmiRsion losses. The line has a slope
of \12 and indicates 1 order of magnitude improvement per 2·yr
period.
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Fig. 3. Plot of absorption coefficient (Y of a slab of bulk Ti0 2 after
subtraction of the surfllce renedion (after Cronemeyer37 ).

a loss of only ii = 0.15 dB/km has been achieved for
fused silica (at A :: 1.55 !-lm). corresponding to k =
(X/4iT)(In 10lii x 10- 4 = 4 X 10- 12 •41 This figure
includes Rayleigh scattering from density fluctuations (see Section 5) and residual phonon absorption
as well as the Urbach tail in silica. Cronemeyer's
data are for crystalline material. The Urbach rule is
empirical, and its underlying mechanisms are not
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Fig. 4. Urbach tail for Ti0 2 in the visible (400-430 nm), after
Cronemeyer. 37 The deviation from linearity is attributed to impurities; a linear lit to this tail (solid line) gives on extrapolation to 500
nm an extinction coefficient or less than 10- 11.

unique. In crystalline solids many band-edge tails
reveal exciton peaks at cryogenic temperatures, but
in amorphous solids their excitonic character becomes more questionable. The semilog slope of the
Urbach tail can decrease when a material becomes
more amorphous. 20 Available direct measurements
of absorption in Ti0 2 in the visible give values for the
extinction coefficient that are several orders ofmagnitude above this extrapolated value,ti.a,1 presumably
because of impurity scattering, as was the case in
Si0 2 before the removal of impurities, mainly paramagnetic ions.42 An equivalent purification effort
for Ti0 2 would greatly enhance the potential of this
material for multilayer dielectric mirl'Or coatings.
Equally, the now-standard use of Si0 2 as a material
for the low-index material L in a multilayer dielectric
stack itself no longer presents any fundamental obstacIe to the attainment of reflectance losses well
below 1 ppm. The experience with optical fibers
shows that many of the problems have already been
solved for Si0 2 . It is an extrapolation from cu rrent
measurements to suggest that TiO:! will be as amenable as Si0 2 to high purification, but the above
evidence does not support a significant distinction
between Ti0 2 and Si0 2 in this regard. This extrapolation deserves to be investigated.
5. Rayleigh Scattering from Density Variations in the
Layer Volume

Another irreducible loss process is due to bulk Rayleigh scattering f!"Om density vaI'iations. This process may be attributed more to absorption A than to
the experimentally determined TIS. In any case,
because this process is incoherent, it r{jmoves power
from the coherent beam. In order to reduce volume
scattering, crystallization of the layel' material is
avoided by the use of ion-beam-sputtel'ing techniques, and by adding a few percent of SiO:! into the
Ti0 2 film.4,33 The density fiuctuations are then
thermodynamically determined and this dominates
the Rayleigh scattering, 14,19,.1:1
The mean square density fluctuations (0(12/ (121 are
given by OsterH and Becker45 as (op:!/p:!) == kIJT,k/V,
where Tr is the absolute temp~rature at which the
fluctuations are established, k is the bulk compressibility, and V is the layer volume. The extinction coefficient caused by this scattering process is
then 40 hr == 21T 2 (n/ - 1):!hIJTL*/3Al):I. Comparing
this Rayleigh limit between SiU:! and TiO:!, we nole
that the I'espective paI'ameters are all of similar
magnitude (Tr - 1800-2000K, n - 1.5-2.8, k
2.7-1.5 x 10- 11 Pa- I, AO == 500 nml. Hence we
expect approximately the same limits for TiO:! as for
Si0 2 whose extinction coefficient kr == 1.0 X 10- 10 ,
incidentally a factor of 10 better than pure water at
its maximum transpal'ency at 500 nm:lI; This extinction limit is approximately 4 orders of magnitude
lower than that currently achieved (Fig. 2). Related
thermodynamic fluctuations in the interface positions may also limit mirror performance through
ind uced nonspecular reflection'll; because of the close

connection, we expect this to contribute at a similar
level to the Rayleigh scattering discussed above.
6.

Conclusions

Present supermirrors represent substantial improvements over past mirrors. With the recent improvement in deposition techniques, adding a sufficient
number of layers to suppress the effect of transmission on the limit for reflectance appears not to be a
technological problem. The state of the art of surface scattering that is now achieving overall losses in
the single ppm range can be assumed to be capable of
substantial improvement. Bulk scattering and residual volume absorption in the layers will then
present the ultimate limitation, because both are
irreducible. They are estimated to produce limits of
extinction coefficients in the range kr - 10- 10 and
thus totall'enectance loss in the ppb range.
It is therefore conceivable that with improvements
in material technology and in the art of mirror
making, the total reHection losses of multilayer dielectric min'ors can be lowered to the ppb range.
Supercavity mirror technology should thus mature
toward the level ali'eady achieved in the current
development of optical fibers. The fundamental limits on extinction lengths arise from the same mechanisms in each case, and extinction lengths in optical
fibers now approach 100 km, corresponding to an
extinction coefficient of kr - 10- 12. Given such considerations and the associated possibility of raising
the design of surfaces from an art to a science, we
suggest that it is reasonable to anticipate building on
the success of the past 20 years toward the production
ofsupermirl'Ors with both their scattering S and their
absorption A very r'nuch reduced from the present
ppm range, weJI into the ppb range.
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